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Abstract 
 

The emergence of antibacterial resistance is a major public health threat that warrants urgent 

attention. The discovery of new antibacterial natural products and unravelling of their 

biosynthesis, coupled with the study of resistance mechanisms employed by bacteria to evade 

antibiotics will be vital in ensuring that we maintain a viable antibiotic development pipeline. 

This thesis covers two aspects of antibiotic research: deciphering bottromycin biosynthesis and 

AlbA mediated antibiotic resistance.  

Bottromycins are potent antibacterial peptides that bind a novel bacterial target: The A-site of 

the ribosome. Bottromycin biosynthesis is still not fully understood, especially the role of two 

hydrolases, BotAH and BotH. The in-depth functional and structural characterization studies 

presented here demonstrate that BotAH is responsible for a key proteolytic step, whereas BotH 

is an atypical hydrolase-like enzyme responsible for the post-translational epimerization of L-

Asp to D-Asp in bottromycin biosynthesis. 

AlbA is a resistance protein that had previously been reported to neutralize a potent antibacterial 

compound, albicidin. The structural and functional studies of AlbA presented here not only 

reveal the mode of albicidin binding, but also the underlying mechanism of its modification by 

AlbA, resulting in loss of potency. The data also demonstrate that AlbA constitutes an 

autoregulated antibiotic resistance system, present in a wide variety of pathogenic bacteria. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 
Die Entstehung von Antibiotikaresistenzen ist eine ernste Gefahr für die Gesundheit der 

Weltbevölkerung und bedarf dringender Aufmerksamkeit. Die Entdeckung neuer Naturstoffe 

mit antibiotischer Wirkung und ein Entschlüsseln ihrer Biosynthese zusammen mit einem 

besseren Verständnis der Resistenzmechanismen, die Bakterien entwickeln um sich zur Wehr 

zu setzen, ist essentiell um sicherzustellen, dass wir eine Tragfähige Strategie zur Entwicklung 

neuer Antibiotika haben. Diese Doktorarbeit beschäftigt sich mit zwei Aspekten der 

Antibiotikaforschung: Einem besseren Verständnis der Bottromycin Biosynthese und dem 

Resistenzprotein AlbA. 

Bottromycine sind potente antibakterielle Peptide und ihre Biosynthese ist noch nicht 

vollständig erforscht, besonders die Rolle der beiden Hydrolasen BotAH und BotH. Die 

detaillierte funktionelle und strukturelle Charakterisierung der beiden Proteine ist Teil dieser 

Arbeit. BotAH ist für einen wichtigen proteolytischen Schritt in der Biosynthese 

verantwortlich, wohingegen BotH eine sehr atypische Hydrolase ist und die post-translationale 

Umwandlung von l-Asp in d-Asp katalysiert. 

AlbA neutralisiert den potenten antibiotischen Naturstoff Albicidin. Die strukturelle und 

funktionelle Untersuchung von AlbA zeigte nicht nur auf wie AlbA Albicidin bindet und es 

dabei modifiziert, sondern auch das AlbA ein autoinduzierbares antibiotisches Resistenzprotein 

ist, das in vielen pathogenen Bakterien zu finden ist. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
 

1 Drug Discovery and Natural Products 
 

1.1 Introduction to Natural Products 
 

Natural products (NPs) are secondary metabolites produced by organisms that are not directly 

involved in the growth and development of the producing organism1. These secondary 

metabolites, however, are often produced to gain evolutionary advantages e.g. by acting as 

chemical weapons against other organims in the environemnt2,3.They are by design bioactive, 

thus they have been an outstanding source of therapeutics in the mostly non-natural target 

organism homo sapiens. NPs have diverse biological activities, and apart from antibacterial, 

antifungal and antiviral activities, these compounds are also being used as 

immunosuppressants, anticancer, cholesterol-lowering-and antiparasitic agents - just to 

mention a few4-6. Moreover, such compounds are also used in the agriculture sector as 

herbicides, insecticides and fungicides7.  Suffice to say, NPs have played a dominant role in 

human progress.  

 

1.2 Microbial Natural Product and Antibacterial Development  
 

Historically, plant-derived NPs were a major source of medicinal preparations; by the early 

1900’s 80 % of all the drugs in use were obtained from plant sources8-10. However, the discovery 

of penicillin from Penicillium notatum by Alexander Fleming in 1928 resulted in a paradigm 

shift from plants to microorganism as a source of NPs, especially antibiotics11. For the next 20 

years, termed ‘golden age’ of antibiotic discovery, extensive mining of microbes as sources of 

antibiotics resulted in the identification, followed by development for clinical use, of a number 

of novel antibiotics (Figure 1)12-14. As the identification of new antibiotics slowed down, this 

simple and cost-effective screening platform appeared to have exhausted its sources by late 

1960s13. The repeated isolation of the same NPs from different microorganisms, coupled with 

the rise in antibacterial resistance to NPs, resulted in the divestment in NP research, and a 

general shift in focus towards numerous high-throughput screening (HTS) programmes aimed 

to discover new synthetic antibiotics15. It was generally assumed that only a few antibacterial 

secondary metabolites were left to be identifed, and this would require massive screening 

programmes16-18. Therefore, the HTS programmes were considered a better alternative to the 
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mining of microbes for new antibacterial agents. This strategy proved largely unsuccessful as 

only two new synthethic antibiotics entered the clinic in the last 40 years (Figure 1)14. 

 

By the late 1990s it became clear that drug discovery platforms were unable to keep up with 

antibiotic resistance. The pharmaceutical industry responded by developing new high-tech drug 

discovery platforms combing genomics, combinatorial chemistry, HTS and rational drug 

design15,19. One such platform relied on identification of conserved essential proteins in bacteria 

through genomics that would then serve as targets of HTS and rational drug design. This 

strategy was successful in the identification of inhibitors of targets, but these compounds failed 

to make it beyond early-stage leads. The inhibitors suffered from two major drawbacks: they 

lacked reasonable spectra of activity against clinically important pathogens, and the ability to 

sufficiently penetrate the bacterial cell wall, especially in Gram-negative bacteria, to reach their 

targets. Between 1995-2001 GSK alone ran 70 HTS campaigns, costing approx. US$1 million 

per campaign, which resulted in the identification of only five leads - none of which progressed 

to clinical trials19. Lack of success in finding new antibacterial compounds and the low returns 

on investment resulted in a decline in research and development of antibiotics, with many large 

pharmaceutical companies leaving the field altogether.  

 

Figure 1. Timeline showing the decade a new class of antibiotic was introduced in the clinic. The source of antibiotic is 

depicted: green dotted boxes represent antibiotics from microbes, whereas the orange dotted boxes represent synthetic 

antibiotics. Azoles and Phenazines synthesis was inspired by a NP13.  
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In retrospect, one of the major reasons why non-NP drug discovery platforms have had limited 

success is due to a lack of structural diversity and complexity covered by synthetic screens15,19. 

It comes as no surprise that this is one area where nature excels at20-24. NPs produced by 

microorganisms also represent pre-validated set of compounds that have been optimized by 

nature as a result of billions of years of natural selection for optimal interaction with a wide 

variety of biological macromolecules - so-called privileged structures24,25. Therefore, NPs 

possess physicochemical properties that are crucial for biological activity e.g.  NPs are more 

likely to act as substrates for one or more of many transport systems presents in bacteria to 

reach the intracellular targets - a quality synthetic compounds usually lack. It is due to these 

physicochemical properties that NP-based libraries, in comparison to synthetic libraries, have 

been shown to yield higher-quality leads with a significantly higher hit rate5,20. Above all, and 

in contrast to earlier assumptions, microorganisms as a reservoir of NPs are far from 

exhausted22,26,27. During the ‘golden era’ screening was rather limited in terms of biological 

diversity as it mostly focused on soil-dwelling bacteria, primarily bacteria of the order 

Actinomycetales13,27,28. Marine ecosystems represent a vast, untapped resource of novel NPs; a 

recent foray into marine environments has led to the discovery of a plethora of NPs from 

sponges and corals29. Interestingly, it appears that symbiotic microbes associated with marine 

invertebrates are responsible for the production of these compounds29. Other underexploited 

resources include proteobacteria - such as myxobacteria, pseudomonads, burkholderias - 

firmicutes and fungi etc. In addition, genome sequencing has revealed that the capacity of 

organisms for NP biosynthesis has been largely underestimated – on avereage each strain can 

produce 20 - 40 secondary metabolites, many of which have not yet been characterized27. The 

biosynthetic machinery (or biosyntheic gene cluster (BCG); explained later) responsible for 

synthesis of these metabolites is poorly expressed under standard laboratory growth conditions. 

The importance of these so-called ‘silent or cryptic clusters’ has been recognized by the 

research community and a number of methods have been develop to activate them, resulting in 

the identification of new NPs with potent antibacterial properties30,31. Given the advantages 

described above, along with the realization that only a small fraction of the microbial world has 

been explored, and the recent advances in genome miming and activation of silent clusters, NPs 

still represent one of the most important sources of antibacterial compounds.  

 

To summarize, NPs are an integral part of antibacterial research and development, and the value 

of these compounds can be gauged from the fact that currently the vast majority of antibacterial 

drugs in use today are either NPs or their derivatives - of the nine representative classes of 
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antibiotics of the modern era shown in Figure 2, six belong to NPs, with only three a result of 

synthetic chemistry32.  

 

Figure 2. Representative classes of antibiotics of the modern era. The dotted boxes are colored per antibiotic class: green = 

NP and orange = synthetic. 

 

1.3 Biosynthesis of Microbial Natural Products 
 

NPs are produced by a series of proteins encoded by genes, usually clustered in the microbial 

genome, forming a BGC33. This paradigm facilitates their identification and characterization, 

which has been further streamlined by the advances in next-generation DNA sequencing and 

bioinformatics tools34-37. BGCs are commonly classified based on their product(s), which 

despite their enormous structural diversity is in principal based on a variation of a few 

predominant pathways, namely the non-ribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS), the polyketide 

synthase (PKS), and the ribosomally synthesized and post-translationally modified peptide 

(RiPP) pathways.  

 

A detailed discussion of microbial NP biosynthetic pathways is outside the scope of this thesis, 

and therefore, the readers are directed to a number of reviews on this topic38-47.  
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1.3.1 Polyketide Synthase  

 

Polyketide NPs are produced by enzymes called polyketide synthases (PKSs), which are 

structurally and functionally similar to the fatty acid synthase (FAS) machinery48,49. PKS use 

some of the simplest biosynthetic building blocks:  coenzyme-A (CoA)-activated starter units 

(e.g. acetyl-coenzyme A) and extender unit (e.g. malonyl-coenzyme A), and based on their 

architecture can be divided into three types (I-III): Type I PKSs are organized into modules, 

composed of multifunctional enzymes acting non-iteratively; type II PKSs consists of 

mutifunctional enzymes that act iteratively, and type III, the simplest of the PKSs, are formed 

by iteratively acting homodimeric enzymes41,50. A few notable PKS derived NPs are shown in 

Figure 3, depicting the structural diversity exhibited by this class of NP51-54.  

 

In bacteria, type I polyketide NPs are the most common. As mentioned earlier they are 

organized into modules, wherein each module is responsible for the addition, and thereby 

extension of polyketide chain, by an extender unit48,49. Generally speaking each elongation step 

requires the action of minimally three core domains: keto synthase (KS), acyltransferase (AT), 

and acyl carrier protein (ACP) (Figure 3). The AT recuits the extender unit, which is transferred 

to the 4-phosophopantetheinne (Ppant) attached to the ACP domain via phosphopantetheinyl 

transferases (PPTases). The ACP then delievers the building block to KS domain that catalyzes 

the decarboxylative Claisen-like condensation between the extender unit and the growing 

polyketide chain. The ACP domain can then either transfer the processed intermediate to the 

downstream KS of the downstream module for further elongation or to a chain-releasing 

thioesterase (TE) domain, usually present at the end of the assembly line, for relase of the 

product. The Ppant of ACP functions as a flexible arm, able to channel the attached nascent 

polyketide to additional processing domains that may be present between the AT and ACP 

domains to generate vastly diverse and complex polyketides e.g. ketoreductase (KR), 

dehydratase (DH), and enolreductase (ER) domains, which are responsible for keto group 

modification. In addition, various starter and extender units can be utilized based on the AT 

domain substrate specificity55,56. Further post-PKS modifications such as oxidation, 

glycosylation, hydroxylation, amination etc. contribute to the impressive structural diversity 

observed for PKS derived NPs57,58. 
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Figure 3. PKS NP biosynthesis and structural diversity. (Top) The scematic reaction steps for one elongation step in PKS 

pathway is shown in blue box. (1) Loading of an activated precusor (starter or extender) units onto acyltransferase (AT) 

domain; (2) Transfer of precusor unit to phosphopantetheine arm (Ppant), depicted as a wavy line, attached to a serine of the 

acyl carrier protein (ACP); (3) Transfer of starter unit to ketosynthase (KS) domain; (4) Condensation of starter unit with 

extender unit catalysed by KS domain; (5) Extension of chain by one starter unit. (Bottom) A few NPs synthesized by PKS 

pathways are displayed.  

 

1.3.2 Nonribosomal Peptide Synthetase  

 

Nonribosomal peptides are synthesized on large multidomain enzyme complexes, 

nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs), that are usually composed of modules working in 

an assembly line synthetic logic; wherein each module within an NRPS is responsible for the 
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incorporation of a single amino acid into the growing chain42,43,59. These modules are 

themselves are comprised of domains that catalyse the individual steps of peptide synthesis, 

which proceeds in a N- to C-terminal direction. Dissociated NRPSs consisting of stand-alone 

modules and domains have also been reported, which are frequently involved in the generation 

and delivery of building blocks to the modular NRPS assembly line. Molecules made by NRPS 

can be linear, cyclic or branched-cyclic in nature, usually ranging from 3 - 15 amino acids in 

length60. Structures of a few antibacterial NPs synthesized by NRPSs, including the last resort 

antibiotic vancomycin, are shown in Figure 461-65. 

 

Despite the structural complexity observed in nonribosomal peptides, NRPS modules are 

formed by three core domains: adenylation (A), condensation (C) and peptidyl carrier protein 

(PCP) (Figure 4)42,44. The A domain acts a gatekeeper by selecting and activating the amino 

acid to be loaded, as the aminoacyl-AMP, and transfers it to the paired PCP domain by forming 

a thioester linkage with the terminal thiol of a phosphopantetheine (Ppant; shown as a wavy 

bond attached to SH in Figure 4). The Ppant acts as a flexible arm carrying the bound amino 

acid towards the condensation domain (C). At the same time another PCP-bound amino acid, 

carried by a downstream module, is directed towards the C domain, which can now carry out 

the peptide bond formation between the PCP-bound amino acids. During this process the amino 

acid is also transferred from one module to another in the assembly line (Figure 4). Just like in 

PKSs, a terminal thioesterase (TE) domain is usually responsible for the release of the peptide 

either by hydrolysis or internal cyclization in bacteria. By decoupling peptide synthesis from 

the ribosome, NRPSs - more specifically the A domains- are able to access proteinogenic and 

non-proteinogenic amino acids; this coupled with the coordinated action of a set of dedicated 

additional domains and tailoring enzymes catalysing e.g. epimerization (E), oxidation (Ox), 

methylation (MT), halogenation (Hal) and cyclization (Cy) etc., is the source of structural 

diversity observed in NRPS derived NPs42,44.  
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Figure 4. NRPS NP biosynthesis and structural diversity. (Top) The schematic representation of the NRPS elongation cycle. 

(1) Activation of amino acid by adenylation (A) domain; (2) Transfer of the activated amino acid onto the peptidyl carrier 

protein (PCP) linked  Ppant arm (shown as wavy bond attached to SH); (3) Peptide bond formation between PCP-linked amino 

acids is carried out by the condensation (C) domain; (4) The PCP-linked elongated peptide is then ready to be delivered to the 

downstream C domain for next round of elongation cycle. The scheme features a loading unit (A-PCP) which usually provides 

the initial amino acid in NRPS pathway. (Bottom) A few NPs produced by NRPS pathways are displayed. 
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1.3.3 Ribosomally Synthesized and Post-Translationally Modified Peptide 

 

Ribosomally synthesized and post-translationally modified peptides (RiPPs) are synthesized as 

precursor peptides that undergo post-translational modification(s) (PTM) by one or more 

enzymes to give rise to a mature peptide with structural elements crucial for bioactivity, 

increased metabolic stability and improved cellular uptake etc46,66. Due to their very simple, yet 

elegant biosynthesis logic (explained below), the investigation of RiPPs has overturned the 

long-standing view in NP research of the requirement of large genomes to produce 

architecturally complex natural products67. Based on their biosynthetic machinery and 

structural features, RiPPs are grouped into different families (> 20 RiPP families); a few of 

these peptides are mentioned in Figure 568-72.  

 

Irrespective of the family, they all share several common biosynthetic features46,68,73. As 

mentioned earlier, all RiPPs start as precursor peptides synthesized on a ribosome. These 

precursor peptides, ranging from 20 - 110 amino acids in length, consist of two obligatory parts: 

leader and the core peptide. The leader peptide facilitates recognition by the tailoring enzyme(s) 

installing a particular modification in the core peptide. In some cases, e.g. bottromycins 

(discussed later), a follower peptide instead of a leader peptide in present; the follower peptide 

serves the same role as the leader peptide in terms of recognition. In most cases, modification(s) 

(known as early-stage or primary modification) is followed by the proteolytic removal of the 

leader or the follower peptide, and the mature NP is exported. However, tailoring enzymes do 

exist in some RiPP pathways that further modify the core peptide after the removal of the 

leader/follower – referred to as ‘late-stage or secondary’ modification. In leader-peptide 

dependent tailoring enzymes the leader peptide binding region and the active site is present on 

different parts of the enzyme, allowing RiPP enzymes to be specific for a substrate yet 

promiscuous in terms of the core peptide. As a results of this many RiPP pathways have highly 

variable core peptides, but retain nearly identical leader peptides. This makes RiPP a very 

attractive family of NPs for bioengineering to generate large chemical libraries for bioactivity 

screening e.g. by simple mutagenesis of the core peptide residues74,75.  

 

The remainder of this section of the thesis will be dedicated to one particular family of RiPP, 

bottromycins. For additional information regarding other RiPP families and the recent advances 

in the field of RiPP biosynthesis, I direct the reader towards recent reviews45-46, 68, 73.   
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Figure 5. RiPP NP biosynthesis and structural diversity. (Top) The schematic representation of the general strategy for RiPP 

biosynthesis. The precursor peptide is composed of a leader or follower peptide and a core peptide. Early stage or primary 

modifications are installed by tailoring enzymes that typically bind precursor peptide through recognition sequences present 

in the leader or follower peptide, which is followed by the modification of the core peptide. Late-stage or secondary 

modifications are installed by tailoring enzymes that act on the core peptide independently of the leader or follower peptide. 

(Bottom) A few NPs produced by RiPP pathways are displayed.  
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1.3.3.1 Bottromycins 

 

Bottromycin was first isolated from fermentation broth of Streptomyces bottropensis by 

Waisvisz et al. in 1957, and subsequently found to be an antibacterial peptide with activity 

against Gram-positive bacteria and mycoplasma76-79. This was followed by the isolation of 

bottromycin A2, B2, and C2, several years later by Umezawa’s group from Streptomyces No. 

3668-L2, with A2 being the main and the most active component80. Mode of action studies 

revealed these NPs inhibit bacterial protein synthesis by binding a novel target: amino acyl-

tRNA binding site (A site) on the 50S ribosome81-85. As this site is not addressed by any 

antibiotic in use, unsurprisingly, no cross resistance was observed86. Later on, it was also shown 

that their antibacterial activity extends to methicillin resistance Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) 

and vancomycin-resistant Enterococci (VRE), with minimum inhibitors concentrations (MIC) 

less than 2 µg ml-1, making them a very promising lead compound with a novel target for the 

development of antibiotics86. However, the progress was hampered due to the problems 

associated with structure elucidation, chemical synthesis and derivatization of bottromycins. 

The structure elucidation process involved numerous revisions, and ultimately led to the 

assignment shown in Figure 680,86-92. The absolute configuration was confirmed by total 

synthesis in 2009, followed by the determination of the three-dimensional solution structure of 

bottromycin A2 in 201186,93. The structure of bottromycin consist of eight amino acids that are 

extensively modified, giving rise to structural features including a macrocyclic amidine, which 

is unique and so far, has only been reported for bottromycins; rare β- methylated amino acids 

residues, and a terminal thiazole (Figure 6).  

 

Despite the established total synthesis, the structure activity relationship (SAR) studies and 

chemical synthesis of potent derivatives of bottromycin have proven to be an uphill task due to 

difficulties associated with chemical synthesis and derivatization of naturally occurring 

bottromycins86,94-96. Synthetic approaches can be complemented with rational biosynthetic 

engineering for the generation of novel derivatives; however, one of the bottlenecks for the 

implementation of this combinatorial approach is the lack of understanding of their 

biosynthesis97. The first major breakthrough was the identification of the BGCs responsible for 

the synthesis of bottromycins, A2-C2, and a new analog of A2, bottromycin D, in 201298-101. The 

BGC’s identification, coupled with gene mutation/deletion experiments and heterologous 

expression, demonstrated that bottromycins are synthesized as a RiPP, with the sequence of 

both, precursor peptide and tailoring enzymes, being conserved in several Streptomyces species. 
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Bottromycins are synthesized from the same core peptide and differ only in the methylation 

pattern, expect for Bottromycin D, which harbours a substitution at position 3 (valine to alanine) 

in the core peptide. 

 

The gene cluster from Streptomyces sp. BC16019 is shown in Figure 4a98. It contains 13 open 

reading frames (ORF); the currently proposed function of each gene and the order of 

biosynthesis based on the untargeted metabolomics approach using mass spectral networking, 

gene inactivation and in vitro functional characterization is shown in Figure 798,101,102. The first 

step involves the removal of N-terminal methionine by a peptidase, BotP, which shares 

sequence homology with a number of M17 leucine aminopeptidase (LAP). As expected, the 

crystal structure of BotP revealed it to be highly similar to other M17 LAPs, and the subsequent 

in vitro characterization using recombinantly produced precursor peptide, BotA, confirmed its 

role in bottromycin biosynthesis i.e. the removal of the N-terminal methionine residue103.  Gene 

inactivation studies have shown that the three radical-S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), 

BotRMT1-3, are responsible for the methylation on β-carbons of proline, valines and 

phenyalanine. These deletion experiments resulted in significantly reduced bottromycin 

production which can be explained by the inability of later stage tailoring enzymes to process 

demethylated substrates98,101,102. This implicates RMT1-3 as early-stage modification enzymes, 

which is in an agreement with metabolomic studies. Moreover, differing quantities of 

demethylated bottromycins produced also indicated that the order of β-methylation is likely to 

be: RMT1 (phenylalanine), RMT2 (valines) and RMT3 (proline)101. However, in metabolomic 

studies the observation of methylated valines when analysing RMT1 knockout strain, indicates 

that the order based on production yields may not be correct102. Besides this the observation of 

shunt products in BotC knockout corresponding to peptides with methylated valines also imply 

that heterocyclization (explained below) precedes methylation of proline and phenylalanine 

residues in bottromycin biosynthesis. 
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Figure 6. Bottromycin biosynthesis and strucutre. (A) Bottromycin BGC from Streptomyces bottropenesis (genes not drawn to 

scale). (B) The sequence of the precurosr peptide, BotA, is shown. The core peptide is identical in all known producers of 

bottromycins, except for bottromycin D (not shown) which contains a point mutation at position 3 (valine to alanine). The 

follower peptide sequnce is also almost identical in all known producers (not shown). The core peptide undegoes extensive 

post-translational modifications installed by enzymes present in the BGC  to yield mature bottromycins. Key structural feautres 

are color coded: macrocyclic amidine (cyan), β- methylation (orange), and a terminal thiazole (blue). 

The bottromycin BGC encodes two YcaO proteins, BotC and BotCD, hypothesized to be 

involved in macrocyclization and heterocyclization98-101. This was based on the functional 

characterization of YcaO proteins present in other RiPP families; these proteins have been 

shown to catalyse the formation of oxazolines or thiazolines via the activation of backbone 

amide carbonyl by pyrophosphorylation or phosphorylation. All previously characterized 

YcaOs were shown to require the presence of an additional protein, belonging to E1 ubiquitin 

activating like superfamily, either as an N-terminal fusion to the YcaO or as a discrete 

protein104. This additional protein aids catalysis, through the presence of a motif on it, known 

as the RiPP precursor peptide recognition element (RRE), that supports the binding of the 

precursor peptide to the YcaO active site. Pairwise sequence alignments of YcaO proteins 

revealed the presence of key ATP/Mg+2 binding residues in BotC and CD. However, RRE 

elements were not found in BotC and CD, making them unusual standalone YacOs. Subsequent 

in vitro work confirmed that BotP processed precursor peptide is preferred substrate for BotC, 

which catalyses the formation of the heterocycle (thiazoline), followed by macrocyclization by 

BotCD105,106. Upon extended incubation BotCD was also shown to be able to reopen the 
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macrocycle106. Both enzymatic transformations require the presence of the follower peptide, 

but unlike other YcaOs, BotC and CD do not require an additional enzyme for activity- this is 

in contrast to metabolomic studies, which hinted towards the concerted role of BotCD and a 

putative amidohydrolase, BotAH, in macrocyclization102. Based on these findings, it is likely 

that one of the two remaining putative hydrolases present in the BGC, namely BotAH or BotH, 

is responsible for the removal of the follower peptide after cyclization. This leaves the other 

hydrolase as the mystery enzyme of the BGC. 

 

Generally, thiazole-containing RiPPs encode a flavin-dependent dehydrogenase that is 

responsible for the oxidative decarboxylation of thiazolines to thiazoles107.  However, such an 

enzyme is not present in the bottromycin BGC, and instead a cytochrome P450 enzyme, 

BotCYP, was assumed to perform this role. Although unusual, cytochrome P450 enzymes have 

been reported to catalyse thiazole formation in other non-RiPP NP biosynthesis e.g. the plant 

alkaloid camalexin108,109. Subsequently, metabolic studies confirmed that BotCYP is indeed 

responsible for the conversion of thiazoline to thiazole in bottromycin biosynthesis, and this 

conversion follows the removal of the follower peptide102. This functional assignment is based 

on the observation of carboxylated O-desmethyl bottromycin A2 and B2 as two major 

compounds in BotCYP knockout strain. Interestingly, two peaks were observed for each O-

desmethyl-compound by liquid chromatography- mass spectrometry (LC-MS) with identical 

fragmentation pattern on tandem MS. As bottromycins contain a non-proteogenic D-Asp at 

position 7, these peaks were assumed to reflect the epimers at the aspartate residue. Deuterium 

labelling experiment was carried out to assess whether Asp -proton is exchangeable or not102. 

The exchangeable protons on decarboxylated O-desmethyl bottromycins were replaced with 

deuterium, and the thiazoline was hydrolyzed back to a Cys residue using dilute aq. DCl. The 

reopening of the heterocycle was postulated to trap a deuterium in the Asp -position, as the 

exchange of proton at this position is not possible in the absence of thiazoline. Subsequent 

exchange of protons with H2O followed by LC-MS analysis revealed specific incorporation of 

a deuterium at Asp7, confirming that Asp -proton is exchangeable. The relative ratio of the 

two epimers was also observed to change over time. Taken together these findings led the 

authors to propose that epimerization in bottromycin pathways is non-enzymatic and 

spontaneous102. Since imine-enamine tautomerization that is responsible for the exchange of 

Asp -proton is disfavoured once the thiazole has been formed, the non-enzymatic conversion 

of L- to D-Asp probably takes place before the formation of the thiazole102,110.  In addition, the 

presence of carboxylated O-desmethyl bottromycins also revealed that O-methylation follows 
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BotCYP mediated thiazole formation. The bottromycin BGC encodes an O-methyltransferase, 

which has been shown in vitro to carry out aspartate O-methylation to yield bottromycin A2 in 

the presence of S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)102. 

 

The remaining two genes of the BGC encode a putative transcriptional regulator (BotR) and a 

putative multidrug transporter (BotT) that are not directly involved in the biosynthesis of 

bottromycins. Both of these proteins await functional characterization; however, BotT is likely 

to be involved in export of, and self-resistance to, bottromycins as its overexpression in a 

heterologous host resulted in 20-fold increase in production of bottromycin98. BotR shares weak 

sequence similarity to the ArsR/SmtB family of transcriptional repressors, and unexpectedly, 

the deletion of BotR did not have any effect on the yield of bottromycins101. Therefore, further 

work in required to determine the precise role of BotT and BotR in bottromycin biosynthesis.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Bottromycin biosynthesis as proposed by in vivo and in vitro studies. 
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To sum up, the identification of bottromycins BGCs laid down the foundation for understanding 

the biosynthesis of bottromycin. Subsequent in vivo and in vitro studies have helped to elucidate 

or shed light on the function of most of the proteins involved in biosynthesis. However, further 

work is needed, especially related to the in vitro functional characterization of putative 

hydrolases present in the BGC. RiPP biosynthetic logic dictates that one of the hydrolases is 

responsible for removal of the follower peptide - a role previously assigned to BotH as BotAH 

was implicated in macrocyclization102. However, in vitro studies revealed that heterocyclization 

and macrocyclization are carried out by BotC and BotCD independently105,106. This 

predicament of having one additional hydrolase than to what is seemingly required for 

biosynthesis needs to be resolved to fully understand bottromycins biosynthesis. It is unlikely 

that the bottromycin BGCs contain highly conserved genes, botH and botAH, without any role 

in the pathway; although it could be argued that one of these hydrolases is not essential for 

biosynthesis of mature bottromycins, but plays a yet unknown post-maturation role. An 

additional area which needs more attention is the structural characterization of biosynthetic 

enzymes in the presence and absence of substrate or product to help shed light on the substrate 

specificity of each enzyme. So far only one enzyme of bottromycin BGC, namely BotP, has 

been structurally characterized103. The hallmark of RiPP tailoring enzymes is the spatial 

separation of substrate recognition and catalysis that allows the enzymes to process a wide 

variety of substrates. The structural data can help to better understand the substrate malleability 

of each enzyme in bottromycin biosynthesis, which will undoubtedly help the rational 

derivatization of bottromycins with enhanced antibacterial activity.  
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2 Mechanisms of Antibiotic Resistance  
 

2.1 Introduction  
 

The emergence of antibacterial resistance is a major public health issue of the 21st century with 

some infections now effectively untreatable111. According to conservative estimates by the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention infections caused by drug resistant bacteria are 

responsible for more than 35,000 deaths per year in the United States alone, with some reports 

estimating it to reach 10 million deaths per year globally by 2050112,113. The situation is 

worsened by a paucity of robust antibiotic pipeline, with the withdrawal of the large 

pharmaceutical companies from this field being one of the major reasons. The dangers of a 

post-antibiotic era have been acknowledged by policymakers, and a number of new initiatives 

haven been launched e.g. Global Antibiotic Research and Development Partnership (GARDP) 

and Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria Biopharmaceutical Accelerator (CARB-X), to 

turn the tide against antibiotic resistance; however, it is too early to comment on the success of 

these initiatives to counter the faltering antibiotic discovery pipeline114,115. Given that bacteria 

are rapidly developing resistance to antibiotics, an in-depth study of resistance mechanism(s) 

employed by bacteria can help to extend the lifetime of an antibiotics by guiding the 

development of modifications that can help evade resistance mechanism. This strategy has been 

successful in the development of ‘generations’ of antibiotics over the past decades116. The 

resurgence of interest in antibiotic discovery and developments, coupled with a better 

understanding of bacterial resistance mechanisms, will be vital in ensuring we stay ahead of 

drug resistance bacteria.    

 

2.2 Overview of Antibiotic Resistance Mechanisms 
 

The concept of antibacterial resistance is not new, and given the adaptability of bacteria it is an 

expected result of the interaction of organisms with their environment116. As most of the 

antibiotics are NPs, and thus, bacteria sharing the same ecological niche with other organisms 

producing antimicrobials have developed mechanism(s) to counter these molecules; this is 

referred to as natural resistance. Of greater concern are cases of acquired resistance via 

horizontal gene transfer or mutation of pre-existing genes that confers resistance to bacterial 

population that was initially susceptible to the antibiotic117,118. Irrespective of the nature of 

resistance, antimicrobial resistance mechanisms in bacteria can be broadly divided into four 

main categories: (1) limiting entry of the antibiotic; (2) mutation of the target protein; (3) 

inactivation of the antibiotic, and (4) expulsion of the antibiotic117-120. Presence of one or more 
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of these mechanisms in bacteria can lead to multidrug resistance (MDR)120. MDR systems 

respond to and inactivate antibacterial compounds with diverse structures and targets; however, 

a minimal structural motif is usually required for recognition by such systems121.  Generally, 

antibiotic resistance affords a gain of function, which may impart a fitness cost122,123. Moreover, 

considering that the antibiotic resistance is most often only transiently advantageous, bacteria 

tend to modulate resistance mechanism at the transcriptional or translational level, thereby 

allowing it to adapt to its external environment124. One elegant and efficient system that 

incorporates autoregulation and MDR is thiostrepton-inducded protein A (TipA).  

 

2.2.1 Thiostrepton-induced protein A  

 

Thiostrepton induced protein A (TipA), first identified in Streptomyces lividans, belongs to the 

family of mercuric ion resistance (MerR)- like transcriptional regulators which include MDR 

transcriptional regulators B1tR, BmrR and Mta125,126.  The characteristic feature of this family 

is the similar N-terminal helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif responsible for DNA binding, which is 

connected by a long coiled-coil linker to a diverse C-terminal effector binding domain that 

recognizes a wide variety of ligands ranging from metal ions to large antibiotics126. However, 

unlike other MerR regulators, the tipA gene, which is expressed in response to thiostrepton-like 

antibiotics, encodes two alternate in-frame translation products: the long minor form TipAL and 

the predominant short form TipAS, which constitutes the C-terminal part TipAL (Figure 8)126,127
. 

While TipAL follows the basic architecture of MerR-like regulators, TipAS on the other hand 

consist only of the effector binding domain (Figure 8). The effector domain present in both 

TipAL and TipAS interacts with a variety of a thiopeptide-like antibiotics such as thiostrepton, 

nosiheptide and promothiocin A128,129. Recently, TipAS apo and complex solution structures 

and dynamic studies have allowed the proposal of a mechanism for the TipA MDR system 

(Figure 8)130,131. TipAS consists of an unfolded N-terminal region and a C-terminal, globin-like 

α-helical structure with a deep hydrophobic antibiotic binding cleft. The ligand-binding residue 

Cys214, which forms a covalent bond with the dehydralanine residue present in the tail region 

of thiopeptides, is located at the bottom of this cleft (Figure 8a)130. In the case of thiostrepton 

which contains two dehydroalanie residues, Dha15 and Dha16, the data suggests that Dha15 is 

most likely involved in covalent bond formation with Cys214. However, the presence of Dha 

is not a necessary condition for the recognition by TipA, and conserved structural features of 

thiostrepton-like antibiotics have been implicated in recognition128,131. The first step of 

antibiotic interaction involves the recognition of these features by hydrophobic residues present 

at the entrance of antibiotic binding cleft and at the N-terminus of TipAS. The interaction of the 
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antibiotic with the N-terminus induces significant conformational change resulting in the 

transformation of the N-terminus from partially flexible to all-helical structure (Figure 8a), that 

now encloses the bound antibiotic, thereby forming a very stable protein-ligand complex 

(Figure 8a)131,132. In addition, antibiotic binding also stabilizes a helix connected to the N-

terminus; extending it by two turns in the direction of the N-terminus (Figure 8a slate colored 

helix). These interactions also position the Dha residue present in the tail of thiostrepton-like 

antibiotics such that it can form a covalent bonding with Cys214. As TipAS is connected to the 

DNA binding domain in the transcriptional regulator, TipAL, it is likely the that the 

transformation of TipAS’s N-terminus upon antibiotic binding constitutes a mechanical signal 

that leads to the observed higher affinity to the tipA promoter, which then binds to it as a dimer 

and causes its untwisting or unwinding131. This binding event has also been reported to increase 

the affinity of RNA polymerase (RNAP) for the promoter by more than 10-fold, possibly an 

outcome of more stable TipAL - antibiotic - RNAP complex, initiating transcription of 

tipA130,132. However, further studies are needed to fully understand the underlying mechanism 

of tipA activation by TipAL. In short, because of its two distinct function: (1) sequestration and 

thereby inactivation of thiostrepton-like antibiotics by TipAS, and (2) autoregulation of tipA 

gene by TipAL in the presence thiostrepton-like antibiotics, TipA can be considered as an 

autoregulated MDR system. TipA-like proteins are also reported to be present in the genomes 

of many bacteria, including pathogens like Bacillus anthracis, Streptococcus mitis, 

Enterobacter faecalis and Listeria monocytogenes130. At present none of these proteins have 

been functionally or structurally characterized, and it would be interesting to see what 

assortment of metabolites are bound and inactivated by them. 
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Figure 8. Basic logic of TipA multidrug resistance system. (A) Structure of TipAs and TipAs antibiotic complex structure in 

ribbon representation. Thiostrepton-like antibiotic, promothiocin A, and antibiotic binding residue Cys214 are shown as sticks 

with carbon atoms maroon, oxygen atoms red, nitrogen atoms blue, and sulphur as yellow. The felxible N-terminal residues 

that undergo significant conformational change upon ligand binding are shown as a dashed line. The ligand-induced 

conformational change leads to the formation of additional helices which are color coded: extension of an existing helix (slate) 

and new helices (dark blue) (B) The presence of thiostrepton-like antibiotics induce the expression of tipA gene which encodes 

two alternate in-frame products: TipAs and TipAL. The covalent binding of the antibiotic by TipAs leads to transformation of 

the flexible N-terminal to a helical structure enclosing the antibiotic. At the same time the antibiotic induced conformational 

change promotes TipAL dimerization and induction of tipA gene. 
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3 Outline of the thesis 
 

The main focus on this work was to structurally and functionally characterize three proteins: 

BotH and BotAH, putative hydrolases present in bottromycin BCG; and AlbA, an albicidin 

antibiotic resistance protein found in Klebsiella oxytoca. Chapter 2 and 3 are dedicated to 

understanding the role BotAH and BotH in bottromycin biosynthesis; whereas, chapter 4 deals 

with AlbA. 

 

Bottromycins are a RiPP whose biosynthesis is not yet fully understood, especially the role of 

BotAH and BotH. Recently, work done by Franz, L. et al. and Schwalen, C.J. et al.  on the in 

vitro reconstitution of macrocyclization in bottromycin biosynthesis revealed that BotCD is 

able to install this modification without the need of an additional enzyme, and that this 

modification is reversible. This was in contrast to in vivo data which hinted towards a concerted 

role of BotAH and BotCD in macrocyclization. Therefore, in order to resolve the disparity 

between the in vivo and in vitro data we set out to understand the role of BotAH and BotH. The 

data presented confirms the role of BotAH in bottromycin biosynthesis i.e. the removal of the 

follower peptide after macrocyclization. Moreover, once the follower peptide has been removed 

by BotAH, macrocycle cannot be reopened by BotCD. This observation helps to remove the 

disparity between the in vitro and in vivo data and places BotAH as the gatekeep between the 

early stage and late stage modifications installed on the precursor peptide. The crystal structure 

of BotAH is also reported, which helped shed light on its substrate specificity and mechanism 

of action.   

 

In chapter 3 the role of BotH in bottromycin biosynthesis is discussed. The data presented 

demonstrates that this enzyme is responsible for the conversion of L-aspartate to D-aspartate 

with relaxed substrate specificity. The high-resolution crystal structures of BotH and BotH in 

complex with its substrate sheds light on the mechanism of epimerization. In addition, BotH 

can also bind the natural products bottromycins with high affinity, and the mode of binding is 

explained by the complex structures of three bottromycins bound to BotH.  Subsequent, in vivo 

and in vitro data hints towards an additional role of BotH in bottromycin biosynthesis: negative-

feedback regulation of bottromycin biosynthesis. An in-silico analysis also reveals the presence 

of BotH-like proteins in putative BGCs encoding diverse NPs including RiPP, NRPS and PKS, 

which may also be able to epimerize non-Asp stereocenters via the unprecedented mechanism 

we proposed for BotH.  
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Albicidin is a NP produced by phytopathogen Xanthomonas albilineans, which was reported 

as potent antibiotic against Gram-positive and in particular Gram-negative bacteria. Owing to 

its unique structural properties and potent antibacterial activity, it is considered a lead structure. 

Therefore, it is important to understand the resistance mechanisms that already exist in nature 

against this interesting antibiotic. Previously three resistance proteins have been identified 

against albicidin: AlbA, AlbB and AlbD. Chapter 4 is dedicated to understanding the 

mechanism(s) employed by AlbA to neutralize albicidin. We report high-resolution crystal 

structures of AlbA and the AlbA-albicidin complex, which explain the mode of binding of 

albicidin. Structural analysis also revealed AlbA be a homolog of TipAS; it appears that an 

internal gene duplication gave rise to two pseudo-symmetric TipAS dimers which constitute 

AlbA. Since the TipA system consists of two protein isoforms: short version (TipAS) and long 

version (TipAL), we had a closer look at the AlbA sequence. The original annotation of AlbA 

in Klebsiella oxytoca was incomplete, and an alternate inframe start codon located upstream 

was found to give rise to two in-frame translation products: short version (AlbAS) and the long 

verion (AlbAL). Unexpectedly, unlike TipAS, AlbAS was found to modify the antibiotic. This 

AlbAS-mediated modification of albicidin leads to a loss of biological activity, extending our 

understanding of AlbAS, which was previously thought to neutralize albicidin by sequestering 

the compound by forming a very stable complex. Subsequent, extensive mutational studies and 

crystal structures allowed us to propose a mechanism for this chemical modification. Finally, 

we also tested if the AlbA system, akin to TipA system, can neutralize compounds structurally 

similar to albicidin. To this end we tested cystobactimid - a potent antibiotic produced by 

myxobacteria. Interestingly, cystabactimid, despite being able to interreact with AlbA did not 

upregulate the transcription of the albA gene. This hints towards a different mode of binding 

for cystobactamid, compared to albicidin, which is currently being investigated.  
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1 Introduction 

Bottromycins1,2 are natural product antibiotics with activity against problematic human 

pathogens such as Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)3,4. They bind to the A-

site of the prokaryotic 50S ribosome, which is a novel antibiotic target5-7. Bottromycins belong 

to the growing family of ribosomally synthesized and post-translationally modified peptides 

(RiPPs), and their biosynthesis and total synthesis have received increasing attention8-12. They 

are derived from the precursor peptide BotA, which undergoes a series of post-translational 

enzymatic tailoring steps, the order of which has been proposed based on an untargeted 

metabolomics approach using mass spectral networking (Scheme 1, we will use Streptomyces 

sp. BC16019 nomenclature)13: First, the N-terminal methionine is removed by a leucyl-amino 

peptidase (BotP), followed by heterocyclization of the BotA cysteine residue to thiazoline by 

the YcaO enzyme BotC and C-methylation by radical methyl transferases 1-3. Next, a second 

YcaO enzyme, BotCD, was reported to act together with the metallo-dependent amidohydrolase 

BotAH in macroamidine formation13. Removal of the follower peptide by the /-hydrolase 

BotH, successive oxidative decarboxylation of the thiazoline to a thiazole (BotCYP) and O-

methylation of an aspartate (BotOMT) complete bottromycin biosynthesis. 
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Scheme 1. (a) A gene cluster highly homologous in sequence and organization to those of confirmed bottromycin producers 

Streptomyces sp. BC16019 and S. bottropensis was found in S. purpureus (top). Intergenic regions not drawn to scale. (b) 

Bottromycin biosynthesis as proposed by untargeted metabolomics13. Methylation by radical methyl transferases (RMT1-3) is 

shown as black lines, heterocyclized cysteine as a red pentagon and the macroamidine in cyan. 

 

2 Results and Discussion 

In vitro work has confirmed the assigned functions for BotP13,14, BotC8,9 and BotCD8,9. It was 

demonstrated that the BotCD homologs BmbE and PurCD alone are sufficient for 

macroamidine formation in vitro8,9. For PurCD, macroamidine formation was reversible: It 

catalyzes both, macroamidine formation and its reopening8. 

To probe the role of the amidohydrolase in bottromycin biosynthesis in vitro, we attempted to 

express BotAH (insoluble). The close homolog PurAH (72 % sequence identity to BotAH) from 

Streptomyces purpureus (Scheme 1) could be expressed and purified. We first tested possible 

substrates and incubated PurAH with precursor peptide BotA, BotAP (N-terminal methionine 
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removed), BotAPC (BotAP with heterocyclized cysteine) and BotAPCCD (macrocyclized BotAPC) 

(Figure 1a). 

 

Figure 1. LC-ESI-MS characterization of PurAH reactions. (a) Incubation of PurAH with BotA, BotAP, BotAPC, and BotAPCCD 

(5 µM enzyme, 50 µM substrate, 37 °C, 16 h). Only BotAPC and BotAPCCD were substrates of PurAH. Colors correspond to 

scheme 1. (b) Time-course of BotAPC and BotAPCCD (50 µM) cleavage by PurAH (0.2 µM) in the presence of Co2+ (100 µM). 

(c) When PurAH is added to a macrocyclization reaction, the reaction goes to completion and 2 is formed. 

All samples were analyzed by liquid chromatography-electrospray ionization mass 

spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS). We observed no activity on BotA or BotAP. For the BotAPC 

reaction, we observed two new masses, which corresponded to the heterocyclized BotA core 

peptide (1, Figure S1A) (m/z calcmono.: 816.3840 Da, observed: 816.3814 Da, error -3.2 ppm) 

and the follower peptide (m/z calcmono.: 3857.62 Da, observed: 3857.63 Da, error 2.6 ppm), but 

the reaction was incomplete. For the BotAPCCD reaction, the substrate was consumed completely 

and two new masses appeared: One corresponded to the heterocyclized, macroamidine-
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containing BotA core peptide (2, Figure S1b), while the other corresponded to the follower 

peptide (m/z calcmono.: 798.3734 Da, observed: 798.3706 Da, error -3.5 ppm and m/z calcmono.: 

3857.62 Da, observed: 3858.63 Da, error 2.6 ppm), respectively. The identity of 1 and 2 was 

confirmed by MS2 (Figure S2, Tables S1 and S2). These data demonstrate that PurAH is 

responsible for removing the follower peptide during bottromycin biosynthesis. Since the 

protein is annotated as a metal-dependent amidohydrolase, we dialyzed purified PurAH 

extensively with EDTA to remove endogenous metal ions and set up reactions of PurAH with 

BotAPCCD using different divalent metal ions (Figure S3). No activity was observed for CdCl2 

and NiCl2, while addition of FeCl2 or MgCl2 accelerated the background rate slightly. MnCl2 

<< ZnCl2 < CoCl2 each led to appreciable turnover, with Co2+ giving best activity. A time course 

experiment with 0.2 µM PurAH and 50 µM BotAPC or BotAPCCD revealed that the reaction 

using BotAPCCD was complete after 80 min, while no product formation was detectable in the 

same time frame using BotAPC (Figure 1b). PurAH is thus highly selective for the 

heterocyclized, macrocyclized intermediate BotAPCCD and removes the follower peptide. 

With the function of the amidohydrolase established we investigated its involvement in 

macroamidine formation. The macroamidine forming YcaO enzyme PurCD converts BotAPC 

into BotAPCCD in an ATP/Mg2+-dependent reaction for which the BotA follower peptide is 

essential8,9. We have shown that this reaction is reversible – purified BotAPCCD incubated with 

PurCD and ATP/MgCl2 will be converted back to BotAPC, now lacking the macrocycle (Figure 

S4)8. Given the very strong preference of PurAH for BotAPCCD and the dependence of PurCD 

activity on the presence of the follower peptide that is removed by PurAH, we hypothesized 

that PurAH may prevent re-opening of the macrocycle. First, we purified 2 and incubated it 

with PurCD and ATP/MgCl2. Even after extensive incubation times at 37 °C, we did not observe 

reopening of the macroamidine to yield 1 (Figure S4). BotAPCCD on the other hand converted 

readily back to BotAPC (Figure S4). When BotAPC is incubated with PurCD under optimized 

conditions, the turnover to BotAPCCD does not exceed 70 %.8 However, when PurAH is added 

to the reaction, we observe complete conversion of BotAPC to 2, indicating complete conversion 

of BotAPC (macroamidine formation) and subsequent removal of the follower peptide (Figure 

1c). These data rationalize why the amidohydrolase was reported as essential for macroamidine 

formation in vivo13 – knocking out PurAH likely leads to reopening of the macroamidine and 

prevented downstream processing. This places PurAH as the gatekeeper of bottromycin 

biosynthesis, that removes the follower peptide once all enzymes requiring the follower have 

acted on the precursor peptide. 
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To understand how PurAH selects for the macrocycle in BotAPCCD, we determined the PurAH 

crystal structure to 1.73 Å resolution. All data collection and refinement statistics can be found 

in Table S3. The refined model contained one protomer in the asymmetric unit and includes 

residues 9 – 74 and 78 – 460 (Figure S5). Two Zn2+ ions are coordinated at the active site: Zn1 

by His210 and His229, Zn2 by His94, His96 and Asp348. Lys183 has been carboxylated as 

commonly observed in amidohydrolases15, with each oxygen coordinating one Zn2+ (Figure 

S5). The distorted trigonal bipyramidal coordination of the two Zn2+ is completed by ordered 

water molecules, one of which bridges the two Zn2+ ions. This bridging water may be an 

activated hydroxyl known to facilitate catalysis in amidohydrolases16-19. We generated a 

sequence similarity network (SSN) for PurAH (Figure S6a) and found it to be part of a small 

node that exclusively contained PurAH homologs from all known bottromycin biosynthetic 

gene clusters. Mapping the sequences of this node onto the PurAH structure using ConSurf20-

23, we found residues surrounding the active site to be highly conserved (Figure 2a). In contrast, 

the closest structural homologs identified by a DALI24 search show virtually no sequence 

conservation at the active site (Figure 2b). PurAH contains an extended, wide binding site that 

may have evolved specifically to accept branched cyclic peptide substrates (Figure S6b). 

 

Figure 2. (a) and (b) Consurf maps showing the conservation of residues around the PurAH active site (arrow) for (a) PurAH 

homologs from other bottromycin biosynthetic gene clusters (PurAH containing node, Figure S6a) and (b) the closest structural 

homologs identified by a DALI search (Figure S6b). (c) Schematic view of the conversion of 13 BotA mutants designed to test 

PurAH promiscuity.  

To rationalize PurAH’s selectivity, we sought to determine the complex crystal structure of 

PurAH with its substrate, but extensive screening failed in delivering suitable conditions. In 
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most RiPP systems the core peptide sequence is at least to some degree variable, but in all 

bottromycin biosynthetic gene clusters identified to date the core peptide sequence is fully 

conserved25-27 (with the exception of a single-amino acid change found in one cluster28). This 

is at odds with the substrate promiscuity observed for bottromycin biosynthetic enzymes in 

vitro thus far8,9,14. To probe the promiscuity of PurAH and the fidelity for macrocyclized 

intermediate, we generated a series of mutant precursor peptides (Figure 2c). The degree of 

conversion was estimated by monitoring the consumption of substrate (see SOI for details). 

Data for the mutations are provided in Figures S7 – S20. BotA mutants Pro2Ala, Val4Leu, 

Phe6Trp, and Asp7Asn were found to be good substrates of PurAH (Figure 2c). The mutants 

Val3Leu, Val5Ala, and Asp7Ala were fair and Val4Ala, Val5Glu, and Phe6Ala were poor 

substrates of PurAH. Asp7Val could not be processed, which may implicate Asp7 in metal 

coordination. While presence of a heterocycle within the S1 site (Using standard protease 

nomenclature) of PurAH was essential for activity, the S1’ site is more flexible, as demonstrated 

by partial conversion of BotA mutants Met9Ala and Met9Phe. In all cases where turnover was 

observed, only the mass for heterocyclized, macrocyclized product could be detected. These 

data demonstrate that PurAH is promiscuous in the context of single amino-acid changes, while 

retaining a high fidelity for macrocyclized substrate. 
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Scheme 2. (a) Proposed mechanism of follower peptide removal by PurAH. It is unclear which residue stabilizes the oxyanion. 

Zn2+-coordinating residues His94 and His229 have been omitted for clarity (b) Proposed role of PurAH in bottromycin 

biosynthesis. Removal of the follower peptide (green) by PurAH prevents reopening of the macroamidine (cyan) and thus drives 

biosynthesis. 

It has been demonstrated for amidohydrolases distantly related to PurAH that the aspartate 

residue involved in metal coordination at the active site (Asp348 in PurAH) and a tyrosine 

residue in proximity of the active site were involved in catalysis (e.g.29). In PurAH, the mutation 

Asp348Asn resulted in a loss of catalytic activity (Figure S21). These data may implicate 

Asp348 as the base in catalysis, but we cannot exclude disruption of metal binding. The only 
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tyrosine residue in the immediate vicinity of the active-site Zn2+-ions was Tyr185, and in PurAH 

the mutant Tyr185Phe showed impaired substrate processing (Figure S21).  

We have demonstrated that removal of the follower peptide in bottromycin biosynthesis is 

catalyzed by PurAH. Since the preceding macroamidine formation is reversible, this enzyme 

has a profound effect on bottromycin biosynthesis by cooperating with the YcaO enzyme 

PurCD to ensure efficient macrocyclization. This resolves the apparent disparity between in 

vitro8,9 and in vivo13 data and places PurAH as the gatekeeper between primary and secondary 

modification steps (Scheme 2). It also adds to our understanding of the YcaO superfamily: 

Thioamide-forming YcaO enzymes appear to require a TfuA protein for activity30, while YcaO 

enzymes installing heterocycles in linear azolic peptides require an E1-like protein31,32 and their 

activity appears in some cases coupled to an FMN-dependent oxidase33,34. Despite the 

cooperation between PurCD and PurAH, we were unable to detect complex formation in vitro 

using various methods (data not shown). This raises questions regarding the potential 

colocalization of RiPP enzymes within the producing organism, which have only been 

addressed in a very limited number of RiPP systems and require intensive further study. The 

selectivity of PurAH for macrocyclized precursor peptides coupled with its substrate 

promiscuity will be important in future efforts to derivatize bottromycins. 
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3 Supplementary Information  
 

3.1 Cloning, protein expression and purification 

 

3.1.1 Cloning, Expression and Purification of PurCD and IpoC 

 

PurCD and IpoC were purified as described previously.8 

 

3.1.2 Cloning of PurAH wt and mutants 

 

Full-length, codon-optimized purAH (Accession No. WP_019887083.1, Eurofins Genomics) 

was cloned into pET-28b (Novagen). Presence of the insert was confirmed by restriction 

digestion and DNA sequencing before being transformed into Rosetta™ (DE3). Mutations that 

lead to the exchange of one amino acid in the PurAH sequence were introduced with the site-

directed mutagenesis (SDM) primers shown in Table S5 using the reagents and protocol of the 

Quick Change II kit (Agilent Technologies). The introduction of the mutations was verified by 

DNA sequencing. 

 

3.1.3 Cloning, Expression and Purification BotA and BotA point mutants 

 

BotA, BotAP and BotAP variants were cloned, expressed and purified as described previously.8 

BotAP variants with one altered amino acid were generated by using mutation carrying primers. 

Peptide concentrations were determined at a Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop2000, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) using the extinction coefficient calculated from the amino acid sequence by 

the ExPASY ProtParam Server35 (http://web.expasy.org/protparam/). 

 

3.1.4 Protein expression and purification of PurAH wt and mutants 

 

A single colony was picked into LB liquid medium containing the appropriate antibiotics (50 

g / mL Kanamycin and / or 34 g / mL Chloramphenicol) to make an overnight culture. The 

overnight culture was inoculated 1 to 100 into fresh LB medium supplemented with antibiotics 

and was grown at 37 C until the optical density (OD600) reached 0.6; protein expression was 

then induced by the addition of 1 mM IPTG and the cells grown at 16 C overnight. Cells were 

harvested by centrifuging the culture at 6,000 x g at 4 C for 15 min and the cell pellets frozen 

at -80 C. 
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The cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl, 20 mM 

imidazole, 10 % glycerol (w/v) and 3 mM DTT) supplemented with 0.4 mg DNAse per gram 

of wet cell pellet and cOmplete EDTA-free protease-inhibitor tablets (Roche). The cells were 

lysed by sonication and cell debris removed by centrifugation (40,000 x g, 4 C, 20 min). The 

supernatant was loaded onto a pre-equilibrated (lysis buffer) 5 mL Histrap HP column (GE 

Healthcare) and was washed with 20 column volumes of lysis buffer. The protein was eluted 

from the column with 250 mM imidazole and loaded onto a gel filtration column (HiLoad 

16/600 Superdex 200 pg, GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated in 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5, 200 mM 

NaCl, 10 % (w/v) glycerol and 1mM TCEP. The fractions of the highest purity were pooled 

together and concentrated to 5-8 mg mL-1. 

 

3.2 Biochemistry 
 

3.2.1 Heterocyclization reaction by IpoC 

 

For heterocyclisation reactions by IpoC, 50 µM substrate (BotAP or BotAP variants) was 

incubated with 5 µM IpoC and 5 mM ATP/MgCl2 in reaction buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.5, 200 

mM NaCl, 10 % glycerol) for 12 h at 37 °C.  

For further use, heterocyclized BotAP (BotAPC) was immediately purified by size-exclusion 

chromatography on a pre-equilibrated Superdex S30 column (GE Healthcare) using reaction 

buffer and concentrated using 5 kDa cutoff filters (Merk MilliPore). 

Reactions of BotAP variants with IpoC were set up and analyzed in triplicates. Turnover was 

analyzed by LC-MS. For LC-MS analyses, reactions were stopped and enzymes were 

precipitated by the addition of ACN.  

 

3.2.2 Macrocyclization reaction by PurCD 

 

For macrocyclisation reactions by PurCD, 50 µM substrate (BotAPC) was incubated with 5 µM 

PurCD and 10 mM ATP/MgCl2 in reaction buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.5, 200 mM NaCl, 10 % 

glycerol) for 2 h at room temperature. Macroamidine formation was determined by LC-MS 

analysis.   

Product (BotAPCCD) was immediately purified for further experiments by size-exclusion 

chromatography on a pre-equilibrated Superdex S30 column (GE Healthcare) using reaction 

buffer. BotAPCCD was concentrated using 5 kDa cutoff filters (Merck Millipore). As we observe 

macroamidine re-opening by PurCD, the purification product is a mixture of BotAPC and 
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BotAPCCD. Thus, this mixture was further purified by HPLC to obtain pure BotAPCCD. 

Purification was performed on a Dionex Ultimate 3000 RSLC system using a Xbridge C18, 4.6 

x 100 mm, 5 µm dp column equipped with a C18 precolumn (Waters). Aliquots of 15 µL were 

separated by a gradient from (A) 10 mM NH4HCO3 in H2O to (B) ACN at a flow rate of 1 

mL/min and 45 °C. The gradient was initiated by a 1 min isocratic step at 5 % B, followed by 

an increase to 19.7 % B in 2 min, to 21.0 % B in 24 min and to 95 % B in 0.5 min. After a 2 

min step at 95 % B the system was re-equilibrated to the initial conditions (5 % B). BotAPCCD 

containing fractions (confirmed by LC-MS) were pooled and ACN evaporated on a rotary 

evaporator. Finally, the residue was injected on a Superdex S30 column (GE Healthcare) using 

reaction buffer. 

The ability of PurCD to use different IpoC-cyclysed BotAP variants as substrate was tested. 50 

µM BotAP variant or wt (as control) was first incubated with 5 µM IpoC and 10 mM 

ATP/MgCl2 in reaction buffer for 12 h at 37 °C. 5 µM PurCD was added and samples were 

incubated for further 2 h at 37 °C. The addition of ACN was used to stop the reaction and 

precipitate the enzymes. The conversion was analyzed by LC-MS. Reactions were set up and 

analyzed in triplicates.  

To test if macroamidine re-opening by PurCD occurs after the follower is cleaved, 50 µM 

purified BotAPCCD or BotAPCCDAH was incubated with 10 µM PurCD, 10 mM ATP/MgCl2 in 

macrocyclisation buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.5, 200 mM NaCl, 10 % glycerol) at room 

temperature for 16 h. Controls without the addition of enzymes were also set up. Reactions 

were stopped by the addition of ACN and analyzed my LC-MS.  

 

3.2.3 Follower cleavage by PurAH 

 

To test possible substrates for PurAH, 50 µM BotA peptide (BotA, BotAP, BotAPC or BotAPCCD) 

was incubated with 5 µM PurAH and 100 µM CoCl2 in reaction buffer at 37 °C for 16 h. The 

reactions were set up in triplicates. After the 16 h incubation time, reactions were stopped and 

enzymes were precipitated by the addition of ACN and analyzed by LC-MS. 

The activity of EDTA-treated PurAH was tested in the presence of no metal ions and using 

different metal ions. 50 µM BotAPCCD was incubated with 0.2 µM PurAH and 100 µM ZnCl2, 

CoCl2, CdCl2, FeCl2, MgCl2, MnCl2, NiCl2 or no metal ions, respectively, at 37 °C. Reactions 

were set up in triplicates and stopped after an incubation time of 45 min by the addition of 

ACN. Turnover was analyzed by LC-MS.  

The ability of PurAH to cleave off the follower of BotAP variants was tested. 50 µM BotAP 

variant or wt (as control) were first incubated with 5 µM IpoC and 10 mM ATP/MgCl2 in 
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reaction buffer for 12 h at 37 °C. 5 µM PurCD and 2.5 µM PurAH were added and samples 

were incubated for further 2 h at 37 °C. The reactions were stopped and enzymes were 

precipitated by the addition of ACN and the conversion was analyzed by LC-MS. Reactions 

were set up and analyzed in triplicates. 

To determine the initial conversion rate of BotAPC and BotAPCCD by PurCD, 50 µM substrate 

was incubated with 0.2 µM PurAH and 100 µM CoCl2. Samples were prepared without addition 

of enzyme and pre-incubated at 37 °C. After addition of enzyme, samples were incubated in 

the LC sample holder at 37 °C and 1 µl aliquots were automatically taken and analyzed every 

13 min by the LC-MS system in the time range from 1 to 105 min. Reactions were set up and 

analyzed in triplicates. 

The turnover of PurAH wt, PurAH Y185F and PurAH D348N was compared. 50 µM BotAP wt 

was first incubated with 5 µM IpoC and 10 mM ATP/MgCl2 in reaction buffer for 12 h at 37 °C. 

5 µM PurCD was added and samples were incubated for further 1.5 h at 37 °C. The reaction 

solution was split up and 2.5 µM PurAH (wt or mutant) was added. After 0, 30, 60, 120, 240 

and 480 min, the reactions were stopped and enzymes were precipitated by the addition of two 

volumes of ACN. 

To produce and purify BotAPCCDAH, 50 µM BotAPC was incubated with 5 µM PurCD, 0.2 µM 

PurAH, 10 mM ATP/MgCl2, 100 µM CoCl2 in reaction buffer at 37 °C overnight. The reaction 

solution was applied on a Chromabond C18 Hydra column (6 mL, 2000 mg, Macherey-Nagel), 

pre-equilibrated with dest. H2O. After washing with 2 CV dest. H2O, bound peptides (2 and 

Follower peptide) were eluted separately by increasing the ACN concentration in 5 % steps. 

Fractions containing pure BotAPCCDAH (analyzed by LC-MS) were combined and all solvent 

evaporated on a rotary evaporator. Finally, 2 was dissolved in reaction buffer.  

 

3.3 Mass spectrometry 
 

3.3.1 LC-ESI-MS analysis 

 

All measurements to analyze the mass of processed or unprocessed BotA peptides were 

performed on a Dionex Ultimate 3000 RSLC system using a Xbridge C18, 100 x 2.1 mm, 3.5 

µm dp column equipped with a C18 precolumn (Waters). Samples of 1 µL were separated by a 

gradient from (A) 10 mM NH4HCO3 to (B) ACN at a flow rate of 600 µL/min and 45 °C. The 

gradient was initiated by a 0.5 min isocratic step at 5 % B, followed by an increase to 15 % B 

in 1 min, to 27 % B in 8.5 min and to 95 % B in 0.5 min. After a 2 min step at 95 % B the 
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system was re-equilibrated to the initial conditions (5 % B). UV spectra were recorded by a 

DAD in the range from 200 to 600 nm. 

For MS measurements on maXis-2 UHR-TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics), the LC 

flow was split 1:8 before entering the mass spectrometer using the Apollo ESI source. In the 

source region, the temperature was set to 250 °C, the capillary voltage was 4000 V, the dry-gas 

flow was 10.0 L/min and the nebulizer was set to 30 psi. After the generated ions passed the 

quadrupole with a low cut-off at 150 m/z they were trapped in the collision cell for 100 µs and 

then transferred within 10 µs through the hexapole into the ICR cell. Data were recorded in the 

mass range from 250 to 2500 m/z. Peaks in the MS-spectra are labelled with the observed 

monoisotopic masses. 

For quantification of the time course experiments, the consumption of the substrates (BotAPC 

and BotAPCCD, respectively) was quantified. The peak areas of the [M+H]4+,[M+H]5+ and 

[M+H]6+ ions (which were the predominant ions) from BotAPC or BotAPCCD (see Table S4, EIC 

width  5 ppm) were integrated and concentrations were calculated using a calibration curve 

obtained from serial dilutions of the respective purified BotA (BotAPC or BotAPCCD) using the 

TASQ 1.1 software (Bruker Daltonics). The relationship between the peak areas and the peptide 

concentrations are mostly linear in the tested concentration range (2-75 µM) and no saturation 

of the detector was not observed (as an example the calibration curve for BotAPCCD is shown in 

Figure S26). 

For the comparison of the activity of EDTA-treated PurAH in presence of different metal ions, 

the area of the reaction product 2 ([M+H]+=799.3807  0.05 Da) was integrated and compared. 

For 2, a linear relationship of peak areas and concentrations were tested (concentration range 

2.6-100 µM) and verified (Figure S27), which allows a comparison of the formation of 2 by 

comparison of the peak areas.  

To compare the turnover of the BotAPCCD wt by PurAH wt and mutants, the peak areas of the 

reaction product 2 ([M+H]+=799.3807  0.05 Da) were integrated and compared. 

For estimation (relative differences) of the turnover of the BotA substrate mutants by PurAH 

wt (categorized as “good” (turnover comparable to wild-type (wt) substrate), “fair” (> 50 % 

turnover compared to wt substrate), (> 50% turnover compared to wt substrate) “poor” , and 

“no turnover/trace”), the sum of substrate peak areas of the [M+H]4+,[M+H]5+ and 

[M+H]6+ ions from the respective BotAPC and BotAPCCD mutants (see Table S4) before and 

after addition of PurAH wt were compared. A linear relationship between the peak areas and 

the peptide substrate concentrations (in the assay concentrations range) was confirmed: 

Dilutions of the enzyme assay solutions (wt and mutant peptides) and dilutions of purified 
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BotAPC wt and BotAPCCD wt show a linear relationship between the dilution factor and the peak 

area. We thus conclude that the inference of relative differences is feasible. 

 

3.3.2 MS2 Fragmentation 

 

MS2 fragmentation experiments were executed by direct infusion MS using a solariX XR (7T) 

FT-ICR mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics) equipped with an Apollo ESI source. The source 

region temperature was set to 220 °C, the capillary voltage was 4500 V, the dry gas flow was 

4.0 L min-1 and the nebulizer was set to 1.0 bar. The collision energy was ramped from 10 to 

22 V until sufficient dissociation of the target molecule was observed. MS2 spectra were 

obtained by collision-induced dissociation (CID) in the collision cell. 

 

3.4 Crystallization and structure determination 
 

Crystals of PurAH were obtained at 18 °C in 3.0 - 4.2 M sodium formate. The crystals were 

cryoprotected in mother liquor supplemented with 35 % glycerol and flash cooled in liquid 

nitrogen. Data was collected at ESRF (Beamlines: ID23-1 and ID30A-3). To solve the PurAH 

structure, a single-wavelength anomalous dispersion (SAD) data set and a high-resolution 

dataset were collected. Data were processed using XDS36 and POINTLESS37, AIMLESS38 and 

ctruncate39 implemented in ccp440. The structure was solved using the SAD dataset with the 

Auto-Rickshaw41 pipeline’s MR-SAD phasing method42-49. The model was manually rebuilt in 

COOT50 and refined using PHENIX42. The structure was validated using MolProbity51, and all 

images presented were created using PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, 

Version 2.0 Schrödinger, LLC.). Interaction diagrams were created using PoseView 52,53 and 

plotting was performed with Matplotlib v2.1.0.54 
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Figure S1: A Chemical structure of 1 (MW: 816.38 Da)- the modified BotA core peptide after methionine removal (BotP), 

heterocyclization (IpoC) and follower removal (PurAH). B Chemical structure of 2 (MW: 798.37 Da)- the modified BotA core 

peptide after methionine removal (BotP), heterocyclization (IpoC), macroamidine formation (PurCD) and follower removal 

(PurAH). C Single-letter amino acid sequence of the BotA follower peptide (MW: 3857.62 Da). 
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Figure S2: MS2 fragmentation spectra for 1 (top) and 2 (bottom). A list of the associated fragments can be found in tables S1 

and S2, respectively. 
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Figure S3: Metal-dependency of PurAH-catalyzed follower removal analysed by LC-MS. As can be seen, addition of Co2+ or 

Zn2+ gives greatest activity. 

 

Figure S4: The PurCD, Mg2+ and ATP-dependent reopening of the macroamidine in BotA is follower-dependent. Analysis by 

LC-MS. 
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Figure S5: (a) Overall structure of PurAH. Protein is shown as a cartoon representation using the standard rainbow color 

scheme, Zn2+ ions are shown as grey spheres. (b) Coordination of Zn2+ ions at the active site. Water molecules are shown as 

red spheres, selected hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. The bridging water molecule between the two Zn2+ ions is 

marked by an asterix. The difference electron density (Fo – Fc contoured at 3σ with phases calculated from a model which was 

refined after deletion of the shown residues, ions and waters) is shown as a grey isomesh. 
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Figure S6: (a) Sequence similarity network (SSN) generated using the PurAH amino acids sequence. After one iteration of 

PSI-BLAST55 the closest 1000 sequences were downloaded (e-value cut-off of 2e-10). The SSN was generated using these 

sequences on the server of the enzyme function initiative using the enzyme similarity tool56. The cut-offs used were sequence 

maximum/minimum lengths of 650/250 and an alignment score of 80. The SSN was visualized using Cytoscape57. PurAH and 

other sequences from bottromycin gene clusters form a node. No experimentally validated function has been assigned to any 

of the proteins that are members of other nodes (or singlets). (b) Binding pocket volumes determined by POVME 2.058 for 15 

proteins identified as closest structural homologs of PurAH from a DALI24 search. PurAH is colored red. The pocket volumes 

were determined using a gridspacing of 1Å and applying the ‘ConvexHullExclusion’ function to remove points outside the 

binding pocket. 
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Figure S7: Processing of BotAP by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. To heterocyclize the bottromycin core peptide cysteine to 

thiazoline we previously reported using the close BotC homolog IpoC from S. ipomoeae. The PurCD reaction is not 

unidirectional but an equilibrium, in which PurCD catalyzes both, macroamidine formation and its reopening. Addition of 

PurAH cleaves the follower and drives macroamidine formation to completion. Analysis by LC-MS. 
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Figure S8: Processing of BotAP,P2A by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. Turnover goes complete when PurAH is added (as seen for 

the wild-type BotAP). Analysis by LC-MS. 

 

Figure S9: Processing of BotAP,V3L by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. Turnover of heterocyclized BotAP,V3L by PurCD is smaller 

comparted to the wild-type BotAPC. Addition of PurAH leads to the follower cleavage from BotAPCCD,V3L, but turnover by 

PurAH is not complete. Although turnover of V3L and V4L (see S11) by PurCD are comparable, PurAH is able to drive the 

BotAV4L reaction to completion. Analysis by LC-MS. 
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Figure S10: Processing of BotAP,V4A by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. Although turnover by PurCD is reasonable, after addition 

of PurAH only small amounts of processed peptide without the follower are detected. Altering Val4 to Ala seems to slow down 

PurAH turnover. Analysis by LC-MS. 

Figure S11: Processing of BotAP,V4L by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. BotAP,V4L is a substrate for IpoC, but the turnover of this 

heterocyclized BotA variant by PurCD is very small compared to the wild type BotA. Addition of PurAH cleaves the follower 

and drives macroamidine formation to completion. Analysis by LC-MS. 
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Figure S12: Processing of BotAP,V5A by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. The turnover of BotAP,V5A by IpoC is not complete. As seen 

for the wild type, the PurCD reaction is not unidirectional and an equilibrium between the processed peptide with and without 

the macroamidine is observed. Addition of PurAH cleaves the follower, but reaction is not complete. Analysis by LC-MS. 

 

Figure S13: Processing of BotAP,V5E by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. Turnover of BotAP,V5E by IpoC is not complete. After 

addition of PurAH, only very small amounts of follower-cleaved and processed BotA are detected. Analysis by LC-MS. 
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Figure S14: Processing of BotAP,F6A by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. Turnover of BotAP,F6A by IpoC is not complete. After addition 

of PurAH, only small amounts of follower-cleaved and processed BotA are detected. Analysis by LC-MS. 

 

 

Figure S15: Processing of BotAP,F6W by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. The PurCD reaction is not unidirectional but an equilibrium, 

in which PurCD catalyzes both, macroamidine formation and its reopening. Addition of PurAH cleaves the follower and drives 

macroamidine formation to completion. Analysis by LC-MS. 
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Figure S16: Processing of BotAP,D7A by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. BotAP,D7A is good substrate for IpoC and PurCD 

(comparable with the wild type BotAP). Addition of PurAH cleaves the follower, but does not drive the macroamidine formation 

to completion (as seen for the wild type BotAP). The turnover rate of PurAH for the variant D7A seems be slower than for the 

wild type. Analysis by LC-MS. 

 

Figure S17: Processing of BotAP,D7V by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. Turnover of BotAP,D7V by IpoC is not complete and the 

turnover of PurCD is lower than for the wild type peptide. After addition of PurAH, no follower-cleaved product was detected. 

PurAH seems not to be able to use the D7V variant as substrate. Analysis by LC-MS. 
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Figure S18: Processing of BotAP,D7N by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. Turnover goes complete when PurAH is added (as seen for 

the wild-type BotA). Analysis by LC-MS. 

 

 

Figure S19: Processing of BotAP,M9A by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. BotAP,M9A is a substrate for IpoC and PurCD (comparable 

to the wild type BotAP). When PurAH is added, only small amounts of follower-cleaved peptide are detected. The turnover rate 

of PurAH for the processed variant is much lower than those for the wild type peptide. Analysis by LC-MS. 
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Figure S20: Processing of BotAP,M9F by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH. BotAP,M9F is a substrate for IpoC and PurCD (comparable 

to the wild type BotAP). Addition of PurAH cleaves the follower and drives macroamidine formation to nerly to completion. 

The turnover rate of PurAH for the processed BotAP,M9F is slower than thos wor the wild type BotAP. Analysis by LC-MS. 

 

Figure S21: Time dependent formation of 2 (integrated peak areas of [M+H]+=799.3807  0.05 Da) by PurAH wt and mutants 

(Y185F, D348N) measured by LC-ESI-MS. 
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Figure S22: Calibration curve for BotAPCCD for the concentration range between 2 and 75 µM. Peak areas for the 

[M+H]4+,[M+H]5+  and [M+H]6+ ions (EIC width  5 ppm ) of BotAPCCD (see Table S4), measured by LC-ESI-MS, were plotted 

against the concentration of purified BotAPCCD peptide.  

 

 

 

 

Figure S23: Calibration curve for 2 for the concentration range between 2.6 and 100 µM. The peak area for the [M+H]+ ion 

of 2 ([M+H]+=799.3815  0.05 Da), measured by LC-ESI-MS, was plotted against the concentration of purified 2. 
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Table S1: MS2 fragmentation data for 1, corresponding to Figure S2. 

Seq. bn Obs. b Calc. b yn Obs. y Calc. y 

G 1 - - 8 817.3898 817.3918 
P 2 155.0816 155.0821 7 - - 
V 3 254.1496 254.1605 6 663.3158 663.3176 
V 4 353.2178 353.2189 5 564.2475 564.2492 
V 5 452.2859 452.2873 4 465.1789 465.1808 
F 6 599.3533 599.3557 3 366.1114 366.1124 
Db 7 - - 2 219.0432 219.0439 
Cb 8 799.3776 799.3813 1 - - 

 

b. Cys8 heterocyclization with Asp7 carbonyl 

 

Table S2: MS2 fragmentation data for 2, corresponding to Figure S2. 

Seq. bn Obs. b Calc. b yn Obs. y Calc. y 

Ga 1 - - 8 799.3790 799.3807 
P 2 155.0816 155.0821 7 - - 
V 3 254.1497 254.1605 6 645.3056 645.3070 
Va 4 335.2074 335.2083 5 546.2374 546.2386 
V 5 434.2757 434.2767 4 465.1798 465.1808 
F 6 581.3438 581.3451 3 366.1147 366.1124 
Db 7 - - 2 219.0433 219.0439 
Cb 8 781.3688 781.3707 1 - - 

 

a. Gly1 macrocyclisation with Val4 carbonyl 

b. Cys8 heterocyclisation with Asp7 carbonyl 

 

Additionally, fragment a5 (obs. 406.2809; calc. 406.2818) and b4* (obs. 363.2023; calc. 

363.2032), which is characteristically associated with the bottromycin macrocycle and has 

been previously observed for bottromycins and macrocyclic peptides, was detected.  
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Table S3: Data collection and refinement statistics 

 PurAH high red PurAH high res 

Data collection   

Space group C 2 2 21  C 2 2 21 

Cell dimensions   

    a, b, c (Å) 100.98 110.93 84.50 100.97 110.73 84.90 

        ()  90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 

Resolution (Å) 43.34 - 2.50  

(2.60 – 2.50) 

74.61 - 1.73  

(1.76 - 1.73) 

Rmerge 0.129 (0.517) 0.034 (0.693) 

I / I 55.7 (20.2) 18.4 (1.9) 

 

Completeness (%) 99.8 (99.9) 

 

98.1 (99.6) 

Redundancy 92.7 (89.8) 4.5 (4.5) 

   

Refinement   

Resolution (Å)  56.04 - 1.73 

 

No. reflections  48843 (4935) 

Rwork / Rfree  0.1675 / 0.1956 

No. atoms  3619 

    Protein  3403 

    Ligand/ion  9 

    Water  207 

B-factors  41.04 

    Protein  40.82 

    Ligand/ion  51.25 

    Water  44.25 

R.m.s. deviations   

    Bond lengths (Å)  0.014 

    Bond angles ()  1.10 

Molprobity clash 

score 

 0.89 

*Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell. 
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Table S4: Calculated masses for the BotAPC and BotAPCCD (mutant) peptides and [M+H]4+, [M+H]5+ and [M+H]6+ions, 

which were used for the peak area calculation.  

peptide Formula Mmono. [M+H]4+ [M+H]5+ [M+H]6+ 

BotAPC wt C202H294N48O73S3 4655.990 1165.006 932.206 777.006 

BotAPCC wt C202H292N48O72S3 4637.983 1160.503 928.604 774.004 

BotAPC P2A C200H292N48O73S3 4629.977 1158.502 927.003 772.670 

BotAPCCD P2A C200H290N48O72S3 4611.967 1156.999 925.801 771.668 

BotAPC V3L C203H296N48O73S3 4670.009 1168.509 935.009 779.342 

BotAPCCD V3L C203H294N48O72S3 4651.998 1164.007 931.407 776.340 

BotAPC V4L C203H296N48O73S3 4670.009 1168.509 935.009 779.342 

BotAPCCD V4L C203H294N48O72S3 4651.998 1164.007 931.407 776.340 

BotAPC V4A C200H290N48O73S3 4627.962 1157.998 926.600 772.334 

BotAPCCD V4A C200H288N48O72S3 4609.951 1153.495 922.998 769.332 

BotAPC V5A C200H290N48O73S3 4627.962 1157.998 926.600 772.334 

BotAPCCD V5A C200H288N48O72S3 4609.951 1153.495 922.998 769.332 

BotAPC V5E C202H292N48O75S3 4685.967 1172.499 938.201 782.002 

BotAPCCD V5E C202H290N48O74S3 4667.957 1167.996 934.599 779.000 

BotAPC F6W C204H295N49O73S3 4695.004 1174.758 940.008 783.508 

BotAPCCD F6W C204H293N49O72S3 4676.993 1170.256 936.406 780.506 

BotAPC F6A C196H290N48O73S3 4579.962 1145.998 917.000 764.334 

BotAPCCD F6A C196H288N48O72S3 4561.951 1141.495 913.398 761.332 

BotAPC D7A C201H294N48O71S3 4612.003 1154.01 923.408 769.674 

BotAPCCD D7A C201H292N48O70S3 4593.993 1149.505 919.806 766.673 

BotAPC D7N C202H295N49O72S3 4655.009 1164.760 932.009 776.842 

BotAPCCD D7N C202H293N49O71S3 4636.999 1160.257 928.407 773.840 

BotAPC D7V C203H298N48O71S3 4640.035 1161.016 929.014 774.346 

BotAPCCD D7V C203H296N48O70S3 4622.024 1156.513 925.412 771.345 

BotAPC M9A C200H290N48O73S2 4595.990 1150.005 920.205 767.006 

BotAPCCD M9A C200H288N48O72S2 4577.979 1145.502 916.603 764.004 

BotAPC M9F C206H294N48O73S2 4672.021 1169.013 935.411 779.677 

BotAPCCD M9F C206H292N48O72S2 4654.010 1164.510 931.809 776.676 
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Table S5: Nucleotide sequences used for the site-directed mutagenesis (SDM) of PurAH (TS: top strand; BS: bottom strand).  

Primer name Primer sequence (5’ to 3’) 

PurAH Y185F TS GGCATCAAGGTTTTCGACGACGTTGAG 

PurAH Y185F BS CTCAACGTCGTCGAAAACCTTGATGCC 

PurAH D348N TS CTGGTCGGTACCAACTGTGGCAACCCG 

PurAH D348N BS CGGGTTGCCACAGTTGGTACCGACCAG 
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Chapter 3: The Post-translational Amino Acid Epimerase 

BotH Defines a New Group of Atypical alpha/beta-

hydrolase-fold Enzymes 
 

Asfandyar Sikandar, Laura Franz, Sebastian Adam, Javier Santos-Aberturas, Liliya Horbal, 
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1 Introduction 
 

Enzymes belonging to the superfamily of alpha/beta-hydrolase-fold proteins (ABHs) are found 

in all domains of life1-3. Their catalytic roles are highly diverse and they participate in primary 

and secondary metabolism, where they are usually responsible for the hydrolysis of (thio)ester 

and peptide bonds4. In addition, ABHs have also been reported to function as dehalogenases, 

epoxide hydrolases, dioxygenases, decarboxylases and haloperoxidases3,4. Despite low overall 

sequence conservation, ABH enzymes share a remarkably conserved core fold2,3 that has a V-

shaped lid domain above the active-site as a frequent addition5,6. A majority of ABH family 

members possesses a canonical Ser, His, Asp catalytic triad at the active-site, but other catalytic 

residues have also been observed3,4. In addition to catalytic roles, a ABH family members have 

also been reported to fulfil several other important functions, including small-molecule 

receptors that are involved in signal transduction, cell-cell interaction and channel regulation5-

8. The ABH fold is thus a prime example for the reappropriation of a conserved core fold during 

evolution to fulfill a myriad of functions. 

An aberrant ABH protein, BotH, is encoded in the biosynthetic gene cluster (BGC) for 

bottromycins9-12. This natural product family was first isolated from the terrestrial bacterium 

Streptomyces bottropensis and originally described as peptidic antibiotics with potent activity 

against Gram-positive bacteria13,14. Bottromycins are active against problematic human 

pathogens, such as Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus15,16, address a novel target (the 

A-site of the prokaryotic ribosome)17-19 and belong to the fast growing superfamily of 

ribosomally synthesized and post-translationally modified peptides (RiPPs)9-12. As is typical 

for RiPPs, their biosynthesis begins with the expression of a small structural gene to yield the 

precursor peptide (PP)20. Uniquely amongst bacterial RiPPs, the bottromycin PP contains an N-

terminal core peptide (the eventual natural product) and a C-terminal follower peptide9-12, 

which is important for substrate recognition by several of the biosynthetic enzymes21,22. The 

order of biosynthetic steps (and responsible enzymes) has since been proposed based on an 

untargeted metabolomics approach using mass spectral networking23. Subsequent in vitro work 

has largely corroborated the metabolomics data21,22,24,25. In the first phase of bottromycin 

biosynthesis the N-terminal methionine is removed, proline, valine and phenylalanine residues 

of the core peptide are C-methylated and a cysteine-derived thiazoline is installed in no 

particular order23. The hallmark macroamidine linkage is then formed in this intermediate21,22, 

which is followed by proteolytic removal of the follower peptide to yield 1 (Figure 1A)25. 
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Figure 1: A Bottromycin BGC found in S. sp. BC16019. After expression of the precursor peptide BotA, its N-terminal 

methionine is removed by BotP, three radical methyl transferases (RMT) perform four C-methylations and BotC installs a 

cysteine-derive thiazoline. This process appears to follow no particular order. Next, BotCD catalyzes formation of the 

macroamidine, after which BotAH removes the follower peptide to yield 1. Oxidative decarboxylation (BotCYP) and O-

methylation complete the biosynthesis of bottromycin A2 (2). Epimerization was proposed to occur spontaneously. Genes, 

enzymes and modifications have matching colors. White arrows represent genes for which no or a regulatory function have 

been proposed. The unusual ABH protein encoded in the pathway, BotH, is highlighted in pink. B Epimerization in RiPP 

biosynthesis reported to date. In proteusins, including polytheonamides, a radical SAM enzyme epimerizes a range of amino 

acids. In lanthipeptide biosynthesis, L-Ser can be converted to D-Ala in a two-step process. 

 

To complete the biosynthesis of bottromycin A2 (2, Figure 1A), 1 undergoes epimerization, 

oxidative decarboxylation and O-methylation. While the latter two modifications have been 

attributed to specific enzymes, epimerization of the L-Asp of 1 was observed to progress 

spontaneously, albeit very slowly23. 

Amino acid epimerization in non-ribosomal peptide synthesis is usually catalyzed by 

epimerization domains embedded within the assembly line that function on carrier protein-

bound aminoacyl substrates26. Due to their ribosomal origin, RiPPs must undergo post-

translational epimerization after the PP has been expressed as an all L-amino acid peptide. To 

date, only two enzymatic mechanisms for this process have been described in RiPPs, involving 

either a radical-SAM enzyme27-29 or a two-step dehydration-hydrogenation process to generate 

D-alanine from L-serine30,31. 

Here, we report the identification of BotH, an unusual ABH enzyme from the bottromycin 

BGC, as the epimerase of the biosynthetic pathway. This is the first reported instance of an 

ABH enzyme catalyzing peptide epimerization and thus expands the catalytic scope of this vast 
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enzyme family. Biochemical data together with the structure of the BotH–substrate complex 

allowed us to propose a mechanism for this reaction. Interestingly, BotH is also able to bind 

bottromycins with high affinity, which hints at additional function(s) in the biosynthetic 

process. We show that all canonical ABH active-site residues required for hydrolase activity 

are absent in BotH, and bioinformatic analyses indicate that BotH homologs with comparable 

non-hydrolytic residues are widespread amongst BGCs and may catalyze similar biosynthetic 

steps. 

 

2 Results and Discussion 

 

2.1 BotH is an unusual member of the ABH superfamily 
 

In a search for an enzyme that may catalyze the epimerization in the bottromycin pathway, we 

noticed that the gene encoding for BotH had been annotated as an ABH, but that the predicted 

active-site residues (Ser/His/Asp) were not present and there were no prior experimental data 

on the role of this protein. We therefore expressed, purified and crystallized BotH (see Materials 

and Methods for details). A high-resolution (1.18 Å) native BotH dataset was collected from a 

crystal belonging to space group I222, which was phased using seleno-methionine BotH data 

(data collection and refinement statistics for all structures can be found in Table S1). The 

crystals contained one protomer in the asymmetric unit and the electron density for residues 10 

– 262 was continuous in the refined model. BotH is comprised of the prototypical ABH core 

structure (Figure S1) and the putative active site was covered by a V-shaped loop consisting of 

four -helices (Figure S1). A search for similar structures using the DALI server32 revealed 3-

oxoadipate-enol-lactonase (PDB 2xua)33 as the closest structural homolog (Figure S1). A 

comparison of the two proteins revealed that in BotH, the active-site Ser has been mutated to a 

Phe, which is part of a Phe-Phe motif that spans a large, hydrophobic plane at the active site 

(Figure S1). The remaining residues of the catalytic triad are either mutated (His to Ile) or 

missing (Asp) (Figure S1). In spite of these mutations, the sizeable cavity found in this region 

of the structure appeared to be large enough for binding 1. 

 

2.2 BotH catalyzes the epimerization of 3b and 3a 
 

To confirm this hypothesis, a de-methyl analog of 1, 3, was enzymatically produced as reported 

previously (Figures 2A and S2)25. Careful analysis revealed 3 to exist as an epimeric mixture 
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of 3a (D-Asp) and 3b (L-Asp) (Figures 2A and S3 – S5). When 20 µM 3a/b was incubated with 

5 µM BotH and the reactions were analyzed by high-resolution liquid chromatography−mass 

spectrometry (HR-ESI-LCMS), we observed a change in 3a : 3b ratios (Figure 2B), which was 

BotH-concentration dependent within the time-scale of the experiment (Figure 2C): Increasing 

the BotH concentration resulted in a shift to 3a (D-Asp), which is the required epimer to proceed 

with biosynthesis34. To probe if only 3b or both epimers were substrates, we incubated 3a/b 

with BotH in D2O. This resulted in rapid (< 60 s) deuteron incorporation at the Asp6 position 

in both peaks, while very little deuteron incorporation was observed in the absence of BotH 

even after 24 hours (Figures 2D, S4 and S6). In fact, BotH concentrations low enough to leave 

epimer ratios unchanged still resulted in accelerated deuteron incorporation (Figure S6). 

Repeating this experiment using the deuterated sample in H2O showed an equally rapid 

exchange with solvent protons back to 3a/b (Figure S6). These data implied that BotH accepts 

both, 3a and 3b, as substrates in a reversible reaction, while favoring D-Asp (3a) as the product. 

 

 
Figure 2: A Spontaneous epimerization of the Asp in position 7 after proteolytic removal of the follower peptide. Marfey’s 

reagent was used to assign the stereochemistry of the Asp for both peaks (Figure S5). Extracted ion chromatograms (EIC) of 

3 (M+H+
calc.=799.3807;  5 ppm) and mass spectra at 3.00 and 3.15 min are shown. B Incubation of 3a/b with BotH results 

in a change of 3a : 3b ratios with 3a (D-Asp) now the more abundant species. EICs of 3 (M+H+
calc.=799.3807;  5 ppm) are 

shown. C Incubating 20 µM 3a/b with increasing concentrations of BotH led to a shift of the equilibrium towards 3a. Increasing 

BotH concentrations beyond 10 µM did not lead to a further shift of epimer ratios. EICs of 3 (M+H+
calc.=799.3807;  5 ppm) 

are shown. D Deuteron incorporation into 3a/b by BotH in D2O buffer. EICs for 3 (M+H+
calc.=799.3807;  5 ppm) (black) 

and deuterium incorporated 3 (M+H+
calc.=800.3870;  5 ppm) (red), as well as mass spectra at the EIC maxima are shown. 

Representative experiments were repeated independently three times with similar results. 
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2.3 Structure of the BotH-3a complex 
 

To better understand the mechanism of this intriguing enzyme, the high-resolution crystal 

structure of BotH in complex with its substrate 3a/b was determined to 1.25 Å resolution. The 

overall structure of the complex was virtually unchanged when compared to the apo structure 

(C rmsd of 0.12 Å) (Figure S7). The substrate is curled into the active site in a way that places 

the thiazoline underneath the four amino acid macrocycle and the substrate engages in extensive 

hydrophobic interactions as well as inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonds (Figures 3A and 

S7). Of particular note are hydrogen bonds of the thiazoline carboxy group with the backbone 

NH of Val41 and Phe110. These two BotH residues are in the position of the oxyanion hole 

found in many hydrolases. The carboxy group of the substrate’s Asp7 is involved in a hydrogen 

bonding network with ordered water molecules that ultimately link this side-chain to BotH 

residues (Figure S7). An intramolecular hydrogen bond links the substrate’s carbonyl of Val3 

with the backbone NH of Asp7. The best fit to the electron density is achieved by choosing the 

amidine resonance structure that places the double-bond inside the macrocycle and a D-Asp in 

position 7, which indicates that the ligand observed in the complex structure is 3a (Figure S7). 

Since the mechanism would, at least formally, involve proton abstraction and addition, we 

scanned the complex structure for potential catalytic residues within 4 Å of the C hydrogen of 

Asp7, the site of catalysis, but could not identify any. This left two possibilities: bulk solvent 

or the side chain of substrate Asp7; its carboxy group is within 2.2 Å of the C hydrogen of 

interest. To probe the importance of the side chain identity in position seven for epimerization, 

we first tested mutant substrate Asp7Ala and observed no epimerization (Figure S8). Even the 

most conservative mutation, Asp7Asn, also abolished epimerization (Figure S8). These data 

imply that the carboxy group of Asp7 is essential for catalysis and that the BotH reaction may 

be an example of substrate-assisted catalysis. 

 

2.4 BotH has relaxed substrate specificity 
 

We had previously reported that the enzymes used to generate 3a/b possess relaxed substrate 

specificities for core-peptide residues 2 – 7 (Figure S9)25. Since an Asp7 was essential for BotH 

activity, we wondered if BotH tolerates mutations in the remaining positions. To this end, a 

series of 13 BotA core-peptide mutants were used to produce the variant BotH substrates 

enzymatically. These substrates were then incubated with or without BotH and analyzed by LC-

MS (Figures 3B and S10 - 11). All but two mutations in positions two to six were processed by 
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BotH. The positions of Val5 and Phe6 are intimately connected and it appeared that the 

orientation of the Phe6 side-chain is critical for epimerization. In agreement with this 

hypothesis, Phe6Ala could not be epimerized by BotH while Phe6Tyr and Phe6Trp were 

substrates. The side-chain of position 5 (Val) is engaged in hydrophobic interactions with the 

side-chains of Val4 and Phe6. Accordingly, Val5Thr is not a BotH substrate, while Val5Ala, 

Val5Leu and Val5Glu can be epimerized by the enzyme. The ability of BotH to process Val5Glu 

may appear surprising, but modeling of this substrate shows that the C methylene of Glu5 can 

engage in hydrophobic interactions with Val4 and Phe6, while the C methylene and terminal 

carboxy group point towards bulk solvent. Our data demonstrate that BotH is able to process a 

variety of substrates, which will be invaluable for the production of bottromycin derivatives. 

 
Figure 3: A Close-up of 3a (gray sticks, labeled. Tzn = Thiazoline) bound in the BotH active site (cartoon, yellow/magenta 

with semi-transparent surface representation). An ordered water molecule trapped between substrate and protein is shown as 

a red sphere. The Asp7 C hydrogen is shown as a white stick for clarity. B Summary of BotA point mutants tested as BotH 

substrates. Purple positions cannot be varied (pentagon represents thiazoline). Accepted mutations are highlighted in green, 

red mutations cannot be processed by BotH. The accompanying HR-LCMS data can be found in Figures S10 – S11. C Same 

as A, but bottromycin A2 (dark gray sticks, labeled) bound to the active site of BotH. m = methylated residue, Om = O-

methylated residue, Thz = Thiazole. D Sequence similarity network of ABHs homologous to BotH. Of the 213 genes 145 could 

be assigned to BGCs representing the three large bacterial natural product superfamilies (darker edges represent higher 

sequence similarity, NRPS = non-ribosomal peptide synthetase; PKS = polyketide synthase). 
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2.5 BotH binds bottromycins, which act as inhibitors of epimerization 
 

Since 3a/b are close structural homologs of bottromycin A2 (2), it seemed feasible that BotH 

may be able to bind to bottromycins. We thus performed microscale thermophoresis (MST) 

experiments using heterologously produced 2 and three closely related variants (4 – 6, Figure 

S12). BotH was able to bind all four bottromycins with KD values in the high nM to low µM 

range (Figure S12). To understand the mode of binding, we determined the crystal structures of 

three bottromycin–BotH complexes to 1.40 (2), 1.70 (5), and 1.48 (6) Å resolution, respectively 

(Figures 3C and S13 – 14). These also represent the first crystal structures of any bottromycin. 

As observed for the complex with 3a, the overall structural change in BotH due to ligand 

binding was minimal (C RMSD < 0.2 Å) and the bottromycins bound in a similar manner as 

3a (Figures 3A and 3C). Despite the high resolution, it is not obvious which way the thiazole is 

flipped, since the loss of the carboxy group due to thiazoline oxidation allows a fit of both 

rotamers without inducing a clash with BotH (Figure S15). The bottromycins themselves are 

oriented in a twisted fashion that results in several tight, intramolecular hydrogen bonds (Figure 

S14). Compared to the published NMR structure35, bottromycin A2 experiences significant 

strain as a result of binding to BotH as it is forced to adopt a horseshoe shape with Val5 and 

Phe6 at its apex and the C-terminal thiazole stacked parallel under the macrocycle (Figure S16). 

As expected, bottromycin A2 acts as an orthosteric inhibitor of epimerization (Figure S17), 

which suggests that BotH may be involved in a biosynthetic feedback mechanism to prevent 

self-poisoning of the producing strain (Figure 4A). 

In this model, an increase in the intracellular bottromycin concentrations offers a direct and 

faster means to reduce bottromycin production than altered gene expression since epimerization 

of Asp7 is highly important for the activity of the succeeding enzyme BotCYP34. In addition, 

sequestration of mature bottromycin may also aid self-immunity. The S. scabies orthologues of 

BotH and the putative bottromycin exporter BotT were therefore expressed (independently and 

in combination) in a strain sensitive to bottromycin and then exposed to increasing 

concentrations of bottromycin. Expression of BotT resulted in slightly increased resistance and 

resistance was significantly amplified when both proteins were co-expressed (Figure S18). 

These data imply that BotH has a secondary role in conferring self-immunity to bottromycin 

by intracellular sequestration of mature bottromycin. In addition, BotH may directly associate 

with BotT and aid antibiotic export, although no association was observed in two-hybrid assays 

(Data not shown). 
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The ability of BotH to bind both the substrate and the mature natural product with high affinity 

may serve as a cautionary tale for attempting to identify the binding partners of “non-catalytic” 

ABHs. When using BotH to capture its ligand/substrate from either supernatant or lysate of a 

bottromycin producing strain, we were only able to detect bottromycin A2, but not the actual 

substrate 1 (Figure S19). Since biosynthetic pathway products tend to be present at higher 

concentrations than pathway intermediates, careful analysis of the biosynthetic pathway 

supplying the ligand is required to exclude additional, non-canonical catalytic function(s) of the 

ABH under investigation. 

 

2.6 Evolution of BotH and its distribution amongst bacterial BGCs 
 

ABHs comprise one of the largest protein families (~500,000 protein matches in InterPro36, 

~400,000 of them in Bacteria) and the Ser-His-Asp catalytic triad is surprisingly poorly 

conserved: in 213,273 bacterial proteins from the InterPro36 family IPR000073 at least one of 

the catalytic residues is mutated or missing. In most cases (166,921 sequences), His is missing; 

and in the majority of these proteins (156,115 sequences) Asp is missing as well. Ser is mutated 

in only 60,205 sequences, most frequently to an alanine, and completely missing in 4,625 

sequences. Using these data, we identified 3,743 proteins that are unlikely to have hydrolase 

activity (see Materials and Methods section for details), including BotH. Taxonomic and 

phylogenetic analyses revealed that these non-functional hydrolases are widespread among 

both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (Figure S20). 

From these sequences, we then selected those that were in or near (less than 1 kb away) BGCs, 

which resulted in 213 proteins that were used to build a sequence–similarity network (Figures 

3D and S21). In this network, all BotH homologs from bottromycin BGCs cluster together. 

Among the identified BGCs, two other major natural product superfamilies can be identified in 

addition to RiPPs: NRPS (non-ribosomal peptide synthetase) and PKS (polyketide synthase) 

clusters. 

3 Conclusion 
 

We have identified the enzyme BotH as the epimerase of the bottromycin BGC, which is 

selective for Asp, but promiscuous with regards to mutations at other positions of the substrate. 

Based on the biochemical and structural data, we propose the following mechanism for 

epimerization in bottromycin biosynthesis (Figure 4B): Cleavage of the follower peptide 

converts the 2-thiazoline residue into a 2-thiazoline-4-carboxy moiety at the carboxy terminus 

of 3b, which is bound by BotH. Interestingly, the two BotH residues that form hydrogen bonds 
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with the thiazoline carboxy group are in the position of the canonical oxyanion hole found in 

most ABHs. By binding, 3b traps an ordered water molecule within hydrogen-bonding distance 

of the thiazoline’s nitrogen and carboxy group. The side-chain of Asp7 is positioned such that 

it may serve as a base to abstract the C proton from itself, which triggers enamine formation 

and leads to proton transfer from the ordered water molecule to the thiazoline nitrogen. The 

resulting hydroxide is still hydrogen bonded to the thiazoline’s carboxy group and the thiazoline 

nitrogen proton. Abstraction of this proton by the hydroxide triggers reprotonation of the 

enamine by the side chain of Asp7 and results in epimerization. The inability of BotH to 

epimerize substrate with an Asp7Asn mutation suggests an essential role of the carboxylic acid 

side chain and thus substrate-assisted catalysis. As demonstrated by our hydrogen-deuterium-

hydrogen exchange experiments, this reaction is fully reversible. It appears that lowering of the 

energetic barrier for epimerization by BotH is sufficient to supply the succeeding enzyme with 

sufficient substrate for complete turnover, even without changing the 3a : 3b ratios34. 

 

Figure 4: A Proposed role of BotH in bottromycin biosynthesis. A rise of intracellular bottromycin concentrations leads to an 

inhibition of BotH epimerase activity, which may in turn prevent self-poisoning of the producing strain and act as an 

intracellular buffer to store bottromycins. B Proposed mechanism for the epimerization of 3b to yield 3a. BotH residues are 

labeled in black, substrate residues in blue. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. 

 

It is still unclear why bottromycin A2 contains a D-Asp, as studies with synthetic derivatives 

have shown that both epimers display the same bioactivity37. Selectivity of the bottromycin 

exporter BotT appears possible, despite a very small fraction of bottromycin A2 in culture 

supernatant appearing to be the L-Asp epimer (Figure S22). The main benefit of epimerization 

may be providing increased resistance to proteolytic degradation of bottromycin, since D-amino 

acid containing peptides have longer half-lives38,39. It is of course also possible that the 
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bottromycin target of organisms in a native setting requires a D-Asp for optimal target binding. 

Interestingly, the structure elucidation of novel bottromycin analogs via crystallization of their 

complex with BotH appears to require less compound and be more straightforward than NMR, 

due to the robust crystallization condition, high affinity and very well-diffracting crystals. 

The presence of BotH-like ABH protein encoding genes in over 200 BGCs encoding for the 

biosynthesis of diverse secondary metabolites places BotH as the founding member of a new 

subfamily of non-classical ABH enzymes. It will be fascinating to explore the functions of 

selected homologs, which may be able to epimerize non-Asp stereocenters across families of 

secondary metabolites via the unprecedented mechanism we have identified for bottromycin. 
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4 Supplementary Information  
 

4.1 Methods 
 

4.1.1 Protein expression and purification 

 

The BotH coding sequence was amplified from genomic DNA isolated from Streptomyces sp. 

BC16019 and cloned into the pET-28b plasmid (Novagen). The resulting construct was verified 

by enzymatic restriction digestion and DNA sequencing before being transformed into E. coli 

BL21(DE3) competent cells. 

A single colony was selected and grown in LB liquid medium supplemented with kanamycin 

(50 μg / mL) to make an overnight culture. This culture was used at a dilution of 1 to 100 to 

inoculate fresh LB medium containing the appropriate antibiotic, and the culture was grown at 

37 °C, 180 rpm. Upon reaching an optical density (OD600) of 0.6, the cultures were transferred 

to a precooled shaker at 16 °C, and protein expression was induced by addition of 1 mM IPTG. 

The cells were grown at 16 °C and 180 rpm over night before being harvested by centrifugation. 

Cell pellets were stored at -80 °C until further use. 

The cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM 

Imidazole, and 3 mM DTT) supplemented with 0.4 mg DNAse per gram of wet cell pellet and 

cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablets (Roche). The cell suspension was lysed via 

passage through a cell disrupter (Constant Systems) at 30,000 psi, and cell debris was removed 

by centrifugation (40,000 x g, 4 °C, 15 min). The supernatant was collected and directly loaded 

onto to a 5 mL Histrap HP column (GE healthcare) preequilibrated with lysis buffer. The 

column was washed extensively with lysis buffer (30 CV) before the protein was eluted with 

lysis buffer supplemented with 250 mM imidazole. Fractions containing BotH were directly 

loaded onto a gel filtration column (HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 pg, GE healthcare) 

preequilibrated in gel filtration buffer A (20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP). 

The fractions of the highest purity as judged by SDS-PAGE were pooled and concentrated to 

5 mg / mL. 

 

4.1.2 Production of seleno-methionine (SeMet) BotH 

L-Selenomethionine-labeled (SeMet) protein was expressed in E. coli BL21 cells grown in 

minimal medium supplemented with glucose-free nutrient mix (Molecular Dimensions), 

kanamycin (50 μg / mL) and glycerol (5% w / v). After 15 min growth at 37 °C and 180 rpm, 

60 mg / mL selonomethionine was added. Upon reaching an OD600 of 0.6, amino acids (lysine, 
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phenylalanine, threonine (100 mg / L each) and isoleucine and valine (50 mg / L each)) were 

added and the culture was grown for an additional 30 min at 37 °C, 180 rpm. Afterwards the 

cultures were transferred to 16 °C, 180 rpm, and protein expression was induced by addition of 

1 mM IPTG. The cells were harvested the next day and protein purified as described above. 

 

4.1.3 Crystallization and structure determination 

 

For crystallization, BotH was treated with thermolysin (1 : 100) on ice for 2 h, after which the 

protein was passed over a HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 pg gel filtration column as described 

above and concentrated to 5 mg / mL. Crystals of apo BotH and BotH in complex with ligands 

were obtained at 18 °C in 1.2 - 1.8 M ammonium sulfate and 0.1 M Tris-Cl using the hanging 

drop vapor diffusion method. For the complex crystallization, the thermolysin-treated protein 

was incubated with excess ligand (1 - 2 mM) on ice overnight before setting up crystallization 

drops. Crystals appeared after a few days and were allowed to grow for an additional week. The 

crystals were cryoprotected in mother liquor supplemented with 30% glycerol and 0.5 mM 

ligand. Data was collected at ESRF (Beamlines ID23-1 and ID23-2), DESY (Beamline P11) 

and SLS (Beamline X06DA). To solve the apo structure, a single wavelength anomalous 

dispersion (SAD) data set was collected at the Se K absorption edge. Data were processed using 

Xia240, the structure was solved using PHENIX AutoSol41 and the initial model used to obtain 

a molecular replacement solution for the high-resolution native data set using Phaser42. The 

solution was manually rebuilt in COOT43 and refined using PHENIX Refine41. This apo 

structure was then used as a search model for structure determination of the complex crystal 

structures by molecular replacement (Phaser). Data for all complex crystal structures were 

processed using XDS44 and POINTLESS45, AIMLESS46 and Ctruncate47 implemented in 

ccp448. All structures were validated using MolProbity. The images presented were created 

using PyMOL (Schrödinger, LLC) and LigPlot+49. 

 

4.1.4 Microscale Thermophoresis (MST) 

 

Microscale thermophoresis experiments were carried out on a Monolith NT.115 (NanoTemper) 

in MST buffer (PBS with 0.05% Tween 20) using BotH labelled with the RED-tris-NTA 

fluorescent dye NT-647 following manufacture’s protocol. The concentration of His-labelled 

BotH was 200 nM. Ligands were diluted in MST buffer to a starting concentration of 62.5 μM 

and then used in serial dilutions. Instrument settings were 40% excitation power and 40% MST 
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power. Data fitting and evaluation was performed using MO.Affinity analysis software 

(Nanotemper). 

 

4.1.5 Marfey derivatization 

 

For stereochemical assignment of the aspartate -carbon in 3, Marfey derivatization was 

performed. For the assay, 300 µg 3 (ratio of 3a : 3b of about 1 : 9) was used. Solvent was 

evaporated at 110 °C and the compound was hydrolyzed by addition of 100 µl 6 N HCl and 

incubation at 110 °C for 35 min in a closed vial with nitrogen. The vial was opened and 

incubated for further 15 min at 110 °C to dry the contents. Residues were dissolved in 110 µl 

H2O. 

For derivatization of the amino acids in the hydrolyzed compound 3 or the amino acid standards 

(2 mg / mL D- or L- aspartic acid), 50 µL solution were mixed with 20 µl 1 N NaHCO3 and 

20 µl of 1% D-FDLA (Nα-(2,4-dinitro-5-fluorophenyl)-D-leucinylamide) in acetone. The 

mixture was incubated for 1.5 h at 40 °C, 700 rpm. To stop the reaction, 10 µl of 2 N HCl and 

300 µl ACN were added. The derivatized amino acids were separated by RP-HPLC-MS and 

the stereochemistry of the aspartate in the compounds 3a and 3b were assigned by comparing 

retentions times of the amino acid standards. 

 

 

4.2 Enzymatic reaction of BotH with 3 
 

To investigate the effect of BotH on 3a/b, 20 µM 3a/b were incubated with and without the 

addition of 5 µM BotH in GF buffer for 30 min. Reactions were stopped by the addition of 2 

volumes ACN and were frozen at -80 °C until analysis. Reactions were set up and analyzed in 

at least triplicates.    

To test the effect of different BotH concentrations on the 3a : 3b ratio, 20 µM 3a/b were 

incubated with 0, 0.37, 1.11, 3.33 or 10 µM BotH at 30 °C for 2 h in GF buffer. Reactions were 

stopped by the addition of 2 volumes ACN and were frozen at -80 °C until analysis. Higher 

concentrations than 10 µM or longer incubation times were also tested, but did not lead to a 

further shift of epimer ratios. Reactions were set up and analyzed in triplicates.  

To produce a roughly racemic mixture of 3a : 3b, 20 µM 3a/b were incubated with 4 µM BotH 

for 30 min at 30 °C in GF buffer. BotH was denatured at 98 °C, 10 min, pelleted by 

centrifugation (15 min, 15,000 rpm) and the supernatant was lyophilized to remove all solvent. 
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4.3 Bottromycin extraction and purification 
 

For bottromycin production, the S. sp. DG2-kmP41hyg strain50 was cultivated in TSB seed 

medium at 28 °C. After 2 - 3 days the seed culture was used to inoculated SG production 

medium (Glucose: 20 g; Peptone: 10 g and CaCO3: 2 g per liter) and left to grow for 7 days at 

28 °C. To the pooled cultures an equal volume of ethyl acetate was added and mixed for 1 hour. 

The organic layer was dried and resuspended in methanol before being loaded onto a sephadex 

LH-20 1-meter long column. The fractions containing bottromycin were pooled together and 

purified further by RP-HPLC (XBridge® Peptide BEHTM CSH C18 OBD Prep Column, 130 Å, 

5 μm, 10 mm x 250 mm, 1 / pkg) using a linear gradient from 95% A (H2O, 0.1% formic acid) 

to 95% B (acetonitrile, 0.1 % formic acid) over 40 min. The fractions containing bottromycin 

of the highest purity as judged by LC-MS were pooled and dried on a rotary evaporator. The 

resulting white amorphous solid was resuspend in methanol and dried under nitrogen to yield 

pure bottromycin A2. 

 

4.4 In vitro production and purification of 3 
 

To produce 3, bottromycin precursor peptide without the N-terminal methionine (BotAP) was 

enzymatically processed by IpoC, PurCD and PurAH, to introduce the thiazoline, the 

macroamidine and cleave off the follower peptide, respectively (see Figure S2). 

BotAP, IpoC, PurCD and PurAH were expressed and purified as described previously 21,25. 

Large scale IpoC reactions were carried out on a 9 mL scale in GF buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 

mM HEPES, 0.5 mM TCEP, pH 7.4) using the reaction setup 50 µM BotAP, 5 µM IpoC, 5 mM 

ATP as well as 5 mM MgCl2 and incubating the reaction mixture for 16 h at 37 °C. The reaction 

mixture was filtered through a 0.22 µm filter and loaded onto a Superdex 30 16/60 size 

exclusion chromatography column pre-equilibrated in GF buffer. Heterocyclized-peptide-

containing fractions were pooled, analyzed by MS and concentrated using a 5 kDa cutoff filter. 

Next, large scale reactions with PurCD and PurAH were carried out on a 9 mL scale by 

incubating 50 µM BotAPC, 5 µM PurCD, 1 µM PurAH, 10 mM ATP, 10 mM MgCl2 and 

100 µM CoCl2 for 12 h at 37 °C in reaction buffer (200 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, 10% glycerol, 

pH 8.5). The reaction process was monitored by LC-MS. The analysis under acidic LC 

conditions, which leads to partial (about 50%) opening of the thiazoline ring, revealed the 

presence of two peaks (3a/b) with identical mass and fragmentation patterns, with a ratio of 

3a : 3b of ~ 1 : 9. 
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After completion of the reaction, the mixture was filtered through a 0.22 µm filter and applied 

to a Superdex 30 16/60 size exclusion chromatography column pre-equilibrated in ultrapure 

water. Every fraction was analyzed by mass spectrometry and the pure 3a/b-containing 

fractions were pooled.  

For further purification, 3a/b was purified in H2O and ACN containing 0.1% ammonium acetate 

pH 8.5. Separation was carried out on a Kinetex XB-C18 2.6 µm, 4.6 x 100 mm column 

(Phenomenex) at 60 °C using a 8 min gradient from 0 to 80% ACN. Pure fractions were 

lyophilized and the remaining 3a/b powder was weighed using a precision scale. A large-scale 

purification was carried out by Peptide Protein Research Ltd. 

 

4.5 Spontaneous epimerization of 3  
 

To determine the propensity for spontaneous (non-enzymatic) epimerization of the Asp Cα in 

3a/b, a lyophilized, racemic mixture of 3a : 3b was dissolved in D2O. Samples were taken after 

2 h, 1 day, 4 days and 6 days and analyzed by LC-MS. Three independent experiment were 

performed. 

 

4.6 Pull-down of bottromycin A2 and 3a/b using BotH 
 

S. sp. DG2-KMp41hyg strain was cultivated as described above. 50 mL cultures were 

centrifuged for 10 min at room temperature to separate cells from the medium. The cell pellet 

was subsequently washed twice with PBS buffer before being resuspend in fresh 50 mL PBS 

buffer. The cell suspension was then lysed by sonication, centrifuged and the supernatant was 

decanted. His6-BotH (75 μg) was subsequently incubated with medium (1 mL), supernatant 

(1 mL) and 3a/b (50 μg dissolved PBS) for 30 min before being purified using a 

KingFisherTMmL Purification System. The protein was precipitated using ice cold ACN to 

liberate bound compounds and the supernatant was analyzed by HRLC-MS. 

 

4.7 Incorporation of a deuteron at Asp Cα of 3  
 

Deuteron incorporation at the Asp Cα was achieved by performing a BotH reaction in D2O GF 

buffer. Lyophilized 3a/b was dissolved in D2O GF buffer and incubated for 30 min at 30 °C 

with (or without as control) 5 µM BotH. The reactions were stopped by addition of 2 volumes 

ACN and stored at -80 °C until analysis. Reactions were set up in triplicates and analyzed by 

LC-MS and MS-fragmentation.   
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Back exchange of deuterated 3a/b with solvent protons was shown by performing a BotH 

reaction using deuterated 3a/b in H2O GF buffer: A reaction of 3a/b with 5 µM BotH in D2O 

GF was stopped after 30 min at 30 °C by denaturation of BotH at 98 °C for 10 min. Denatured 

BotH was pelleted by centrifugation (15 min, 15,000 rpm). The supernatant was lyophilized to 

remove the D2O and re-dissolved in the same volume H2O. Samples were split up and incubated 

30 min at 30 °C with or without the addition of 5 µM BotH. Reactions were stopped by the 

addition of 2 volumes ACN and analyzed by LC-MS. 

 

4.8 Reaction of BotH with derivatives of 3 
 

To generate derivatives of 3, bottromycin precursor peptides (BotAP) with singe amino acid 

changes in the core peptide were cloned, expressed and purified as described previously21,25. 

Shortly, botA was mutated by using mutation carrying primers and cloned into a 

pHisSUMOTEV vector, which was a gift from Dr. Huanting Liu, St. Andrews University51. To 

produce the native N-terminus of the bottromycin precursor peptide BotAP (after cleavage of 

the N-terminal methionine by BotP) (GPVVV….) without cloning artefacts, primers which 

introduce a lysine residue were used (...GAMAGKGPVVV...). Peptides were expressed in 

E. coli Lemo21(DE3) cells carrying the respective expression vector and purified by Ni2+-NTA-

chromatography and, after cleavage with Trypsin, by gel filtration21,25. 

To produce the 3 derivatives, 50 µM BotAP derivative was incubated with 5 µM IpoC, 10 mM 

ATP as well as 5 mM MgCl2 for 12 h at 37 °C in reaction buffer (200 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, 

10 % glycerol, pH 8.5). Then, 5 µM PurCD, 1 µM PurAH and 100 µM CoCl2 were added and 

incubated for a further 4 h at 37 °C. Each reaction was then divided and incubated with or 

without the addition of 5 µM BotH for 2 h at 30 °C. Reactions were stopped by the addition of 

2 volumes ACN and frozen at -80 °C until analysis. Reactions were set up and analyzed in 

triplicates. 

 

4.9 Orthosteric inhibition of BotH epimerization by bottromycin A2 
 

0.2 µM BotH in D2O GF buffer was pre-incubated with and without 50 µM bottromycin A2 for 

30 min at 30 °C. 3a/b in D2O GF buffer was added (final concentration 10 µM) and the solution 

was incubated for 7 min at 30 °C. The reactions were stopped by the addition of 2 volumes 

ACN and the samples were frozen at -80 °C until analysis by LC-MS. As a control for non-

enzymatic deuteron incorporation, samples without enzyme were set up. Reactions were 

performed in triplicates and analyzed by LC-MS. For analysis of the LC-MS data, the EICs 
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( 5 ppm) for the 1st and the 2nd isotope peak of the doubly charged ion of 3 (1st isotope peak 

[M+2H]2+ = 400.1940; 2nd isotope peak [M+2H]2+ = 400.6955) were generated. The respective 

areas for 3a (2.96 - 3.10 min) were calculated using the Bruker Compass DataAnalysis 4.2. 

software. The ratio of the area of the 1st isotope peak to the 2nd isotope peak was used to quantify 

the deuteron incorporation. The significance (p-value) of the ratio differences was calculated 

using an unpaired two-tailed t-test.  

 

4.10 LC-MS and MS2 analysis 
 

Measurements were performed on a Dionex Ultimate 3000 RSLC system (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) using a flow rate of 600 μL min−1 and column oven temperature of 45 °C. Standard 

measurements were performed using a BEH C18, 50 x 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm dp column equipped 

with a C18 precolumn (Waters). Samples were separated by a gradient from (A) H2O + 0.1% 

formic acid to (B) ACN + 0.1% formic acid. The linear gradient was initiated by a 1 min 

isocratic step at 5% B, followed by an increase to 95% B in 9 min to end up with a 1.5 min 

plateau step at 95% B before re-equilibration under the initial conditions. UV spectra were 

recorded by a DAD in the range from 200 to 600 nm.  

For Marfey’s analysis, samples were separated on a BEH C18, 100 x 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm dp column 

equipped with a C18 precolumn (Waters). A multistep gradient using (A) H2O + 0.1% formic 

acid and (B) ACN + 0.1% formic acid was applied for sample preparation. The gradient was 

initiated by a 1 min isocratic step at 5% B, an increase to 10% B in 1 min, an increase to 35% 

B in 14 min, followed by an increase to 55% B in 7 min and an increase to 80% B in 3 min to 

end up with a 1 min plateau step at 80% B before re-equilibration to the initial conditions. 

For MS measurements on maXis-4 hr-qToF mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics), the LC flow 

was split 1:8 before entering the mass spectrometer using the Apollo II ESI source. In the source 

region, the temperature was set to 200 °C, the capillary voltage was 4000 V, the dry-gas flow 

was 5.0 L / min and the nebulizer was set to 1 bar. Ion transfer settings were set to Funnel 1 RF 

350 Vpp and Multipole RF 400 Vpp, quadrupole settings were set to an ion energy of 5.0 eV 

and a low mass cut of 120 m / z. The collision cell was set to an energy of 5.0 eV and the pulse 

storage time was 5 µs. Data were recorded in centroid mode ranging from 150 to 2500 m/z at a 

2 Hz scan rate. Calibration of the maXis4G qTOF spectrometer was achieved with sodium 

formate clusters before every injection to avoid mass drifts. All MS analyses were acquired in 

the presence of the lock masses C12H19F12N3O6P3, C18H19O6N3P3F2 and C24H19F36N3O6P3 

which generate the [M+H]+ Ions of 622.028960, 922.009798 and 1221.990638.  
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LC-MS2 fragmentation spectra were recorded using a scheduled precursor list (SPL). 

Separation was achieved using a BEH C18, 100 x 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm dp column equipped with a 

C18 precolumn (Waters) and a linear gradient from (A) H2O + 0.1% formic acid to (B) ACN + 

0.1% formic acid. The gradient was initiated by a 1 min isocratic step at 5% B, followed by an 

increase to 95% B in 18 min to end up with a 2 min plateau step at 95% ACN before re-

equilibration to the initial conditions. SPL entries and parameters were set to fragment only the 

ions of interest. SPL tolerance parameters for precursor ion selection were 0.17 min and 

0.05 m / z. The CID energy was ramped from 35 eV for 500 m / z to 45 eV for 1000 m / z. 

Data were displayed and analyzed using the Bruker Compass DataAnalysis software 

(Version 4.2). Shown MS spectra are in general single spectra (taken at the EIC maximum), 

except for Figure S4 where spectra are averaged, as the peaks of 3 and the respective peak for 

the compound with opened thiazoline do not have the same retention time. Signals in the MS-

spectra are labelled with the observed monoisotopic mass. Extracted-ion chromatograms were 

generated using the calculated monoisotopic mass with a range of 5 ppm. All EICs (except 

Figures S19 and S22A) and MS-spectra are scaled to a relative intensity of 1. 

 

4.11 Heterologous expression of btmH and btmA in Streptomyces coelicolor 

M145 
 

btmH was PCR amplified from S. scabies genomic DNA using primers btmH-start (GAA CCG 

TTC CAT ATG GTC TCC CGC GA, NdeI restriction site underlined) and btmH-end (GTC 

CTC GGT GGA ATT CAT ACG GCC C, EcoRI restriction site underlined). The resulting PCR 

product was digested and ligated into the NdeI and EcoRI sites of pIB139-RBS 23 to generate 

pIB139-RBS-btmH. This construct, as well as pIJ10257-btmA were introduced by intergeneric 

conjugation from E. coli ET12567/pUZ8002 into S. coelicolor M145.52 Selection was carried 

out with nalidixic acid (25 µg / mL) and apramycin (50 µg / mL) in SFM for the exconjugants 

carrying pIB139-RBS-btmH, nalidixic acid (25 µg / mL) and hygromycin (50 µg / mL) for the 

exconjugants carrying pIJ10257-btmA and nalidixic acid (25 µg / mL), apramycin (50 µg / mL) 

and hygromycin (50 µg / mL) for the exconjugants carrying both constructs.  

 

4.12 Bioassays 
 

To evaluate the effect of btmA and btmH expression on the sensitivity of S. coelicolor M145 to 

bottromycin A2, 250 µL of spores from a concentrated stock of each strain were added to 4 mL 

of MQ water and the resulting mixture was agitated manually until an homogeneous mixture 
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was obtained. Each resulting spore suspension was then overlaid on top of a 100 mm square 

petri dish containing 35 mL of Difco™ Nutrient Agar, and the liquid layer was dried under a 

laminar flow hood for 2 hours. Sample diffusion wells were bored into the agar using an 

inverted 200 µL micropipette tip, and 40 µL of serial dilutions of bottromycin A2 in DMSO 

were loaded into each well. After this, plates were kept at 4 °C for 2 hours for sample diffusion. 

Finally, the bioassay plates were incubated at 30 °C for 48 hours. 

 

4.13 Bioinformatics analysis 
 

We downloaded bacterial sequences of the InterPro36 family IPR000073 and aligned them with 

HMMer (http://hmmer.org/)53 using the HMM for the Pfam54 family PF00561 

(Abhydrolase_1), retaining only those from this Pfam family. Then sequences containing the 

following mutations at the catalytic site positions were selected with a custom Perl script: Ser 

mutated to either Val, Ile, Leu, Met, Ala, Phe, Tyr, or Trp; Asp mutated to anything except Asn 

or Glu or missing; His mutated to any amino acid or missing. 

The corresponding genomes were identified by parsing UniProt55 data files and retrieved from 

NCBI using the batch download option. Biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) were predicted 

using antiSMASH56. All BotH homologs whose genomic coordinates fall within the predicted 

boundaries of BGCs or lie outside them separated by no more than 1000 nt were considered to 

be associated with these BGCs. 

The distance matrix between all proteins that are associated with BGCs was calculated using 

the R package seqinr57. The sequence similarity networks were visualized in Cytoscape58, all 

edges connecting pairs of proteins that shared less than 15% sequence identity were omitted.  

 

  

http://hmmer.org/
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Figure S1: (A) Cartoon representation of apo-BotH. The two Phe residues at the active site are shown as sticks. (B) Cartoon 

representation of apo-BotH highlighting the V-shaped loop (magenta) positioned above the active site. (C) Electrostatic surface 

potential of BotH. The Phe-Phe motif at the active-site is shown as black sticks. (D) Superposition of apo-BotH 

(yellow/magenta) with its closest structural homolog (PDB ID 2xua, cyan) gives a C-rmsd of 2.8 Å over 288 residues. 

 

 

 
Figure S2: Production of 3 can be accomplished in a two-stage, one-pot reaction with quantitative yields. 
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Figure S3: MS2 fragmentation spectra of 3a (D-Asp) (A) and 3b (L-Asp) (B). The associated peak lists can be found in table S2. 
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Figure S4: Spontaneous (non-enzymatic) epimerization of the 3a/b Asp C in D2O. A roughly racemic mixture of 3a/b was 

dissolved in D2O to analyze spontaneous epimerization. Samples were taken after 2 h, 1 day, 4 days and 6 days. In the acidic 

(0.1% FA) LC conditions the thaizoline partly (about 50%) re-opens, which leads to the addition of H2O (+ 18.015 Da). Shown 

mass spectra are averaged from 2.96 - 3.10 min and 3.10 - 3.24 min respectively, as the retention times of 3a/b and the 

respective compound with re-opened thiazoline slightly differ. Shown is the base peak chromatogram (BPC) in H2O. No 

changes in the shape of the BPCs were observed at the different time points. Representative experiments were repeated 

independently three times with similar results. BPC = Base Peak Chromatrogram. 
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Figure S5: Marfey’s analysis of 3a/b confirmed the presence of D-Asp (3a) and L-Asp (3b) and allowed us to assign 3a to the 

less abundant peak. Shown are the extracted ion chromatograms (EICs  5 ppm) for the FDLA-Asp derivate (428.1412 m / z).  
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Figure S6: (A) MS2-fragmentation of deuterated 3a. The associated peak lists can be found in Table S3A. (B) MS2-

fragmentation of deuterated 3b. The associated peak lists can be found in Table S3B. (C) Performing a BotH reaction in D2O 

buffer leads to deuteron incorporation at the Asp C. In reverse, performing a BotH reaction with deuterated 3a/b in H2O 

buffer leads to the exchange of the deuteron with solvent protons. Shown are the base peak chromatograms (BPC). (D) At low 

BotH concentrations no change of the 3a : 3b ratio is observed within the time-frame of the experiment (7 min), but when the 

reactions are performed in D2O buffer, deuteron is incorporated. Shown are the BPCs. Representative experiments were 

repeated independently three times with similar results.  
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Figure S7: (A) Superposition of the BotH apo structure (green) with the BotH-3a complex structure (cyan). 3a is shown as 

cyan sticks. (B) LigPlus diagram of the interactions between 3a and BotH. 3a shown with bonds in grey, BotH with bonds in 

cyan. Water molecules are depicted as cyan spheres, intermolecular hydrogen bonds shown as dashed lines with distances in 

Å and hydrophobic contacts are shown as red spoked arcs. (C) 3a as observed in the complex structure shown as sticks. The 

intramolecular hydrogen bond is shown as a dashed line with the distance given in Å. (D) 3a as observed in the complex crystal 

structure (left) and Polder map of 3a contoured at 3  (right). 
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Figure S8: The derivatives of 3, where Asp was mutated to Ala (D7A) or Asn (D7N) are no substrates of BotH. Graphs show 

extracted ion chromatograms (EICs, calculated mass see Table S6  5 ppm) of possible BotH substrates with (red) and without 

(black) addition of BotH. No change of the retention time nor an additional peak could be observed in the respective EICs after 

addition of BotH. Representative experiments were repeated independently three times with similar results. 

 

 

 
Figure S9: BotA point mutations that are compatible with the enzymes used to generate the BotH substrate 

(IpoC/PurCD/PurAH). 
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Figure S10: Analysis of the effects of point mutations in the core peptide on BotH activity. Each mutant was analyzed by HRLC-

MS in the absence (left column, black) and presence (right column, red) of BotH. Shown are EICs for the monoisotopic [M+H]+ 

mass ± 5 ppm. A complete list of masses is given in Table S6. As can be seen, all mutations in positions 2 – 4 are accepted by 

the enzyme. 
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Figure S11: Analysis of the effects of point mutations in the core peptide on BotH activity. Each mutant was analyzed by HRLC-

MS in the absence (left column, black) and presence (right column, red) of BotH. Shown are EICs for the monoisotopic [M+H]+ 

mass ± 5 ppm. A complete list of masses is given in Table S6. Mutations V5T and F6A are not accepted by the enzyme. 
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Figure S12: (A) Chemical structures of the three bottromycin derivatives used in this study. (B) MST measurements to 

determine the affinities of bottromycin A2 (2) and the three derivatives shown in A for BotH. The affinity of BotH for 2 is 232 

 81 nM. The additional methyl group at the C position of Val3 of (4)50 reduced the affinity to a KD of 472  62 nM, while the 

Val3Met mutation of 550 reduced the affinity by an order of magnitude to a KD of 3.2  1.9 µM. Oxidation of the methionine 

sulfur of 5 (6) resulted in a KD of 459  178 nM. A MS2 spectrum for 6 can be found in Figure S22. Each curve represents three 

independent samples and the error bars represent standard deviations. 
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Figure S13: (A) Bottromycin A2 (2) as observed in the active-site of BotH. Intramolecular hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed 

lines and distances given in Å. (B) Polder maps (grey isomesh) for bottromycin A2 (2) and bottromycin derivatives 5 and 6 

bound at the BotH active-site. BotH is shown as a cyan surface representation, the ligands as sticks. The polder maps were 

contoured at 3 (2), 2.5 (5) and 3 (6) . (C) Close-up polder map of bottromycin A2 from B shown as a grey isomesh contoured 

at 3 . 

The structures also provide insights into the varying affinities of the bottromycin derivatives: 

Based on the BotH-2 complex structure, the additional methyl group of 4 clashes with BotH 

Glu148, which is involved in hydrogen bonding to the compound and BotH residue Tyr160, 

which results in a 2-fold weaker affinity. The BotH-5 complex shows that the hydrophobic side-

chain of the methionine is forced into a very narrow, highly polar opening lined by Glu148 and 

His164, which may explain the marked loss in affinity. In the BotH-6 complex structure, the 

oxidation of the methionine sulfur triggers a rotation of His164, which allows the protein to 

easily accommodate the bulky side-chain and enables the formation of a new hydrogen bond 

between the substrate (methionine sulfoxide oxygen) and the side-chain of BotH Arg168. This 

rationalizes the increase in affinity when compared to unoxidized 5. 
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Figure S14: LigPlus diagrams of the three BotH complex structures with bottromycin A2 (2) and two analogs (5 and 6). Ligands 

are shown with bonds in grey, BotH with bonds in cyan. Water molecules are depicted as cyan spheres, intermolecular 

hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines with distances in Å and hydrophobic contacts are shown as red spoked arcs. 

Residues and water molecules engaged in the same interactions in all three structures are circled in red. 
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Figure S15: Close-up of the thiazole found in the BotH-bottromycin A2 complex structure. Bottromycin A2 is shown as sticks, 

BotH as a cyan surface representation. As can be seen, flipping the thiazole 180° such that sulfur and nitrogen swap positions 

does not lead to a clash and is thus also an allowed orientation. 
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Figure S16: (A) Solution NMR structure of bottromycin A2 shown as yellow sticks. (B) Structure of bottromycin A2 when bound 

to BotH shown as grey sticks. The same orientation and magnification is used for A and B. Residues are labeled, Thz8 = 

Thiazole in position 8. (C) Superposition of the solution NMR structure of bottromycin A2 and the bottromycin A2 bound to 

BotH. Same color scheme as A and B, Pro2 was used as the reference residue. As can be seen, binding to BotH causes a 

significant conformational change and introduces strain. The more relaxed solution state (yellow) clashes with the protein in 

positions Val3, Phe6 and Thz8. Boxed labels belong to the complex crystal structure, orange arrows indicate movement 

required to reach unbound state. 
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Figure S17: Orthosteric inhibition of BotH epimerization by bottromycin A2. The substrate 3a/b (10 µM in D2O buffer) was 

incubated with BotH (0.2 µM) with and without the presence of bottromycin A2 (50 µM) for 7 min at 30 °C. BotH activity was 

measured by the incorporation of a deuteron, which leads to an increase of the 2nd isotope peak. In the presence of bottromycin 

A2, the incorporation of a deuteron in 3a by BotH is significantly lower. (A) Ratios of the area of the 1st to the 2nd isotope peak 

of [3a+2H]2+. Shown are means  SD (n=3). Differences were calculated to be extremely significant (p-value < 0.0001) (B) 

Mass spectra (3a, 3.02 min) of the substrate (3a/b in D2O buffer), the substrate after 7 min incubation with BotH and the 

substrate after 7 min incubation with BotH in presence of bottromycin A2. 
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Figure S18: Zone of inhibition assays to demonstrate the effect of increasing concentrations of bottromycin A2 on the 

susceptible strain S. coelicolor M145. Experiments were carried out by expressing the very close BotH (BtmH) and BotT (BtmA, 

transporter) homologs from S. scabies. Expression of BtmH (Epimerase) had no observable effect on resistance, while 

expression of BtmA (Transporter) expectedly increased resistance to bottromycin A2. Interestingly, expression of both proteins 

rendered S. coelicolor M145 almost completely resistant within the concentration range tested. Pictures show representative 

experiments of triplicates. 
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Figure S19: Pull-down data for 2 and 3a/b. His6-tagged BotH was incubated with equal volumes of either lysed cell pellet supernatant (top) or spent culture medium (middle) of the heterologous 

bottromycin producer S. sp. DG2-kmP41hyg50. Purified 3a/b was used as a control (bottom). The BotH was then removed from the mixture using magnetic Ni2+-NTA beads, washed thoroughly and 

eluted from the beads. Denaturing the enzyme with ACN liberated bound ligands. Only bottromycin A2 (2) and traces of 4 (data not shown), but not the BotH substrate 3a/b could be found in the 

experimental samples. Shown are the EICs (right) and mass spectra for labeled peaks (right) for either 3a/b or 2 ± 5 ppm using the [M + 2H]2+ masses. 
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Figure S20: Sequence similarity network for BotH-like proteins lying in or near (closer than 1000 nt) biosynthetic gene clusters 

(BGCs). Nodes represent individual proteins (Accession number given) and colored according to the cluster type (red: RiPP, 

blue: NRPS, green: PKS, sky: NRPS/PKS, cantaloupe: other), edges represent similarity relationships and are colored 

according to sequence identity (lighter: less identical, darker: more identical). Edges corresponding to sequence identity below 

15% are omitted. 
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Figure S21: (A) EIC of bottromycin A2 (2) crude extract (823.4540 1 ppm. (B) MS2 fragmentation of bottromycin A2 (2) main 

peak (O-Met-D-Asp-containing compound; retention time 7.3 min). The associated peak lists can be found in Table S4A. (C) 

MS2 fragmentation of minor bottromycin peak (most probably O-Met-L-Asp-containing compound; retention time 7.55 min). 

The associated peak lists can be found in Table S4B.   
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Figure S22: MS2 fragmentation spectrum of the bottromycin analog 6. The associated peak lists can be found in Table S5.  
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Table S1: Data collection and refinement statistics  

 

 BotH_SeMet BotH_apo BotH-3a BotH-2 BotH-5 BotH-6 

PDB ID 6T6H 6T6H 6T6X 6T6Y 6T6Z 6T70 

Data collection       

Space group I222 I222 I222 I222 I222 I222 

Cell dimensions       

    a, b, c (Å) 66.7, 80.1, 88.7 66.7, 80.1, 88.7 66.7, 80.1, 89.5 67.0, 80.1, 89.4 66.7, 79.5, 89.0 66.5, 79.4, 88.4 

)  

90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 

Wavelength (Å) 0.97941      

Resolution (Å) 1.70 (1.73-1.70) * 1.18 (1.20-1.18) 1.25 (1.27-1.25) 1.40 (1.42-1.40) 1.70 (1.73-1.70) 1.58 (1.61-1.58) 

Rsym or Rmerge 7.2 (50.0) 3.5 (63.4) 7.8 (72.5) 6.9 (80.0) 10.4 (77.8) 6.0 (71.2) 

I / I 47.6 (8.7) 21.4 (2.5) 11.4 (4.2) 14.5 (2.6) 10.5 (2.4) 13.5 (2.0) 

Completeness (%) 100 (100) 98.7 (93.5) 99.0 (100) 99.4 (99.5) 99.2 (99.0) 99.8 (99.9) 

Redundancy 26.7 (27.8) 6.4 (5.7) 4.3 (4.1) 6.6 (6.7) 5.3 (5.4) 4.3 (4.4) 

       

Refinement       

Resolution (Å)  44.35-1.18 44.77-1.25 44.71-1.40 44.52-1.70 39.72-1.58 

No. reflections  77,123 65,761 47,302 26,141 32,386 

Rwork / Rfree  0.157 / 0.168 0.166 / 0.175 0.159 / 0.182 0.169 / 0.207 0.166 / 0.200 

No. atoms  2,267 2,296 2,222 2,244 2,216 

    Protein  1,929 1,934 1,939 1,939 1,936 

    Ligand/ion  21 56 58 59 79 

    Water  317 306 225 246 201 

B-factors  20.15 14.84 25.07 22.22 27.14 

    Protein  17.89 12.60 23.43 20.66 25.68 

    Ligand/ion  69.91 21.87 39.49 35.40 44.70 

    Water  30.62 27.69 35.52 31.38 34.24 

R.m.s. deviations       

    Bond lengths (Å)  0.011 0.008 0.016 0.005 0.012 

    Bond angles ()  1.14 1.23 1.43 0.90 1.25 

*1 crystal per structure. *Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell. 
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Table S2: MS2 fragmentation of 3a (A) and 3b (B). Calculated and observed b- and y- ions.  

 

A 

 

Seq. bn Obs. b Calc. b yn Obs. y Calc. y 

Ga 1 - - 8 799.3793 799.3807 

P 2 155.0812 155.0821 7 - - 

V 3 254.1494 254.1605 6 - 645.3070 

Va 4 335.2078 335.2083 5 - 546.2386 

V 5 434.2755 434.2767 4 465.1758 465.1808 

F 6 581.3397 581.3451 3 366.1180 366.1124 

Db 7 - - 2 219.0453 219.0439 

Cb 8 - 781.3707 1 - - 

 

c. Gly1 macrocyclisation with Val4 carbonyl 

d. Cys8 heterocyclisation with Asp7 carbonyl 

 

Additionally, fragment a5 (obs. 406.2822; calc. 406.2818) and b4* (obs. 363.2023; calc. 363.2032), which are 

characteristically associated with the bottromycin macrocycle and have been observed previously for bottromycins and 

macrocyclic peptides, were detected.  

 

B 

 

Seq. bn Obs. b Calc. b yn Obs. y Calc. y 

Ga 1 - - 8 799.3788 799.3807 

P 2 155.0817 155.0821 7 - - 

V 3 254.1497 254.1605 6 645.3031 645.3070 

Va 4 335.2076 335.2083 5 546.2343 546.2386 

V 5 434.2752 434.2767 4 465.1770 465.1808 

F 6 581.3440 581.3451 3 366.1098 366.1124 

Db 7  - 2 219.0422 219.0439 

Cb 8 781.3646 781.3707 1 - - 

 

a. Gly1 macrocyclisation with Val4 carbonyl 

b. Cys8 heterocyclisation with Asp7 carbonyl 

 

Additionally, fragment a5 (obs. 406.2825; calc. 406.2818) and b4* (obs. 363.2020; calc. 

363.2032), which are characteristically associated with the bottromycin macrocycle and have 

been observed previously for bottromycins and macrocyclic peptides, were detected. 
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Table S3: MS2 fragmentation of Asp C deuterated 3a (A) and 3b (B). Calculated and observed b- and y- ions.  

 

A 

 

Seq. bn Obs. b Calc. b yn Obs. y Calc. y xn Obs. x Calc. x 

Ga 1 - - 8 800.3838 800.3870 8 - - 

P 2 155.0827 155.0821 7 - - 7 - - 

V 3 254.1501 254.1605 6 - 646.3133 6 - 674.3082 

Va 4 335.2064 335.2083 5 - 547.2449 5 575.2318 575.2398 

V 5 434.2767 434.2767 4 466.1891 466.1871 4 476.1676 476.1714 

F 6 581.3461 581.3451 3 367.1142 367.1186 3 - 393.0979 

Db,c 7 - - 2 220.0491 220.0502 2 - 246.0995 

Cb 8 - 782.3770 1 - - 1 - - 

 

a. Gly1 macrocyclisation with Val4 carbonyl 

b. Cys8 heterocyclisation with Asp7 carbonyl 

c. Asp7 C-positon labeled with deuteron  

 

Fragments a5 (obs. 406.2800; calc. 406.2818) and b4* (obs. 363.2006; calc. 363.2032), which are characteristically associated 

with the bottromycin macrocycle and have been previously observed for bottromycins and macrocyclic peptides, were detected. 

Additionally, fragment z5 (obs. 530.2191; calc. 530.2184) was detected. 

 

 

B 

 

Seq. bn Obs. b Calc. b yn Obs. y Calc. y xn Obs. x Calc. x 

Ga 1 - - 8 800.3831 800.3870 8 - - 

P 2 155.0809 155.0821 7 - - 7 - - 

V 3 254.1489 254.1605 6 - 646.3133 6 - 674.3082 

Va 4 335.2064 335.2083 5 547.2449 547.2449 5 575.2329 575.2398 

V 5 434.2741 434.2767 4 466.1796 466.1871 4 476.1685 476.1714 

F 6 581.3440 581.3451 3 367.1160 367.1186 3 - 393.0979 

Db,c 7 - - 2 220.0486 220.0502 2 - 246.0995 

Cb 8 - 782.3770 1 - - 1 - - 

 

a. Gly1 macrocyclisation with Val4 carbonyl 

b. Cys8 heterocyclisation with Asp7 carbonyl 

c. Asp7 C-positon labeled with deuteron  

 

Fragments a5 (obs. 406.2801; calc. 406.2818) and b4* (obs. 363.2013; calc. 363.2032), which 

are characteristically associated with the bottromycin macrocycle and have been previously 

observed for bottromycins and macrocyclic peptides, were detected. Additionally, fragment z5 

(obs. 530.2181; calc. 530.2184) was detected. 
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Table S4: MS2 fragmentation of the bottromycin A2 main (A) and minor (B). Calculated and observed b-, x- and y- ions. 

 

A 

 

Seq. bn Obs. b Calc. b yn Obs. y Calc. y xn Obs. x Calc. x 

Ga 1 - - 8 823.4512 823.4540 8 - - 

P 2 169.0965 169.0977 7 - 766.4326 7 - 794.4275 

V 3 268.1645 268.1661 6 - 655.3642 6 683.3556 683.3591 

Va 4 363.2378 363.2396 5 556.2920 556.2957 5 584.2870 584.2907 

V 5 4763215 476.3237 4 461.2199 461.2223 4 471.2042 471.2066 

F 6 637.4049 637.4077 3 348.1365 348.1382 3 374.1153 374.1175 

Db 7 - - 2 187.0531 187.0541 2 213.0532 213.0334 

Cb 8 - - 1 - - 1 - - 

 

a. Gly1 macrocyclisation with Val4 carbonyl 

b. Cys8 heterocyclisation with Asp7 carbonyl 

 

Additionally, fragments a5 (obs. 448.3268; calc. 448.3288) and b4* (obs. 391.2325; calc. 391.2345), which are 

characteristically associated with the bottromycin macrocycle and have been previously observed for bottromycins and 

macrocyclic peptides, were detected.  

 

B 

 

Seq. bn Obs. b Calc. b yn Obs. y Calc. y xn Obs. x Calc. x 

Ga 1 - - 8 823.4506 823.4540 8 - - 

P 2 169.0970 169.0977 7 - 766.4326 7 - 794.4275 

V 3 268.1652 268.1661 6 - 655.3642 6 683.3552 683.3591 

Va 4 363.2381 363.2396 5 556.2846 556.2957 5 584.2880 584.2907 

V 5 476.3217 476.3237 4 461.2212 461.2223 4 471.2044 471.2066 

F 6 637.4060 637.4077 3 348.1373 348.1382 3 374.1159 374.1175 

Db 7 - - 2 187.0534 187.0541 2 - 213.0334 

Cb 8 - - 1 - - 1 - - 

 

a. Gly1 macrocyclisation with Val4 carbonyl 

b. Cys8 heterocyclisation with Asp7 carbonyl 

 

Additionally, fragments a5 (obs. 448.3286; calc. 448.3288) and b4* (obs. 391.2337; calc. 

391.2345), which are characteristically associated with the bottromycin macrocycle and have 

been previously observed for bottromycins and macrocyclic peptides, were detected.  
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Table S5: MS2 fragmentation of the bottromycin analog 6. Calculated and observed b-, x- and y- ions. 

 

Seq. bn Obs. b Calc. b yn Obs. y Calc. y 

Ga 1 - - 8 871.4175 871.4210 

P 2 169.0966 169.0977 7 - 814.3996 

M-O 3 316.1313 316.1331 6 - 703.3312 

Va 4 411.2038 411.2066 5 556.2926 556.2957 

V 5 524.2877 524.2907 4 461.2202 461.2223 

F 6 685.3702 685.3747 3 348.1369 348.1382 

Db 7 - - 2 187.0530 187.0541 

Cb 8 - - 1 - - 

 

a. Gly1 macrocyclisation with Val4 carbonyl 

b. Cys8 heterocyclisation with Asp7 carbonyl 

 

Additionally, fragments a5 (obs. 496.2933; calc. 496.2958) and b4* (obs. 439.1991; calc. 

439.2015), which are characteristically associated with the bottromycin macrocycle and have 

been previously observed for bottromycins and macrocyclic peptides, were detected.  

 
Table S6: Sum formulas and calculated masses for the IpoC, PurCD and PurAH treated BotAP variants.  

BotAP variant sum formula monoiso. neutral mass M+H+ 

P2A C36H52N8O9S 772.3578 773.3651 

P2G C35H50N8O9S 758.3421 759.3494 

V3D C37H50N8O11S 814.3320 815.3393 

V3T C37H52N8O10S 800.3527 801.3600 

V3L C39H56N8O9S 812.3891 813.3964 

V4L C39H56N8O9S 812.3891 813.3964 

V5T C37H52N8O10S 800.3527 801.3600 

V5L C39H56N8O9S 812.3891 813.3964 

V5A C36H50N8O9S 770.3421 771.3494 

V5E C38H52N8O11S 828.3476 829.3549 

F6W C40H55N9O9S 837.3843 838.3916 

F6Y C38H54N8O10S 814.3684 815.3756 

F6A C32H50N8O9S 722.3421 723.3494 

D7A C37H54N8O7S 754.3836 755.3909 

D7N C38H55N9O8S 797.3894 798.3967 

wt C38H54N8O9S 798.3734 799.3807 
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1 Introduction 
 

Natural products continue to be an abundant source of novel and biologically active molecules 

(e.g.1). The majority of drugs currently on the market to treat bacterial infections are natural 

products and their derivatives – they have become a major pillar of modern medicine and are 

regarded as essential for human health2. With the extensive use of antibiotics, however, the 

problem of (multi-)resistance development in human pathogens has risen3. To keep pace with 

resistance development and always have effective antibiotics available, constant antibiotic 

discovery and optimization efforts are required; a challenge that was not met in the past 

decades4. Most problematic with regard to drug development are Gram-negative pathogens, 

which are becoming a severe threat to public health5. Multidrug resistance (MDR) mechanisms 

pose a particular challenge, since such systems are able to recognize and neutralize structurally 

and chemically diverse compounds, while still being selective for a certain compound class6. 

Antibiotic resistance usually results from one of four mechanisms: Modification of the bacterial 

cell wall to prevent antibiotic entry, expulsion of the antibiotic by general or specific efflux 

pumps, mutation of the cellular target, or chemical modification of the antibiotic7,8. These 

mechanisms (with the exception of target mutations) are often employed after bacterial 

antibiotic-specific biosensors bind to an antibiotic and subsequently trigger transcriptional 

programs9,10. One protein class involved in such processes are thiostrepton-induced protein A 

(TipA) systems11,12. TipA belongs to the superfamily of mercuric ion resistance (MerR) -like 

transcriptional regulators12-14, which contain an N-terminal helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif, 

followed by a coiled-coil region and a C-terminal effector binding domain15-17. The tipA gene 

contains two alternative start codons, giving rise to TipA-L and TipA-S protein isoforms (Figure 

1A)17,18. 

 

Figure 1.  (A) Basic logic of the TipA system. The tipA gene contains two alternative start codons giving rise to TipA-L and 

TipA-S, which are identical in their C-terminal domains. While TipA-S scrubs free antibiotic from the cytoplasm, TipA-L 
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dimerizes after ligand binding and induces increased expression from the tipA gene. (B) Chemical structures of albicidin (1) 

and cystobactamid 919-2 (7). 

 

While TipA-L follows the basic MerR architecture, TipA-S is the predominant form and consist 

only of the effector binding domain11,12,17,19. This domain is able to covalently bind a wide 

variety of thiopeptide antibiotics via an active site cysteine12,15,16 and thus permanently 

sequester the antibiotics16. Upon substrate binding, TipA-L forms a dimer, which then binds to 

promotors via its HTH domain and induces the transcription of multiple genes, including tipA, 

which can thus be viewed as a minimal autoregulated MDR system11. Recently reported NMR-

based structural studies of TipA-S allowed the proposition of a model for how this protein is 

able to neutralize a wide variety of thiopeptide antibiotics15,16: Upon thiopeptide binding TipA-

S transitions from a partially unstructured to a fully ordered state16. In the process, a large 

substrate binding cleft is formed that contains the active-site cysteine, which reacts with the 

bound substrate to form a covalent bond16. 

The natural products albicidin (1) and cystobactamid (7) (Figure 1B) were reported as potent 

anti-Gram-negative antibiotics with minimal inhibitory concentrations (MICs) in the sub-

µg/mL range against Escherichia coli and other relevant pathogens20,21. Albicidin is produced 

by the plant pathogen Xanthomonas albilineans22-24, and was found to be a strong inhibitor of 

DNA gyrase in Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli)25. The unusual structure of albicidin was 

reported in 2015: It consists of p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) building blocks and cyanoalanine 

as a central unnatural amino acid (Figure 1B)26. Concurrently, cystobactamids, produced by 

myxobacteria, were discovered as a novel class of antibiotics that address the same bacterial 

target and possess a similar structure (Figure 1B)21. Several differences between the two 

compound classes exist: While the N-terminus of cystobactamids consists of a p-nitro-benzoic 

acid, the equivalent position in albicidin is occupied by 2-methyl-p-coumaric acid. Additionally, 

the two C-terminal building blocks in cystobactamid 919-2 are isopropoxylated in the 3-

position, whereas albicidins are methoxylated, and the C-terminal building block of 

cystobactamid 919-2 lacks hydroxylation in the 2-position. Finally, the most potent 

cystobactamids have a central -methoxy-asparagine amino acid instead of the cyanoalanine 

found in the original albicidin. 

Since antibiotics such as albicidin and cystobactamids occur naturally, resistance mechanisms 

have already been developed. Three proteins have been reported as resistance proteins against 

albicidin: AlbA, AlbB and AlbD18,27,28. AlbA is a distant member of the TipA family and can be 

found in a variety of Klebsiellae strains including the problematic human pathogen K. 

pneumoniae. Earlier studies of AlbA reported the protein to bind albicidin at a single high-
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affinity binding site with low nM affinity and that ligand-binding induced major conformational 

changes29,30. Additionally, an alanine scan of AlbA identified several key residues involved in 

albicidin binding29 and it has been suggested that AlbA confers albicidin resistance by removing 

free albicidin from the cell18,31. During the evaluation of our manuscript, parallel work by 

Rostock et al. was published26. The very thorough biophysical characterization of the AlbA-

albicidin interaction using NMR and fluorescence spectroscopy, as well as the crystal structure 

of the AlbA-albicidin complex were reported. In addition, AlbA was found to protect the 

albicidin target DNA gyrase from the antibiotic and several derivatives in vitro and bacterial 

cells in an agar diffusion assay26. 

Here, we report the crystal structures of both, AlbA and its complex with albicidin. 

Unexpectedly, we found AlbA to promote a chemical reaction in albicidin slowly, leading to a 

loss of biological activity that redefines our understanding of AlbA-mediated albicidin 

resistance. We provide detailed mutational studies, which allowed us to propose a mechanism 

for this reaction. We used the structural data to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the 

prevalence of AlbA-like genes in important human pathogens and their evolutionary 

development. Finally, we demonstrate that AlbA expression is upregulated in K. pneumoniae 

upon treatment with albicidin. 

 

2 Results 
 

2.1 AlbA is a structural homolog of TipA-S 
 

To understand how AlbA may exert its function, we determined its high-resolution crystal 

structure. The full-length wild-type AlbA (AlbAwt) protein from K. oxytoca (see materials and 

methods for details) formed crystals belonging to space-group P43212 and the structure was 

determined at 1.9 Å resolution by single-wavelength anomalous dispersion using 

selenomethionine (PDB ID 6h95). All data collection and refinement statistics can be found in 

table S1. The refined model contained one AlbAwt molecule in the asymmetric unit and includes 

residues 1 – 221 (Figure 2A). It is an -helical protein with a flattened, oblong shape measuring 

approximately 60 Å x 40 Å x 25 Å. AlbAwt has no sequence homologs in the protein data bank 

(PDB), and we therefore searched for structural homologs using the DALI server32. No protein 

was found to cover more than 50 % of the AlbAwt structure, but upon closer inspection it became 

apparent that the fully ordered (ligand bound) structure of TipA-S (PDB 2mc0) aligns to the N-

terminal 114 residues of AlbAwt (C rmsd of 3.7 Å, sequence identity 15 %) and that an 
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additional copy of the same TipA-S structure also aligns to AlbAwt residues 115 – 216 (C rmsd 

of 3.9 Å, sequence identity 16 %) (Figure 2B and S1). Following TipA-S nomenclature15,16 

(TipA-S consists of helices 6 - 13), AlbAwt does not contain 6, but all other helices are 

largely conserved. Helices 7 and 8, which are critical for substrate binding in TipA-S15,16, 

are much shorter in AlbAwt and do not form the deep substrate binding cleft observed in TipA-

S15,16. Best conservation (helix length and relative position) is observed for 9 and 10. 

Intriguingly, unlike TipA-S, 11 and 13 of AlbAwt are neither parallel nor in direct contact 

with each other, but spread apart (Figure 2C). In AlbAwt, helix 13 is significantly longer than 

in TipA-S and its C-terminal portion aligns with 7 of the second TipA-S copy (TipA-S’) 

(Figure 2B and S1). The alignment of TipA-S’ 8 - 13 with AlbAwt 8’ to 13’ corresponds 

to the alignment of TipA-S with the N-terminal half of AlbAwt. It thus appears that AlbA 

originated from an internal gene duplication event in a TipA-S-like gene, giving rise to a 

pseudosymmetric TipA-S dimer. In addition to the change in binding-site architecture, the 

residues identified as important for substrate binding, including the active-site cysteine, show 

no conservation. In TipA, the cysteine reacts with dehydroalanine residues when TipA-S/L bind 

thiopeptide antibiotics to form covalent complexes12,33, chemistry which would not be possible 

with albicidin. Binding of albicidin must therefore follow a different logic, and we identified a 

putative substrate binding tunnel, which runs across the entire length of the protein (Figure S2). 

Its formation is a direct result of the movements of helices 11 / 13 and 11’ / 13’ (Figure 

S3). 

In order to understand how albicidin may fit into the putative substrate binding tunnel of AlbA 

we determined the high-resolution structure of the AlbAwt-albicidin complex. The natural 

product albicidin was synthesized according to a previously published procedure (see 

supplementary online material)20. AlbAwt was incubated with an excess of albicidin and 

subsequently crystallized in space group C2221. The structure was determined to 1.55 Å 

resolution by molecular replacement using the structure of AlbAwt as a search model (PDB ID 

6h96). 

The new crystal form contained two AlbAwt monomers in the asymmetric unit and the overall 

structure of AlbAwt is virtually unchanged after binding albicidin (Rmsd of 0.8 Å over all non-

hydrogen atoms, Figure S4). It has been reported that the NMR spectra of AlbA show extensive 

line-broadening in the absence of albicidin, which may be caused by slow internal dynamics of 

the protein26. This observation led to the hypothesis that AlbA may exist in an open and closed 

conformation, with an ensemble of intermediate states26. Since the AlbA structure we 
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determined corresponds to the AlbA-albicidin complex structure, we suggest that we have 

crystallized the closed conformation of the protein. We observed clear and unambiguous 

electron density for albicidin, spanning the entire length of AlbA (Figure 2A and S5), with 

binding of the extended albicidin molecule shared pseudosymmetrically between the two TipA-

S domains. Upon closer inspection of the electron density for the ligand, it became obvious that 

the central cyanoalanine moiety had cyclized to yield a five-membered ring, in which the nitrile 

group had been converted to a primary ketimine or succinimide (2 and 3, respectively, Figures 

2D and S5). Equivalent electron density was also reported by Rostock et al. (PDB ID 6et8)26, 

but an unmodified albicidin molecule was built into the density, which resulted in a poor fit, 

high B-factor of the nitrile carbon compared to adjacent atoms and very close interatomic 

distance between the amide proton of NH25 (numbering in Figure 2D) and the triple bond of 

the nitrile moiety (1.4 Å) (Figure S5). Albicidin is almost completely buried in the AlbA tunnel 

and engages in extensive hydrophobic interactions. A complete LigPlot interaction diagram can 

be found in Figure S6. Several residues identified previously as important for albicidin binding 

through an alanine scan29 are in fact in contact with albicidin. In addition to the hydrophobic 

interactions, AlbA and albicidin form a salt-bridge and several hydrogen bonds, all mediated 

by side-chains. The carbonyl oxygen O13 (numbering in Figure 2D) forms a hydrogen bond 

with H78, while N75 is a bidentate ligand, forming hydrogen bonds with NH21 (immediately 

adjacent to the five-membered ring) and O26 (part of the newly formed ring). The ketimine / 

ketone moiety (NH / O62) is hydrogen bonded to T99, and the final interactions concern the 

terminal para-aminobenzoic acid unit. The side-chain of Y169 is hydrogen-bonded to O56 

(methylated m-oxygen), while Q205 and R181 form a hydrogen bond and salt bridge, 

respectively, with the terminal carboxyl group. These extensive interactions explain the high 

affinity of AlbAwt for albicidin. 
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Figure 2. (A) Overall structure of AlbAwt. The structure of AlbAwt is shown in cartoon representation using the rainbow color 

scheme (N-terminus blue, C-terminus red). (B) AlbA is a tandem repeat of TipA-S. The AlbAwt structure is shown as a cartoon 

representation with the N-terminal TipA-S repeat in green, and the C-terminal TipA-S repeat in blue. Helices that underwent 

a drastic change in orientation and relative position in AlbAwt (when compared to TipA-S) are labeled. A secondary structure 

diagram shows the conservation of helix length and position between the two proteins. (C) AlbAwt-albicidin complex structure. 

Protein representation and color scheme as in B. Albicidin is represented as sticks. Carbon atoms black, oxygen atoms red, 

nitrogen atoms blue, unassigned atom cyan. The difference electron density (Fo – Fc contoured at 3σ with phases calculated 

from a model which was refined with no albicidin present) is shown as a grey isomesh. (D) Chemical structures of the two 

possible albicidin conversion products, the primary ketimine 2 and the succinimide 3. 

 

2.2 AlbAwt promotes the cyclization of albicidin 
 

We wondered whether the observed five-membered ring was an artefact or an AlbA-mediated 

modification of albicidin. When equimolar amounts of AlbAwt and albicidin (100 µM each) 

were incubated at 37 °C for 24 h prior to analysis by high-resolution liquid chromatography-

mass spectrometry (HR-LCMS), we discovered that the AlbAwt-albicidin sample contained four 

additional peaks (Figure 3A). In contrast, control samples set up in the reaction buffer with BSA 

(Figure S7) or without protein (Figure 3A) showed no conversion of albicidin. In fact, only 

traces of converted albicidin could be detected in reaction buffer without protein after 14 days 

at 37 °C (Figure S7). This reaction was temperature-dependent – after 24 h, no conversion was 
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observed at 4 °C, while little conversion was detected at 20 °C. At 37 °C, more than half of the 

albicidin was converted (Figures 3A and S8). 

In the AlbAwt-containing sample, the peak representing albicidin (m/z calc: 843.2620, observed: 

843.2621, ppm 0.1) had decreased significantly, while two new main peaks appeared. The 

most abundant species was an isotopomer of albicidin with a different retention time, indicating 

2 (m/z calc: 843.2620, observed: 843.2632, ppm 1.4), which was supported by tandem mass 

spectrometry (MS2, Figure S9). Since primary ketimines are unstable in aqueous solution, we 

expected the third main peak to be the hydrolysis product of 2, the succinimide 3 (m/z calc: 

844.2461, observed: 844.2466, ppm 0.6), and the identity of 3 was in agreement with MS2 

data (Figure S10). The two minor peaks had near identical masses, and we assigned them as 

two diastereomers of the intermediate between 2 and 3, corresponding to a hemiaminal 4 (m/z 

calc: 861.2726, observed: 4a 861.2740, ppm 1.6 and 4b 861.2738, ppm 1.4). While it is not 

possible to determine which peak corresponds to which diastereomer, MS2 data corroborated 

the assigned identity of the compounds (Figures S11 and S12). To ascertain whether 2 or 3 was 

found in the AlbAwt-albicidin complex structure, we harvested multiple AlbA-albicidin crystals, 

washed them thoroughly and dissolved them in acetonitrile prior to MS analysis. The 

predominant species was 2, with a small fraction of 3 that is likely the result of hydrolysis 

during analysis of the sample and traces of 1 (Figure S8). Therefore, rather than just neutralizing 

albicidin by binding to it, AlbAwt fosters the conversion of albicidin to 3, with 2 representing 

the protein-bound (and solvent-protected) intermediate. 

To better understand the albicidin conversion, we set up a time course experiment and observed 

a nearly completed process after 64 h when using a 1 : 1 molar ratio of protein and compound 

(Figure S13). This very slow progression would imply that despite the non-covalent nature of 

their interaction, cells would still have to produce stoichiometric quantities of AlbAwt for 

protection, mirroring the situation for TipA. When sub-stoichiometric quantities of AlbAwt were 

used, the conversion progressed very slowly, but one AlbAwt molecule was able to promote 

cyclization of multiple albicidin molecules (Figure S13). 
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Figure 3. (A) Incubation of albicidin with AlbAwt leads to the cyclization of albicidin at the cyanoalanine moiety. The four 

product peaks were assigned to their chemical structures by MS2 (see SOI). (B) Three residues are in direct contact with the 

newly formed ketimine: I95 (orange), T99 (yellow) and M131 (brown). Their surface is represented as an isomesh with 

corresponding colors. The solid surface of albicidin is colored as carbon atoms black, nitrogen atoms blue, oxygen atoms red. 

The ketimine moiety is shown as a ball and stick model using the same color scheme. (C) The effects of four point- and one 

double-mutant (DM, I95G/T99G) on albicidin. The 3 : 2 ratio is inverted for AlbAM131A when compared to the other mutants 

or wt protein. (D) Proposed mechanism for albicidin conversion. While the 2 has to be released from the protein before it can 

hydrolyze to 3, mutation of M131 to Ala or a hydrophilic residue allows hydrolyzation while 2 is still bound to the protein 

 

Interestingly, we also detected varying amounts of the hydrolysis product of 3 in samples 

containing substoichiometric AlbA concentrations, in which the central linker is either an 

aspartate or iso-aspartate (m/z calc: 862.2566, observed: 6 862.2569, ppm 0.3, Figure S13). 

Formation of 6 is possibly the result of the extensive incubation time required and this variant 
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of albicidin has been reported to be inactive34. We speculated that the relative affinities of 1 and 

2 may be a reason for slow cyclization. When we analyzed the interaction of AlbAwt with 

albicidin by surface plasmon resonance (SPR), the KD for this interaction was calculated as 2.1 

nM (Figure S14), which is on par with the KD reported by Rostock et al.26. The main contributor 

to this high affinity was the very slow off-rate of just 1.1 x 10-4 s-1, which may explain the slow 

progression of cyclization observed at sub-stoichiometric protein concentrations. 

The affinity of 3 was slightly weaker (11.6 nM) and, crucially, 3 retained a very slow albeit 

slightly faster off-rate of 2.8 x 10-4 s-1 (Figure S14). This implies very slow release of 2/3 may 

be the main contributor the slow progression of cyclization. Overall these data therefore argue 

that AlbA, in addition to being a very strong albicidin binder, aids in the cyclization of albicidin. 

We are unaware of comparable processes in natural products. 

 

2.3 Rationalizing AlbA activity 
 

We expected cyclization of albicidin to 2 to follow standard chemistry – deprotonation of the 

amide nitrogen (NH25), followed by nucleophilic attack on the nitrile carbon and subsequent 

protonation of the intermediate to yield the primary ketimine function. Since the amide nitrogen 

would be a weak nucleophile, we suspected that the reaction may be aided by protonation of 

the nitrile nitrogen prior to nucleophilic attack, but no aspartate or glutamate residues were 

found in close proximity. To shed light on the reaction mechanism, we first investigated the 

effects of general acid and / or base. We incubated AlbAwt with an equimolar amount of 

albicidin at different pH values from 5.5 to 9.0 in increments of 0.5 (Figure S15). At low pH, 

we observed little cyclization, but as the pH increased, so did cyclization. No cyclization was 

observed in control reactions without AlbAwt unless Tris buffer was used, in which case we 

observed slow, AlbAwt-independent cyclization of albicidin at pH 8.5 and 9.0 (Figure S15). 

While a normal peptide amide would not be deprotonated under such mild conditions, the amide 

in question can be viewed as an aniline-derivative with a carbonyl group in the p-position, 

which presumably significantly lowers the pKa of this amide. These observations are suggestive 

of the involvement of a general base. 

A detailed analysis of the residues in direct contact with the newly formed ketimine – I95, T99 

and M131 – was performed (Figure 3B). The side-chain of T99 packs against the side-chain of 

I95 and is hydrogen-bonded to the ketimine. We thus wondered whether T99 played a role in 

cyclization and produced AlbAT99V and AlbAT99G. All mutants reported expressed like wild-

type protein and showed highly similar elution profiles in size-exclusion chromatography 
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(Figure S16). The overall structure of apo-AlbAT99V (PDB ID 6h97), determined at 2.7 Å 

resolution (Table S1), was unchanged and the mutant side-chain had the same orientation and 

position as T99 in the AlbAwt structure (Figure S17). When we tested the effect of AlbAT99V on 

1, we found cyclization to be accelerated ~2.5 x when compared to the wt protein (Figures 3C 

and S18). In contrast, AlbAT99G promoted little cyclization, even after 24 h (Figure 3C). We 

thus propose that the side-chain of T99 creates a bottleneck in the albicidin binding tunnel, that 

forces the nitrile group of albicidin into a position that favors nucleophilic attack of amide N25 

on nitrile C28, leading to the formation of 2 (Figure 3D). By exchanging the threonine to a 

slightly bulkier valine, we strengthened the hydrophobic interactions between I95 and the 

amino acid in position 99 (now V). This could lead to a more stable barrier and thus promote 

faster cyclization of albicidin. Accordingly, with the barrier largely removed in AlbAT99G, 

albicidin cyclization was almost abolished. In agreement with this hypothesis, AlbAI95G showed 

reduced but still appreciable effects on albicidin (Figure 3C), since now merely the back-stop 

of the actual barrier was removed. When incubated with the double mutant, AlbAI95G/T99G, 

albicidin was virtually unaffected (Figure 3C). 

The position of the side-chain of M131 appeared to protect the ketimine function of 2 from bulk 

solvent and to prevent the formation of the hemiaminal 4a/b during hydrolysis of 2. In 

consequence, one would expect a mutation of the methionine to a residue with a less bulky side-

chain to promote the formation of 3. Accordingly, AlbAM131A incubated with albicidin, led to a 

much larger percentage of 3 than the wt protein or any previously analyzed mutant (Figure 3C). 

We determined the complex structure of AlbAM131A with albicidin at 2.2 Å (PDB ID 6hai) 

(Figure S19 and Table S1). In the structure, the small alanine side-chain affords ample room to 

form the hemiaminal intermediate (Figure S20). It should be noted that in the complex structure 

of AlbAwt with 2, two ordered water molecules (HOH6 and 102) are in a position to attack the 

ketimine carbon (Figure S20) and may promote hydrolysis. 

 

2.4 Cyclization decreases albicidin activity, but AlbA is insufficient to 

protect cells from albicidin 
 

An important question with respect to the resistance mechanism exerted by AlbA was whether 

the protein-mediated modification altered albicidin activity. We attempted to purify 2 and 3 in 

sufficient quantities for biological testing by setting up large-scale conversion reactions. As 

expected, it was not possible to purify 2, as the peak converted to 3 during purification. 

Compound 3, on the other hand, was stable and we tested its activity against E. coli, 

Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus subtilis and Micrococcus luteus (Table 1). The most 
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pronounced effects were observed for E. coli and S. aureus, where 3 showed a decrease of 

activity by 300 x and 222 x, respectively. For the other two strains, activity was reduced by 

approximately two orders of magnitude. We have therefore been able to demonstrate that the 

modification of albicidin to 3 results in a significant decrease of albicidin activity. 

 

Table 1: Activity of 3 and 1 on selected bacterial strains. Cyclization of cyanoalanine to succinimide leads to a significant 

decrease in activity. 

  E.coli 

DSM1116 

S. aureus 

Newman 

B. subtilis 

DSM10 

M. luteus 

DSM1790 

MIC 

(µg/mL) 

3 1.8 28.8 5.4 43.5 

1 0.006 0.13 0.03 0.5 

MIC shift 3/1 300 222 108 87 

 

Figure 4. (A) MICs demonstrating that AlbAwt is insufficient to protect E.coli BL21 (DE3) from 1 or 7. Naturally occurring 

point-mutation M131K on the other hand renders these cells albicidin resistant and protects the cells largely from 7. MICs are 

given as compound concentrations (µg/mL) (B) Time-course for the cyclization of albicidin when incubated with AlbAwt (top) 

and AlbAM133Q (bottom) using 1 : 1 protein : compound ratios. The M131Q point mutation leads to significantly accelerated 

cyclization. (C) Reevaluation of the albA sequence reveals an alternative start codon upstream of the reported start. Translation 

from the alternative start codon would yield an AlbA-L protein that also contains an N-terminal HTH motif followed by a 

random coil, analogous to TipA. (D) RT-qPCR results demonstrating that exposure of K. pneumoniae to 1, but not 7 induces 

albA transcription. 
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It has been demonstrated in agar diffusion assays that when AlbA is pre-incubated with an 

equimolar amount of albicidin, the remaining concentration of free albicidin is too small to 

inhibit bacterial growth26. The same observation was made for the activity of DNA gyrase, the 

albicidin target, in vitro26. Since the read-out of these experiments is compound-protein affinity, 

we wondered if E.coli overexpressing AlbA would be resistant to albicidin. When we tested 

E.coli BL21 over-expressing AlbA, we found the cells to be susceptible to 1 (Figure 4A). Since 

Klebsiellae containing the albA gene are fully resistant to albicidin20,21, it thus appears highly 

probable that additional factors are required for albicidin resistance. 

 

2.5 Evolution of AlbA and evidence for a more efficient homolog in K. 

pneumoniae 
 

We aimed to understand how AlbA-mediated albicidin resistance had evolved and how widely 

proteins that could potentially bind albicidin and related compounds are distributed amongst 

sequenced proteobacteria. A search of the non-redundant database for AlbA homologs returned 

1,906 sequences from beta-, gamma-, and delta-proteobacteria, all of which were annotated as 

mercuric ion resistance (MerR) family transcription regulators. Next, we used the AlbA-

albicidin complex structure to define the residues in direct contact with albicidin and how each 

of these residues could be varied to still allow albicidin binding. This contact pattern (Figure 

S21) was then used to filter the obtained homologs. Phylogenetic analysis reveals that this 

pattern can occasionally be found in Klebsiella and Enterobacter species, as well as in several 

closely related sequences from Raoultella, Kosakonia, Kluyvera, Escherichia, 

Pseudoescherichia, and Leclercia spp.. The distribution of the relevant sequences in the 

phylogenetic tree (Figure S22) suggests that in Klebsiella and Enterobacter the pattern evolved 

on several independent occasions, whereas in Rauoltella, Kosakonia, Kluyvera, Escherichia, 

Pseudoescherichia, and Leclercia, close homology coupled with the virtual omnipresence of 

sequences containing the contact pattern suggests introduction of the protein into these species 

via horizontal gene transfer as a means of resistance against albicidin. Additionally, the 

Raoultella branch is embedded into the Klebsiella branch, which suggests Klebsiella as the 

source of the horizontal gene transfer into Raoultella. For other species, the phylogeny is not 

well resolved at the branching point, so the source of the transfer is more difficult to pinpoint. 

Since AlbA was originally discovered in K. oxytoca, we had a closer look at the evolution of 

AlbA in Klebsiellae as a whole. When searching for AlbA homologs in publicly available whole 

genome sequencing data and filtering identical sequences, two clades of AlbA were found: One 
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group, consisting mostly of K. oxytoca and K. michiganensis strains, is currently comprised of 

36 sequences with no less than 90 % homology to AlbA. These sequences contain no variations 

in the residues making contact with albicidin. The second group contains 129 sequences that 

are all 77  2 % identical to AlbA and is found mainly in K. pneumoniae, K. variicola, and K. 

quasipneumoniae. These sequences contain a single point mutation in the residues contacting 

albicidin. Here, the M131 residue, which has been identified by us as critical to shield the 

intermediate 2 from water, is mutated to either Q (most cases) or K (some instances). The 

exchange of M131 to a hydrophilic residue opened the possibility that these AlbA homologs 

would behave in a manner similar to AlbAM131A. We therefore introduced the point mutations 

M131Q and M131K into AlbAwt and analyzed the effects of these mutations on albicidin 

cyclization. Both mutants promoted much faster cyclization of albicidin than the wild-type 

protein (Figure 4B), with the lysin mutant being faster than the glutamine mutant. When the 

more prevalent mutant M131Q was used at sub-stoichiometric concentrations it showed faster 

cyclization than AlbAwt (Figure S23). Interestingly, we did not observe the same effect of pH 

on AlbAM131Q as AlbAwt, which may suggest that the glutamine now acts as a specific base to 

promote the reaction (Figure S23). We were curious whether these mutations altered the 

behavior of AlbA enough to now allow AlbA to protect cells from albicidin. When we tested 

E.coli over-expressing AlbAM131Q or AlbAM131K, we found the M131Q mutation to have no 

effect on the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of albicidin. In stark contrast, cells 

overexpressing the M131K mutant were fully resistant to albicidin (Figure 4A). Whether this 

is a direct function of cyclization or involves additional factors will require further study. It thus 

appears as if a version of AlbA that is more efficient at protecting cells from albicidin already 

preexists in the microbial community and may be passed on to critical human pathogens via 

horizontal gene transfer. In fact, several instances of this point mutation can be found in AlbA 

homologs present in E. coli. 

 

2.6 AlbA defines a new TipA-like family 
 

One characteristic of the AlbA homologs from both clades described above was prominent: 

Virtually all possess an N-terminal extension when compared to AlbA. This extension has 

homology to known HTH DNA-binding domains of transcription factors and is followed by a 

coiled-coil region, after which homology to AlbA begins. The basic architecture of these AlbA 

homologs therefore resembles that of the autoregulatory TipA system, with a substrate binding 

domain that has been extended through internal gene duplication. A closer look at AlbA reveals 
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the existence of an alternative in-frame start codon that would lead to an N-terminal extension 

by a HTH-domain, followed by a coiled-coil region (Figure 4C). This observation was also 

noted by Rostock and colleagues26 and implies that the original annotation of the AlbA gene is 

incomplete. Analogously to TipA, two versions of AlbA may exist in cells: AlbA-L, capable of 

driving transcriptional events after binding to albicidin and AlbA-S/AlbAwt, which removes 

free albicidin from cells (Figure 4C). In the TipA system, the S version is expressed at a > 20-

fold excess when compared to the L version, presumably because far fewer DNA-binding 

protein copies (TipA-L) are required than those simply neutralizing the thiopeptide antibiotics 

(TipA-S)17. Interestingly, in the work describing the discovery of AlbA, it was noted that the 

minimal DNA fragment providing albicidin resistance contained two gene products, which 

appeared to be under the control of one promotor18. They were believed to be two different 

proteins, but their relative abundance roughly reflected the 1 : 20 ratio observed for TipA-L and 

TipA-S and their molecular weights are in agreement with the predicted molecular weight of 

AlbA-L and the observed molecular weight of AlbA-S18. If this hypothesis were correct, 

exposure of albA-positive bacteria to albicidin would be expected to induce transcription of 

AlbA. We thus treated albA-positive K. pneumoniae, which are fully resistant to albicidin and 

harbor the M131Q mutation, with albicidin and analyzed the transcription levels of AlbA-L and 

AlbA-S by RT-qPCR at different time-points (Figure 4D). 10 min after exposure, virtually no 

change in AlbA transcription levels was detected, while transcription was upregulated ~ 60-fold 

90 min after the addition of albicidin. After 4 h, transcription levels were upregulated ~3000-

fold, indicating a very strong response to albicidin. These data suggest that AlbA acts in a 

manner similar to TipA, where binding of the effector molecule triggers protein expression of 

the effector-binding protein. 

Since TipA is able to bind structurally diverse thiopeptides, we wondered if AlbAwt is also able 

to bind other compounds, in particular cystobactamid. The KD of AlbAwt for an albicidin 

derivative with cystobactamid-like features (5, Figure S24) was reported as 14 nM based on a 

fluorescene quenching assay26. Yet despite this tight interaction, the antibacterial effects of 5 

were not neutralized by AlbA in agar diffusion assays and 5 did not stabilize AlbA in NMR 

experiments26. SPR experiments using 7 and AlbAwt suggest a KD in the low µM range (Figure 

S25), which may reconcile affinity with NMR data and agar diffusion assay results. To probe 

the effect of AlbAwt on 7, we incubated it with protein to investigate if AlbAwt, AlbAT99V, 

AlbAM131A or AlbAM131Q were able to also promote the cyclization of cystobactamid (convert 

the central -methoxy-asparagine into an aspartimide). Even after extensive incubation times 

at 37 °C, we did not observe any modification of cystobactamid (Figure S25). When comparing 
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the MICs of 1 and 7 for E.coli BL21 and E.coli BL21 overexpressing AlbAwt, we found no 

difference, perhaps because the cells were extremely sensitive to both compounds (Figure 4A). 

The M131K mutant also provided protection against 7, but not to the same extent as against 1 

(Figure 4A). Since albA-containing K. pneumoniae have an MIC against both compounds of > 

64 µg mL-1, we investigated bacterial growth after addition of either 1 or 7 . While cultures 

continued to grow, only 7, but not 1, had a statistically significant negative effect on bacterial 

growth (Figure S25). Finally, we tested whether 7 was also able to induce an increase in AlbA 

copy numbers in K. pneumoniae by RT-qPCR. In striking contrast to 1, cystobactamid 919-2 

was unable to increase albA RNA copy numbers, even 4 h after the addition of compound 

(Figure 4D). These data hint that binding of 7 is insufficient to cause the dimerization of AlbA-

L and thus drive transcription of the albA gene. We modelled the interaction of 7 and AlbAwt to 

rationalize the differences in binding between the two compounds (Figure S24). Which AlbA-

independent resistance mechanism is employed by K. pneumoniae to protect against 

cystobactamid will require further study. 

The internal gene duplication of the TipA-S-like antibiotic binding domain changes the 

architecture of the protein to allow binding of extended, hydrophobic antibiotics in a binding 

tunnel. This raises the question how wide-spread this new architecture actually is. When we 

analyzed all > 3000 UniProt sequences listed in Pfam as containing TipA, we found that the 

duplication of the TipA-S region has occurred exactly twice in the evolution of this family 

(Figure S26). One branch contains AlbA and related sequences, which are a colorful mixture of 

beta- and gamma-proteobacteria and enterobacteria. Overall, this branch contains an assortment 

of TipA sequences with and without the internal gene duplication. Curiously, the second branch 

is very compact and contains exclusively TipA-like proteins with a duplication of TipA-S. All 

of these sequences are from Clostridiae, including C. botulinum, and part of a larger 

Clostridium branch (Figure S26). They belong to the larger family of MerR-type transcriptional 

regulators and also encode an N-terminal HTH domain, followed by a coiled-coil region, 

reflecting the TipA and AlbA architecture. It is completely unclear which extended, 

hydrophobic natural product is bound by the proteins belonging to the second branch, or which 

transcriptional events are triggered in Clostridiae upon exposure. 

 

3 Discussion 
 

The vast majority of currently used antibiotics have been isolated from microorganisms and 

modified for clinical application. From an evolutionary standpoint it is intuitive to search in this 
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space – microbes have evolved to secure and defend their ecological niche from other microbes, 

often using antibiotics as chemical weapons. But this also poses an inherent problem: if an 

antibiotic has been used for eons, it is only logical that defense strategies – antibiotic resistance 

– have also evolved. These resistance mechanisms then preexist in the microbial population and 

can be disseminated if a particular antibiotic finds broad use, for example in human antibiotic 

therapy. To circumvent this problem, rational compound design is required, which relies on a 

detailed understanding of these mechanisms of resistance. In determining the structure of AlbA, 

we sought to enable the design of compounds circumventing AlbA-mediated resistance. 

Unexpectedly, the structure revealed AlbA to be a member of the TipA family of multi-drug 

resistance autoregulatory systems. Consequently, the AlbA gene was reevaluated and an 

alternative upstream start codon found, which may give rise to AlbA-L and AlbA-S analogously 

to TipA. What transcriptional events may be controlled by AlbA-L will require further study. It 

is unclear if AlbA itself is a multi-drug resistance protein or merely evolved from such a system, 

since the AlbA system is not induced by the related cystobactamid. However, the observation 

that the internal gene duplication of the effector binding site leads to a complete change in 

binding-site architecture and provides a new antibiotic binding scaffold highlights the 

adaptability of antibiotic resistance mechanisms. 

TipA is able to form a covalent complex with diverse thiopeptide antibiotics, which sequesters 

them from the cytoplasm and thus inactivates them. AlbA is unable to form a covalent bond 

with albicidin, but forms an exceptionally stable complex31 from which albicidin dissociates 

very slowly. In addition, we discovered that AlbA promotes the cyclization of albicidin, which 

leads to a loss of activity and decreased affinity. The mechanism of very tight binding combined 

with slow chemical modification may also be beneficial for transcriptional control, since it 

allows elevated transcription to cede once exposure to albicidin is stopped. In AlbA, the 

combination of high-affinity binding with chemical modification may be a way to approximate 

the beneficial effect of the covalent TipA-thiopeptide bond. It also opens the possibility of 

acquired AlbA mutations, which lead to faster cyclization of albicidin and in turn a lower 

energetic burden on cells, since only sub-stoichiometric quantities of AlbA-S would then be 

required. A first step in that direction may be the M131K mutation observed in K. pneumoniae. 

This underscores the importance of investigating resistance mechanisms in detail to accelerate 

the developments of new antibiotics circumventing pre-existing resistance mechanisms. 
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4 Supplementary Information  
 

4.1 Methods 
 

4.1.1 Cloning and mutagenesis 

 

AlbAwt was cloned from genomic DNA (K. oxytoca) into pHisSUMOTEV, which was a gift 

from Dr. Huanting Liu (University of St. Andrews). Point mutations were designed using the 

overlap extension method after which the PCR products were cloned into the same vector as 

AlbAwt. The resulting protein expression plasmids were verified by enzyme restriction 

digestion and DNA sequencing before being transformed into E. coli BL21 (DE3) or Rosetta™ 

(DE3). 

 

4.1.2 Protein expression and purification 

 

A single colony was picked into LB liquid medium containing the appropriate antibiotics (50 

g / mL Kanamycin and / or 34 g / mL Chloramphenicol) to make an overnight culture. The 

overnight culture was inoculated 1 to 100 into fresh LB medium supplemented with antibiotics 

and was grown at 37 C until the optical density (OD600) reached 0.6; protein expression was 

then induced by the addition of 1 mM IPTG and the cells grown at 16 C overnight.  L-

Selenomethionine-labelled (SeMet) protein was expressed E. coli BL2l (DE3) cells grown in 

minimal medium supplemented with glucose-free nutrient mix (Molecular Dimensions), 50 g 

/ mL Kanamycin and 5 % glycerol. This medium was inoculated with overnight culture grown 

in LB medium, which was washed three times in minimal medium. After 15 min growth at 37 

C, 60 mg / mL of L-Selenomethionine was added and the culture was grown until the OD600 

reached 0.6, when 100 mg / mL each of lysine, phenylalanine, threonine and 50 mg / mL each 

of isoleucine and valine were added. After addition of amino acids, the culture was grown for 

an additional 20 min 37 C, after which expression was induced by addition of 1mM IPTG and 

the cells were grown at 16 C for 24 h. Cells were harvested by centrifuging the culture at 6,000 

x g at 4 C for 15 min and the cell pellets frozen at -80 C. 

The cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl, 20 mM 

imidazole, 10 % glycerol (w/v) and 3 mM DTT) supplemented with 0.4 mg DNAse per gram 

of wet cell pellet and cOmplete EDTA-free protease-inhibitor tablets (Roche). The cells were 

lysed by sonication and cell debris removed by centrifugation (40,000 x g, 4 C, 20 min). The 

supernatant was loaded onto a pre-equilibrated (lysis buffer) 5 mL Histrap HP column (GE 

healthcare) and was washed with 20 column volumes of lysis buffer. The protein was eluted 
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from the column with 250 mM imidazole and then passed over a desalting column (Desalt 

16/10, GE healthcare) to change the buffer back to lysis buffer. Tobacco etch virus (TEV) 

protease was added to the protein at a mass-to-mass ratio of 1:10 and incubated at 4 C for 12 

h to cleave the His-Sumo tag. Digested protein was then passed over second Histrap HP column, 

and the flow through was collected and loaded onto a gel filtration column (HiLoad 16/600 

Superdex 200 pg, GE healthcare) preequilibrated in 10 mM HEPES pH 7.5. The fractions of 

the highest purity were pooled together and concentrated to 10 mg mL-1. 

 

4.1.3 Crystallization and structure determination 

 

Crystals of SeMet-AlbAwt, AlbAT99V, AlbA-albicidin and AlbAM131A-albicidin complex were 

obtained at 18 °C in 0.2 - 0.4 M ammonium sulfate, 0.8 - 1.2 M lithium sulfate and 0.1 M sodium 

citrate tribasic. The protein concentration used for crystallization was 10 mg mL-1 and the final 

pH of the crystallization condition was 7.0. For complex crystallization, AlbA was incubated 

with excess albicidin (1mM) on ice overnight. Crystals appeared after four days and were 

allowed to grow for six additional days. The crystals were cryoprotected in mother liquor 

supplemented with 35 % sucrose and flash cooled in liquid nitrogen. Data was collected at 

ESRF (Beamline: ID29 and ID23-1). To solve the AlbAwt structure, a single-wavelength 

anomalous dispersion (SAD) data set was collected at the Se K absorption edge. Data were 

processed using Xia2 and the structures were solved using AutoSol from the PHENIX35 

crystallography suite. The models were manually rebuilt in COOT36 and refined using 

PHENIX35 and Refmac537. The structures were validated using MolProbity38, and all images 

presented were created using PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.0 

Schrödinger, LLC.). Interaction diagrams were created using Ligplot39. 

 

4.1.4 Affinity measurements 

 

All surface plasmon resonance (SPR) experiments were performed on a Biacore X100 system 

(GE Healthcare). AlbAwt with a His-SUMO-tag was coupled on CM5 sensor chips (GE 

Healthcare) by the amine coupling method using the amine coupling kit from GE Healthcare. 

The optimal coupling conditions were determined using the pH scouting procedure. AlbAwt
 in 

10 mM NaAc, pH 4.0, at a concentration of 25 g / mL was used for coupling and the contact 

time was adjusted to achieve roughly ~ 8000 relative response units (RU) coupled protein. The 

SPR running conditions were: 1 x HBS-EP buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 3 

mM EDTA and 0.005 % v / v Tween 20) with an association and dissociation time of 180 s and 
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600 s, respectively. The stock solutions of albicidin and compound 3 were prepared in the HBS-

EP buffer and diluted to different concentrations by two-fold serial dilutions. Data analysis and 

curve fitting was performed using the Biacore evaluation software (Version 2.0.1, GE) using 

the kinetic model and 1:1 binding. 

 

4.1.5 MS and MS2 analyses 

 

LC-MS was performed on a Dionex Ultimate 3000 RSLC system using BEH C18 column (100 

mm x 2.1 mm, 1.7 μm) equipped with a C18 precolumn (Waters). Solvent A was H2O 

containing 0.1% formic acid, and solvent B was acetonitrile containing 0.1 % formic acid. 

Gradient: 0-2.5 min, 5-35 % B; 2.5-5.5 min, 35-42.5 % B; 42.5-95 % B, 5.5-6.0 min or 0-

0.5 min, 5% B; 0.5 – 18.5 min, 5 – 95% B; 18.5 – 20.5 min, 95% B; 20.5 – 21 min, 95 – 5% B; 

21-22.5 min, 5% B. After a 2 min step at 95 % B the system was re-quilibrated to the initial 

conditions (5 % B). UV spectrum was recorded by a DAD in the range from 200 to 600 nm. 

MS was performed using either an amaZon speed or maXis-2 UHR-TOF mass spectrometer 

(both Bruker Daltonics). For amaZon, the LC flow was split 1:8 before entering the mass 

spectrometer using the Apollo ESI source. The following conditions were used:  capillary 

voltage 4500 V, temperature 300 °C, dry-gas flow rate 10 L/min and nebulizer 30 psi. Data was 

recorded in the mass range from 250 to 2500 m/z. 

For maXis, the LC flow was split 1:8 before entering the mass spectrometer using the Apollo 

ESI source. The following conditions were used:  capillary voltage 4000 V, temperature 

200 °C, dry-gas flow rate 5 L/min and nebulizer 14.5 psi. The generated ions were trapped in 

the collision cell for 100 ms and then transferred to within 10 ms through the hexapole into the 

ICR cell. Data was recorded in the mass range from 150 to 2500 m/z. 

 

4.2 Biochemical assays 
 

For all biochemical assays AlbAwt and mutants were used at 100 µM and an equimolar amount 

of albicidin or cystobactamid 919-2 was used unless otherwise indicated. Incubations were 

carried out in PBS at 37 °C with a final DMSO concentration of 0.4 %. For large scale 

conversion of albicidin for biological testing of 3, albicidin (400 g) was incubated with an 

equimolar amount of AlbAT101V or AlbAM133Q at 37 C for 3 days. The protein was precipitated 

by acetonitrile and the succinimide 3 was purified by RP-HPLC (XBridge® Peptide BEHTM 

CSH C18 OBD Prep Column, 130 Å, 5 m, 10 mm x 250 mm, 1/pkg) using a linear gradient 

from 95 % A (H2O, 0.1 % formic acid) to 95 % B (acetonitrile, 0.1 % formic acid) over 40 min.  
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4.3 Testing of biological activity 
 

MIC values of albicidin and 3 against E. coli (DSM1116), S. aureus (Newman), B. subtilis 

(DSM10) and M.leuteus (DSM1790) were determined following the  European Society of 

Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (EUCAST) guidelines. 

 

4.4 Determining MIC values for AlbA-overexpressing E.coli 
 

Overnight cultures of E. coli BL2l (DE3) transformed with expression plasmids for AlbAwt, 

AlbAM131K, AlbA131Q (see protein expression and purification) and an empty pHisTEV-SUMO 

plasmid were inoculated 1 to 100 into fresh LB medium supplemented with antibiotic and 

grown at 37° C until the optical density at a wavelength of 600 nm (OD600) reached 0.6. Protein 

expression was then induced by the addition of 1 mM IPTG and the cells were grown at 28 °C 

for 3 hours. MIC values were then determined in medium supplemented with Kanamycin (50 

µg/mL) and IPTG (1 mM) following the European Society of Clinical Microbiology and 

Infectious Diseases (EUCAST) guidelines. 

 

4.5 Growth curves 
 

K. pneumoniae DSM30104 culture was prepared in Mueller Hinton Broth medium and 

incubated at 37 °C with shaking (180 rpm) for 16 h. Growth was determined in presence of 

cystobactamid 919-2 (64 µg/mL), albicidin (64 µg/mL) and ciprofloxacin (6.4 µg/mL). Start 

OD600 was adjusted to 0.05 and measurements were done at designated timepoints. 

 

4.6 RT-qPCR 
 

4.6.1 RNA extraction  

 

An overnight culture of K. pneumoniae DSM30104 was incubated at 37 C on a rotary shaker. 

The following day the culture was split in three parts: (i) non-treated culture, (ii) exposure to 

10 µg/mL albicidin and (iii) exposure to 10 µg/mL cystobactamid 919-2. Sampling for RNA 

extraction was done at 0, 90 and 240 min after exposure for all three. Total RNA was isolated 

from 5 mL cultures. Liquid cultures were centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 10 min. Supernatant was 

discarded and 4 mL of hot NAE-phenol was added to the pellet followed by a 5 min incubation 

at 60 C. Next 4 mL of hot NAES buffer was added followed by a 5 min incubation at 60 C 
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and 5 min incubation on ice. The mixture was centrifuged at 4 C and 8000 rpm for 10 min, 

water phase was transferred to Phase Lock Gel Light 15-mL tubes (5Prime), 4 mL of 

phenol:chloroform (6:1) was added and the tubes were inverted for 2 min followed by 

centrifugation at 4 C and 8000 rpm for 10 min. This step was repeated twice. RNA 

precipitation was done with 4 mL ice cold isopropanol and 400 µL 3 M Na-Acetate (pH 5.1) 

overnight at -20. Next morning the mixture was centrifuged at 4 C and 8000 rpm for 40 min, 

supernatant was discarded and the pellet was washed with 70 % EtOH followed by a drying 

step in the exsiccator. Finally, the pellet was resuspended in 500 µL of DEPC water. 

Resuspended RNA was subjected to DNase I digestion according to manufacturer’s protocol 

(NEB). To obtain higher purity of the RNA samples, we used the miRNAeasy Mini Kit 

(Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Concentration and purity of RNA samples was 

determined with a NanoDrop spectrophotometer ND-1000 (Thermo Scientific). 

 

4.6.2 cDNA synthesis 

 
1 µg of RNA was used for synthesis of cDNA with Revert Aid Premium (Thermo Scientific) according 

to manufacturer´s protocol.  

 

4.6.3 Quantitative real-time PCR 

 
Amplification of 23s RNA, AlbA-L and AlbA-S was carried out using GoTaq qPCR MasterMix 

(Promega) according to maufacturer´s protocol in triplicate runs with primers 523s, 323s, 5L, 3L, 5S 

and 3S: 

5L GATAGATACGCTCAACGCC 

3L TCCAGATCGGGTTCATTGC 

5S GCAATCATCGCCTATATCACC 

3S CTGTAGCCGGTCAAAATAGTG 

523s TTACGCTTTGGGAGGAGAC 

323s AGCCAACCTTGAAATACCAC 

 

PeqStar 96Q was used for quantification of cDNA and 23s RNA (housekeeping) gene was used to 

normalize the data. Cycling conditions were as follows: (i) hold stage 2 min at 95 C; (ii) PCR stage 40 

cycles of 15 s at 95 C followed by 1 min at 50 C; (iii) melting stage 15 s at 95 C, 1 min at 60 C and 

15 s at 95 C. Control reactions without cDNA were included to serve as no-template control. 

Comparative threshold cycle (ΔΔCt) method was used  to determine relative mRNA quantity with 23S 

rRNA normalization. 
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4.7 Phylogenetic analysis 
 
Homologs of AlbA were collected using BLAST40 with default parameters searching in the non-

redundant protein database, and additionally in the translated databases of whole genome sequencing 

experiments for eight bacterial genera that contain human pathogens: Acitnetobacter, Bacillus, 

Burkholderia, Cronobacter, Enterobacter, Escherichia, Pseudomonas, and Streptococcus. Sequences 

were aligned with MAFFT41, and phylogenetic trees were reconstructed using RAxML42 under the 

GTR+Gamma substitution model. 

 

4.8 Synthesis of albicidin 
 

Commercially available reagents and solvents were used as supplied. All reactions were 

performed in oven-dried glassware under an atmosphere of nitrogen gas unless otherwise stated. 

NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker Advance-III HD 500 MHz or Bruker Advance-III 

HD 700 MHz spectrometer. Multiplicities are described using the following abbreviations: s = 

singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, q = quartet, m = multiplet, br = broad signal. Chemical shift 

values of 1H and 13C NMR spectra are commonly reported as values in ppm relative to residual 

solvent signal as internal standard.  

High resolution mass spectra were recorded on a Bruker maXis HD spectrometer using negative 

electrospray ionization (ESI).  

LCMS measurements were performed using a Agilent technologies 1200 series (LC) coupled 

to Bruker amaZon SL (ion trap MS) using a Gemini-NX 3u C18 110A 50x2.0 mm column (for 

Marfey’s method), or on Agilent technologies 1260 Infinity II (LC) coupled to Agilent 

technologies 6130 a (quadrupol MS) using an Agilent poroshell 120 SB-C18 2.7 μm 2.1x30 

mm column (for reaction monitoring). 

Analytical thin-layer chromatography was performed using pre-coated silica gel 60 F254 plates 

(Merck, Darmstadt) and the spots were visualized with UV light at 254 nm or alternatively by 

staining with potassium permanganate or cerium sulfate. 

Chromatographic separations were performed by automated flash chromatography using Grace 

Reveleris® X2 flash chromatography system or via flash chromatography using silica gel 60M 

MACHEREY-NAGEL (0.040-0.063 mm; 230–400 mesh). 

Preparative reversed phase high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was carried out 

with a Thermo Scientific Dionex  (UltiMate 3000 HPLC system) with a Phenomenex Gemini, 

5u, C18, 110A, 250×21.20 mm, 5 µm. The collected fractions were lyophilized after their 
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identity and purity was verified by LCMS. Freezedrying was done using LYO Christ alpha 1-

4 coupled to high vacuum oil pump. 

Albicidin was synthesized using the reported experimental procedures20. The analytical 

characterization of the last intermediates of the synthesis is given: 

 

 
Scheme 3: last synthetic steps for albicidin. 

 

Allyl protected albicidin (12) 

 
Carboxylic acid 11 (205 mg, 0.94 mmol) and BTC (91 mg, 0.31 mmol) were dissolved in THF 

(16 mL) under a N2 atmosphere and cooled to 0°C, followed by drop wise addition of 2,4,6-

collidine (0.285 mL, 2.16 mmol). The reaction was stirred for 20 min and then added to a 

solution of amine 10 (215 mg, 0.27 mmol) and DiPEA (0.47 mL, 2.70 mmol) in THF (16 mL) 

cooled to 0°C. The reaction was stirred for 3 hours and quenched with water. The solvent was 

partially reduced under vacuum and then diluted with EtOAc (100 mL) and HCl 1 N (100 mL), 

the organic phase was washed with NaHCO3 saturated solution (100 mL) and brine (100 mL), 

was dried over sodium sulphate and reduced under vacuum. The reaction crude was purified on 

silica gel with a gradient 0-2% MeOH in DCM, to give 250 mg of a pale yellow solid (0.25 

mmol, y= 93%). 

1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO) δ 10.66 (s, 1H), 10.58 (s, 1H), 10.15 (s, 1H), 9.69 (s, 1H), 9.03 

(d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 8.33 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 8.00 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.93 (dd, J = 8.7, 3.4 Hz, 
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3H), 7.86 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 7.81 (dd, J = 8.7, 3.4 Hz, 3H), 7.57 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 7.46 (d, 

J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 7.31 (s, 1H), 7.04 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 6.19 – 5.97 (m, 4H), 5.47 – 5.34 (m, 

4H), 5.34 – 5.20 (m, 4H), 4.99 (dd, J = 13.7, 8.0 Hz, 1H), 4.79 (dd, J = 15.3, 5.7 Hz, 4H), 4.58 

(dd, J = 37.4, 5.4 Hz, 4H), 3.93 (s, 3H), 3.92 (s, 3H), 3.12 (ddd, J = 25.7, 16.9, 7.1 Hz, 2H), 

2.13 (s, 3H). 

13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO) δ 169.23, 168.69, 166.63, 165.32, 164.94, 162.89, 158.48, 

151.58, 150.06, 144.85, 143.12, 142.97, 142.42, 137.03, 136.99, 134.45, 134.04, 133.89, 

133.17, 133.12, 131.58, 131.09, 129.29, 128.85, 128.74, 128.21, 126.77, 125.96, 123.30, 

120.75, 120.65, 119.63, 119.42, 119.22, 118.62, 118.33, 118.11, 115.31, 115.16, 75.61, 75.03, 

68.69, 65.58, 61.50, 61.38, 51.08, 20.46, 14.98. 

HRMS (ESI-): m/z for C56H53N6O12 [M-H]-: calculated: 1001.3727, found: 1001.3736. 

 

Albicidin (1) 

 

Allyl protected albicidin (12) (110 mg, 0.11 mmol) was dissolved in THF (11 mL) under a N2 

atmosphere, to this solution phenyl silane (122 µL, 0.99 mmol) and palladium tetrakis (63 mg, 

0.055 mmol) were added and the reaction was stirred at room temperature for 23 hours.  

The solvent was reduced under vacuum, the crude was dissolved in DMSO (12 mL) and acetic 

acetic acid (3 mL). The product was purified in several runs by preparative reversed-phase 

HPLC using a gradient 40-95% of CH3CN +0.1% TFA in water +0.1% TFA to afford 43 mg 

of desired compound (0.25 mmol, y= 46%). 

1H NMR (700 MHz, DMSO) δ 13.92 (br, 1H), 11.59 (br, 1H), 11.52 (s, 1H), 11.17 (s, 1H), 

10.57 (s, 1H), 10.10 (s, 1H), 9.76 (s, 1H), 9.69 (s, 1H), 9.01 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 8.05 (d, J = 8.9 

Hz, 1H), 7.99 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 7.92 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 7.87 – 7.83 (m, 2H), 7.80 (dd, J = 

12.2, 8.8 Hz, 3H), 7.58 (dd, J = 13.1, 8.8 Hz, 2H), 7.35 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 7.27 (s, 1H), 6.86 

– 6.82 (m, 2H), 4.99 (td, J = 8.2, 5.5 Hz, 1H), 3.92 (s, 3H), 3.78 (s, 3H), 3.15 (dd, J = 16.9, 5.4 

Hz, 1H), 3.07 (dd, J = 16.9, 8.9 Hz, 1H), 2.12 (d, J = 1.3 Hz, 3H). 
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13C NMR (176 MHz, DMSO) δ 172.01, 168.86, 168.19, 166.14, 164.84, 163.30, 157.52, 

154.36, 149.69, 142.70, 141.85, 140.24, 137.88, 136.10, 135.92, 133.89, 131.28, 129.50, 

128.98, 128.78, 128.34, 127.65, 126.53, 125.69, 125.47, 119.10, 118.92, 118.19, 116.22, 

115.37, 114.92, 110.27, 108.95, 60.52, 60.20, 50.58, 19.97, 14.51. 

HRMS (ESI-): m/z for C44H37N6O12 [M-H]-: calculated: 841.2475, found: 841.2475. 

 

 

4.9 NMR spectra 
 

4.9.1 Allyl protected albicidin 
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4.9.2 Albicidin 
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4.9.3 1, 1-adequate 

 

evidence of β-cyanoalanine 
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Figure S1: Cartoon representation of AlbAwt (blue) aligned with two copies of ligand-bound TipA-S (PDB ID 2mc0, yellow 

and orange). The C RMSD between AlbA and the yellow copy of TipA-S was 3.7 Å, while the C RMSD between AlbA and the 

orange copy of TipA-S was 3.9 Å. 

 

 
Figure S2: Cartoon representation of AlbAwt using the rainbow color scheme (N-terminus blue, C-terminus red). The putative 

substrate binding tunnel (grey) was identified using the Caver 3.0.1 plug-in for PyMol. The tunnel volume was calculated as 

approximately 700 Å3. 
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Figure S3: Cartoon representation of -helices 11 and 13 as well as 11’ and 13’ from AlbAwt (green and blue) with the 

corresponding helices from TipA-S (PDB ID 2mc0, cyan and light blue). In AlbAwt, the helices are no longer in close proximity 

and parallel, but spread apart to create the substrate binding tunnel. 

 

 
Figure S4: Superposition of the AlbAwt structure with (blue) and without (grey) albicidin bound. Changes in the overall 

structure of the protein are minimal (Rmsd of 0.8 Å over all non-hydrogen atoms). 
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Figure S5: (A) Stick representation of 2 (Atom colors: carbon black, nitrogen blue, oxygen red) and the corresponding 

difference electron density map (grey isomesh). The difference electron density (Fo – Fc) was contoured at 3σ with phases 

calculated from a model which was refined with no 2 present. (B) Same as A, but polder map of the ligand contoured at 5σ. 

(C) Same as A, but the data published by Rostock et al. was used (PDB 6et8). As can be seen, 1 does not fit the electron density. 
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Figure S6: LigPlot diagram of the interactions between AlbAwt and albicidin. Albicidin is almost completely buried in the AlbA 

tunnel and engages in extensive hydrophobic interactions. Several residues identified previously as important for albicidin 

binding through an alanine scan are in fact in contact with albicidin, but they are also part of the hydrophobic core of AlbA. 

It is thus unclear how specific the observed effects were. In addition to the hydrophobic interactions, AlbA and albicidin form 

a salt-bridge and several hydrogen bonds, all mediated by side-chains. The carbonyl oxygen O13 (numbering in Figure 2B) 

forms a hydrogen bond with H78, while N75 is a bidentate ligand, forming hydrogen bonds with NH21 (immediately adjacent 

to the five-membered ring) and O26 (part of the newly formed ring). The ketimine / ketone moiety (NH / O62) is hydrogen 

bonded to T99, and the final interactions concern the terminal para-aminobenzoic acid unit. The side-chain of Y169 is 

hydrogen-bonded to O56 (methylated m-oxygen), while Q205 and R181 form a hydrogen bond and salt bridge, respectively, 

with the terminal carboxyl group. Albicidin bonds are grey, protein residue bonds blue. Atoms are represented as circles 

(carbon black, oxygen red, nitrogen blue). Salt-bridges and hydrogen-bonds are shown as dashed green lines with distances 

given. Hydrophobic interactions are depicted as red spoked arcs. 
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Figure S7: LC-MS traces of albicidin incubated in reaction buffer (PBS) for 14 days at 37 °C (top), for 24 h with BSA (middle) 

and with AlbAwt for 24 h at 37 °C. x denotes peaks that are unrelated to albicidin. 
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Figure S8: (A) LC-MS trace of AlbAwt-albicidin complex crystals harvested after 7 days. The predominant species is 2, which 

was consequently used in refinement. Traces of 3 are likely the result of sample processing. We observed minute traces of 1, 

which may be due to the short incubation time, compound adsorbed to the crystals or enclosed in the crystal lattice. (B) 

Temperature-dependence of the AlbA-dependent albicidin (1 : 1) cyclization. Samples were taken after 24 h incubation at the 

indicated temperature. 

 

Figure S9: MS2 of 2 with assigned fragments color coded. Masses and corresponding errors are given in the table. 
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Figure S10: MS2 of 3 with assigned fragments color coded. Masses and corresponding errors are given in the table. 

 

 

Figure S11: MS2 of 4a with assigned fragments color coded. Masses and corresponding errors are given in the table. 
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Figure S12: MS2 of 4b with assigned fragments color coded. Masses and corresponding errors are given in the table. 
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Figure S13: (A) Time course of AlbAwt incubated with albicidin at 37 °C at a 1 : 1 ratio. Time points are indicated and peaks 

assigned by LC-MS. The initial product is 2, which then slowly converts to 3. After 64 h albicidin is consumed, while 2 is 

continuously converted to 3. (B) Same as A, but using a 1/10 AlbAwt concentration. Naturally, much longer incubation times 

were required. (C) MS2 analysis of 6. 
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Figure S14: SPR of AlbAwt with 1 (A) and 3 (B). The affinity of the product 3 is six-fold weaker than that of the substrate, and 

the off-rate three times faster. These comparably small differences may be the main reason conversion of albicidin is slow. 
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Figure S15: (A) Controls containing albicidin but no AlbAwt were incubated at different pH at 37 °C for 24 h. pH 5.5 – 6.5 

MES, pH 7.0 – 7.5 HEPES, pH 8.0 – 9.0 Bicine. (B) Same as A, but with AlbAwt. pH 7.5 was omitted since all other incubations 

were carried out in PBS (pH 7.4). 
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Figure S16: Superposition of size-exclusion chromatography traces of AlbAwt and all mutants. The proteins show near-identical 

elution volumes. 

 

 

 
Figure S17: Comparison of the position and orientation of the side-chains AlbAT99V (green, left) with AlbAwt. The difference 

electron density (Fo – Fc) for the V99 residue (grey isomesh) was contoured at 3σ with phases calculated from a model which 

was refined with a glycine in position 99. 
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Figure S18: Time-course of the AlbAT99V-dependent cyclization of albicidin. LC-MS sampling points are indicated on the right. 

After 16 h, almost all albicidin is consumed. 
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Figure S19: (A) Cartoon representation of the overall structure of the AlbAM131A – 3 complex (left, green). 3 is shown as sticks 

(Atom colors: Carbon black, nitrogen blue, oxygen red). The difference electron density (Fo – Fc) was contoured at 3σ with 

phases calculated from a model which was refined with no 3 present and is shown as a grey isomesh. (B) Polder map of the 

ligand contoured at 3σ. 
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Figure S20: (A) Surface representation of the AlbAwt – albicidin complex structure (blue) with residues in contact with the 

newly formed ketimine moiety highlighted (I95 orange, T99 yellow, M131 brown. The transition state (4a/b) is modeled in 

place of the ketimine moiety (grey sticks). In the wt protein 4a/b cannot form since it would clash with M131. (B) Same as left, 

but based on the complex structure of AlbAM131A. Here the transition state between 2 and 3 does not clash with the protein and 

could thus be formed while 2 is still bound to the protein. (C) Two ordered water molecules (red spheres) are placed in ideal 

positions for nucleophilic attack on the ketimine carbon. 

 

Figure S21: Analysis of the AlbA complex structure allowed the definition of a contact pattern. This includes the conservation 

requirements for all residues in direct contact with albicidin. 
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Figure S22: Phylogenetic analysis of AlbA-like sequences in publicly available genomes. A search of the non-redundant 

database for AlbA homologs using default BLAST parameters returned 1,906 sequences from beta-, gamma-, and delta-

proteobacteria, all of which were annotated as mercuric ion resistance (MerR) family transcription regulators. Next, we the 

contact pattern (Figure S23) to filter the obtained homologs. Phylogenetic analysis reveals that this pattern can occasionally 

be found in Klebsiella and Enterobacter species, as well as in several closely related sequences from Raoultella, Kosakonia, 

Kluyvera, Escherichia, Pseudoescherichia, and Leclercia spp.. The distribution of the relevant sequences in the phylogenetic 

tree suggests that in Klebsiella and Enterobacter the pattern evolved on several independent occasions, whereas in Rauoltella, 

Kosakonia, Kluyvera, Escherichia, Pseudoescherichia, and Leclercia, close homology coupled with the virtual omnipresence 

of sequences containing the contact pattern suggests introduction of the protein into these species via horizontal gene transfer 

as a means of resistance against albicidin. Additionally, the Raoultella branch is embedded into the Klebsiella branch, which 

suggests Klebsiella as the source of the horizontal gene transfer into Raoultella. For other species, the phylogeny is not well 

resolved at the branching point, so the source of the transfer is more difficult to pinpoint. Red stars indicate proteins with a 

conserved contact pattern as defined in Figure S21. A vector graphic of this tree is also available separately online. 
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Figure S23: (A) Comparison of the effects of AlbAM131Q (top) and AlbAM131K (bottom) on albicidin. Protein and albicidin were 

incubated for 16 h at 37 °C prior to LC-MS analysis. (B) pH-dependency of albicidin cyclization when incubated with 

AlbAM131Q. (C) AlbAM131Q was incubated with albicidin at a 1:10 ratio and samples were taken every 24 h. 
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Figure S24: (A) Model of AlbAwt in complex with cystobactamid 919-2. Cystobactamid is shown as sticks (carbon atoms grey, 

oxygen atoms red, nitrogen atoms blue, hydrogen atoms white) and clashes with the protein as red discs. Protein residues 

responsible for the clashes are shown as cyan sticks and labeled, the protein is shown as a pale yellow cartoon. We used the 

AlbAwt-albicidin complex structure as a template to model an AlbA-cystobactamid 919-2 complex (Figure 4A). Overall, 

cystobactamid fits quite well into the substrate binding tunnel. However, three cystobactamid-specific modifications lead to 

severe clashes with the protein: The isopropoxy group of terminal PABA unit clashes severely with the side-chains of F166 

and Y169 and lightly with the side-chain of W110. The second isopropoxy group does not clash as severely, but the side-chains 

of L130 and W133 would have to move approximately 1 Å for a reasonable fit. The central -methoxy-asparagine linker clashes 

severely with I95 and lightly with T99 owing to its -methoxy group. Without -methoxylation an orientation of the side-chain 

with minimal clashes can be found. This implies that for compound optimization via medicinal chemistry bulky modifications 

in these three positions could be used to evade AlbA-mediated resistance. Since the substrate binding tunnel runs through the 

hydrophobic core of the protein, mutations in AlbA to counteract these modifications are possible but likely rare - spontaneous 

complementary mutations would be required to maintain a functional protein. (B) Structure of the cystobactamid derivative 

used by Rostock et al, lacking a hydroxy group in the position indicated by a red circle when compared to cystobactamid 919-

2. 
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Figure S25: (A) SPR of AlbAwt with cystobactamid 919-2. (B) Cystobactamid 919-2 is not converted by AlbAwt or selected 

mutants after a four day incubation at 37 °C. (C) Cystobactamid 919-2 but not albicidin show a statistically significant effect 

on K.pneumoniae growth. 
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Figure S26: Distribution of the TipA-S duplication amongst all TipA sequences currently publicly available. In addition to the 

AlbA clade one can find a closely related “TipA-TipA” protein family in Clostridiae. 

 

 

Table S1:  Data collection and refinement statistics (molecular replacement). 

 
 AlbAwt AlbAwt albicidn 

complex 

 AlbA T99V AlbA M131A 

albicidin complex 

Data collection     

Space group P 43 21 2    C 2 2 21 P 43 21 2    C 2 2 21 

Cell dimensions       

    a, b, c (Å) 70.58 70.58 95.10 54.14 123.18 

161.06 

69.92 69.92 95.22 53.26 123.50 161.17 

        ()  90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 

Resolution (Å) 47.55 - 1.90  

(1.94 - 1.90) 

48.92 - 1.55  

(1.58 - 1.55) 

49.44 - 2.60  

(2.71 - 2.60) 

49.01 - 2.20  

(2.27 - 2.20) 

Rmerge 0.050 (0.901) 0.041 (0.589) 0.113 (0.896) 

 

0.117 (0.811) 

 

I / I 18.3 (2.0) 16.3 (2.2) 

 

12.7 (2.0) 7.5 (2.7) 

Completeness (%) 99.8 (100.00) 

 

99.6 (99.9) 99.7 (98.2) 99.7 (99.8) 

Redundancy 7.0 (7.1) 4.6 (4.7) 7.0 (6.8) 5.1 (4.8) 

     

Refinement     

Resolution (Å) 44.20 - 1.9 47.37 - 1.55 

 

39.35 - 2.598 

 

49.01 - 2.2  

 

No. reflections 19504 (1906) 77989 (7724) 7698 (740) 27360 (2670) 

Rwork / Rfree 0.1943 / 0.2065 0.1886 / 0.2073 0.2181 / 0.2576 0.2105 / 0.2399 

No. atoms 1931 4146 1853 3766 

    Protein 1848 3571 1848 3540 

    Ligand/ion - 133 - 134 

    Water 83 442 5 92 

B-factors 42.22 34.60 58.99 50.77 

    Protein 42.20 34.14 59.00 50.86 

    Ligand/ion - 32.08 - 51.41 

    Water 42.65 39.02 54.21 46.64 

R.m.s. deviations     
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    Bond lengths 

(Å) 

0.008 0.009 0.005 0.013 

    Bond angles () 1.16 1.03 0.93 1.25 

Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell 

 

Phasing of AlbAwt using Phenix Autosol: 
 

Substructure search 

No. of sites 15 

Figure of merit 0.392 

Overall score 52.52 +/- 8.22 

 

Density modification 

R-factor 0.3006 

Map skew 0.21 

Corr. Of local RMS density 0.84 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
 

This thesis deals with two aspects of NP research, namely the biosynthesis of NPs and bacterial 

defence strategies against them. The first half of the discussion is dedicated to the role of two 

hydrolases, BotH and BotAH, found in the bottromycins BGCs; whereas the second half deals 

with the autoregulatory resistance strategy used by Klebsiella oxytoca against a potent NP 

antibacterial compound, albicidin.  

 

1 Functional and Structural Characterization of BotAH and 

BotH 
 

Bottromycins have been identified as highly modified RiPPs with potent antibacterial activity1-

8. Fortuitously, the identified mode of action of botrromycins differs from other known 

antibiotics - bottromycins inhibit bacterial protein synthesis by binding to a novel target, the A 

site of the prokaryotic 50S ribosome9-12. This novel target-site in conjunction with potent 

antibacterial activity, which extends to MRSA and VRE, makes them an extremely attractive 

target for antibiotic research3,13. Nevertheless, progress has been hampered due to difficulties 

associated with the chemical synthesis and derivatization of naturally occurring 

bottromycins3,4,13,14. These problems can be overcome by large-scale, bottom-up engineering 

approaches, which require an understanding of the underlying principles of bottromycin 

biosynthesis15. The identification of the gene cluster responsible for the biosynthesis of 

bottromycins, followed by in vivo and/or in vitro functional characterization of these genes has 

been a significant step forward in that direction5-8,16-19. However, the function of two genes, 

botH and botAH, remained unclear. Therefore, in-depth structural and functional 

characterization of these two proteins was carried out to facilitate a better understanding of their 

role in the bottromycin pathway. 

 

BotAH is a putative metallo-dependent amidohydrolase that based on gene deletion studies was 

suggested to cooperate with BotCD to form the macrocycle16. However, in vitro studies 

demonstrated that the absence of BotAH did not impede macrocyclization - BotCD alone was 

sufficient to carry out this modification with no observable enhancement of enzymatic activity 

upon addition of BotAH18,19. To resolve the apparent disparity between in vivo and in vitro 

studies, BotAH was functionally and structurally characterized. The reported in vitro 

characterization of BotAH clearly demonstrated that it is responsible for the removal of the 
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follower peptide and this activity required the presence of divalent metal ions. BotAH was also 

shown to be highly selective for heterocyclized, macrocyclized intermediate, and therefore is 

likely to act after BotC and BotCD in the bottromycin pathway. Moreover, once the follower 

peptide has been removed by BotAH the macrocycle cannot be reopened by BotCD, placing 

BotAH as the gatekeeper between the early and late-stage modification steps. This observation 

helps to explain the previously suggested cooperative role of BotAH/CD in in vivo studies. The 

knockout of BotAH most likely leads to an accumulation of heterocyclized, macrocyclized 

intermediate that is acted upon by BotCD to reopen the macrocycle, thereby resulting in highly 

similar mass spectral network reported for both BotAH and BotCD knockouts16. Taken together 

the data presented here not only establishes the precise role of BotAH in bottromycin 

biosynthesis, but also help rationalize the disparity between the in vitro and in vivo studies.  

 

The reported crystal structure of BotAH sheds light on its substrate specificity and mechanism 

of action. The structure revealed that BotAH belongs to the subtype I amidohydrolase family - 

the binuclear metal centre embedded in the active site is ligated to the protein through 

electrostatic interactions with the side chains of six amino acids (4 His, 1 Asp and 1 Lys). 

Analogous to an amidohydrolase from the Escherichia coli, dihydroorotase (DHO), binding of 

the peptide substrate to BotAH may be facilitated by the interaction of the carbonyl group of 

the scissile peptide bond with the divalent ions. This interaction has been noted to polarize the 

amide bond, thereby making the carbonyl carbon more electrophilic. Asp348, located in the 

active site of BotAH, may then activate the nucleophilic water for the hydrolysis step. This role 

of Asp348 as a general base is supported by the loss of activity observed for Asp348Asn 

mutation. The nucleophilic attack results in the formation of an oxyanion that is stabilized by 

as of yet unknown residues in the BotAH ligand binding site.  It is worth mentioning that 

somewhat different mechanisms have also been reported for other amidohydrolases, and 

therefore in-depth mechanistic studies are warranted to fully understand the mechanism 

employed by BotAH for the cleavage of follower peptide. In the BotAH structure an extended, 

wide substrate-binding site is observed that is predicted to be suitable for binding both, the 

heterocycle and macrocycle, explaining the observed in vitro preference for the heterocyclized 

and macrocyclized substrate over only heterocyclized substrate. Moreover, this preference also 

hints towards a mode of binding that may proceed via the interaction with the macrocycle acting 

as an anchor to help position the peptide bond present between the heterocycle and the follower 

peptide for hydrolysis. Future studies focusing on the relative stabilization effect of the 

hydrolysis products on BotAH may better explain the mode of substrate binding. Interestingly, 
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the substrate binding site comprises of highly conserved residues, indicating that BotAH may 

have evolved to specifically accept large cyclic peptides. In general, RiPP enzymes exhibit 

relaxed substrate specificity, but in all the bottromycin BGCs identified to date (except for 

bottromycin D) the core peptide sequence is fully conserved. To understand if this is a 

consequence of stringent BotAH gatekeeping, the effect of single point mutations in the core 

peptide of BotA on BotAH activity were tested. Data suggests that BotAH is promiscuous in 

the context of single amino acid changes, but has high fidelity for macrocyclized and 

heterocyclized substrates. This is not surprising given the highly conserved nature of the BotAH 

substrate binding site. In the absence of a complex structure of BotAH with substrate it is 

difficult to rationalize the role of each residue in substrate binding and recognition - this work 

will certainly provide much needed insight into BotAH ligand promiscuity, and possibly extend 

it further by protein reengineering.  

 

With the function of BotAH established, focus was shifted towards the last remaining 

uncharacterized hydrolase present in the bottromycins BCGs. The high-resolution structure of 

BotH revealed it to be a member of the /β-hydrolase (ABH) family. However, comparison of 

BotH with its closest structural homolog (PDB: 2XUA) led to an interesting observation: the 

active site residues are either mutated or missing in BotH, and this non-functional active site is 

found in a large hydrophobic cavity that appeared to be suitable for binding to the BotAH 

product. Concurrently, work on the enzymatic production of the substrate for BotCYP also 

revealed that heterocyclized and macrocyclized-BotAH product undergoes slow spontaneous 

epimerization (3a and 3b; 3a << 3b; page no. 72 & 94).  The incubation of this substrate with 

BotH resulted in a significant change in the relative abundance of the epimers (3a > 3b). 

Marfey’s reagent and analysis using high-resolution LC-MS confirmed that 3a is D-Asp; this 

epimer was subsequently shown in vivo to be the preferred substrate of BotCYP to carry out 

oxidative decarboxylation of the heterocycle (Adam, S. and Franz, L.; unpublished work). 

Therefore, these observations confirm the role of BotH in bottromycins biosynthesis as the 

enzyme responsible for the epimerization of L- to D-Asp.  

 

Among RiPPs, epimerization is best studied for lanthipeptides and proteusins20,21. In 

lanthipeptides it proceeds via a two-step process. The first step involves the formation of 

dehydroalanine (Dha) or dehydrobutyrine (Dhb) - from either serine or threonine - as an 

intermediate by a dehydratase22-26. Usually the dehydrated intermediate undergoes 

intramolecular Michael-type addition of Cys thiol by a cyclase that results in the inversion of 
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the stereocenter20,21,25,27. However, a subclass of lantipeptides contains D-amino acids that are 

formed by hydrogenation of Dha and/or Dhb28-30. In contrast to lanthipeptides, proteusins make 

use of a radical-SAM enzymes for the conversion of L-Val, L-Ile and L-Ala into their D-

configured counterparts31,32. Since BotH shares no homology to any of these proteins, we also 

solved the structure of BotH in complex with 3a, which sheds light on the mechanism behind 

3 epimerization. In the absence of catalytic residues around C proton of Asp7 that may be 

involved in proton abstraction or addition, a ligand-assisted deprotonation-protonation 

mechanism has been proposed. The binding of 3b traps a water molecule within hydrogen bond 

distance of the thiazoline nitrogen. In the complex structure of BotH and 3a, the carboxyl of 

Asp7 is positioned such that it may serve as a base to abstract the C proton from itself, which 

triggers imine-enamine tautomerization with proton transfer from the trapped water molecule 

to the thiazoline nitrogen. The resulting hydroxide ion, which is held in position via hydrogen 

bond interaction with the thiazoline’s carboxy group and protonated nitrogen, can then extract 

hydrogen back from the thiazoline nitrogen. This leads to reprotonation of the enamine by the 

side chain of Asp7 and -carbon stereoinversion. The possible involvement of the Asp7-

carboxyl group in epimerization is based on the observed inability of BotH to epimerize 

substrates containing Ala or Asn at the Asp position. This may also explain why O-methylation 

of this Asp is the last step in bottromycin pathway. The proposed mechanism of epimerization 

highlights the importance of the correct orientation of the thiazoline carboxy group as a proton 

shuttle during epimerization. This may also explain the slow rate of epimerization observed for 

3b in the absence of BotH.  In light of this, four BotH residues (Met43, Phe109, Met174, Ile224) 

seem to be critical as they are involved in the formation of a small hydrophobic groove in which 

the thiazoline resides. The mutation of these with less bulky residues may lead to a more flexible 

thiazoline, potentially unable to trap the water molecule. This should in turn lead to a loss of 

BotH epimerization activity, further supporting the proposed epimerization mechanism.   

 

The BotH structure in complex with 3a represents the first reported structure of bottromycin 

biosynthetic enzymes with ligands, and has proved invaluable in providing a better 

understanding of enzyme-substrate flexibility (page no. 97 & 105). BotH can handle mutations 

at most of the positions in and around the macrocycle. The Phe residue at position 6 of the core 

peptide is bound in a rather hydrophobic pocket, held in place by hydrophobic interactions with 

the surrounding residues. The pocket is big enough to accommodate lager hydrophobic residues 

at this position, which explains the successful conversion of Phe6Tyr and Phe6Trp substrates. 

The inability of BotH to process Phe6Ala hints towards the importance of bulky hydrophobic 
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residues at this position of the core peptide in substrate binding. In light of this, it would be 

interesting to see if this mutation has any impact on the overall binding affinity of the substrate 

to BotH. The valines at position 3, 4 and 5 of the core peptide are pointing away from the 

binding pocket towards the bulk solvent, and therefore, BotH exhibits considerable flexibility 

at these positions. However, care must be taken when introducing multiple mutations 

simultaneously, so not to disturb the intramolecular hydrophobic interactions formed by Val 

residues. The flexibility at core peptide position 2 is limited due to the positioning of the Pro 

residue in a small pocket. Hence, Pro can only be substituted with small amino acids e.g. Ala 

and Gly. Two remaining positions (1 and 8) were not tested, as mutations at these positions are 

determinantal to the activity of the enzymes preceding BotH in the pathway. 

 

Given 3a/b are close homologs of bottromycin A2, the binding affinity of four different 

bottromycins to BotH was also tested. BotH was able to bind bottromycins with KD in the high 

nM to low µM range. The reported high-resolution crystal structures of bottromycin-BotH 

complexes help explain the mode of binding. Bottromycins bind in a manner similar to 3, with 

minimal change in the overall structure of the protein. The bound ligand is stabilized by an 

extensive network of hydrogen and hydrophobic interactions, explaining the observed high-

affinity of bottromycins for BotH. Unsurprisingly, bottromycin A2 was also observed to act as 

an orthosteric inhibitor of epimerization, suggesting that BotH has secondary non-enzymatic 

roles in bottromycin pathway i.e. self-immunity of the producer strain and feedback inhibition. 

The overexpression of BotT (putative transporter) in a bottromycin sensitive strain resulted in 

a slight increase in resistance. This resistance was further amplified when BotT was 

overexpressed along with BotH, implying that BotH exert its secondary role in conferring self-

resistance via interaction with the transporter protein (Santos-Aberturas, J. and Truman, AW.; 

unpublished). However, at the moment the nature of this interaction is still not clear, but in vivo 

studies are currently ongoing to shed light on it. Although our understanding of the mechanisms 

involved in the biosynthesis of RiPPs is continuously increasing, the way they are exported out 

of the producing cells using export machineries is poorly documented. Currently, McjD from 

microcin J25 (MccJ25) is the only functionally and structurally characterized RiPP transporter. 

This transporter exclusively recognizes and transports MccJ25, and this stringency is 

presumably dictated by the specific interactions between key residues present on MccJ25 with 

McjD. Based on these findings, one could speculate that bottromycins, upon binding to BotH, 

adapt a conformation that presents MccJ25-like key residues for optimal interaction with BotT 

- compared to the published NMR structure, bottromycin A2 undergoes significant 
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conformational change as a result of binding to BotH (page no. 105). The epimerization of Asp7 

has been shown to be important for the downstream enzyme, BotCYP, as it preferentially 

consumes D-Asp substrate (Adam, S. and Franz, L.; unpublished work). Thus, feedback 

inhibition of BotH by mature bottromycins may offer a direct and faster means to regulate NP 

production than altered gene expression. These findings hint towards a possible subcellular 

colocalization of these two enzymes, and therefore, it would be interesting to study if BotH and 

BotCYP interact with each other or not.  Taken together, the secondary functions of BotH may 

have a profound impact on the production yield of bottromycins in heterologous hosts, which 

is one of the bottlenecks in the development of these compound for pharmaceutical use. 

Overexpression of BotT has already been shown to improve production titer 20 times in a S. 

coelicolor host, and this increase was linked to the role of BotT in host self-resistance5. Thus, 

it is likely that the observed enhancement in resistance upon co-overexpression of BotT and 

BotH could potentially lead to a further increase of bottromycins production yields.  

 

In conclusion, work presented here has helped to establish the primary function of two proteins, 

BotAH and BotH, in the bottromycin pathway, and shed light on their mechanism of action. In 

addition, the work detailing the substrate flexibility of these enzymes will be important in future 

efforts to derivatize bottromycins. However, several questions pertaining to the secondary 

role(s) of BotH need to addressed, namely the nature of the BotH and BotT interaction, the role 

of bottromycins residues in export, and the effect of co-overexpression of BotH and BotT on 

heterologous yields.   

2 Functional and Structural Characterization of AlbA 
 

Albicidin is a phytotoxic molecule produced by the Gram-negative plant pathogen 

Xanthomonas albilineans that is responsible for leaf scald disease in sugarcane plants33,34. 

Additionally, albicidin is bactericidal in the nanomolar range against Gram-positive and Gram-

negative bacteria35-37. The mechanism of action of albicidin has been identified: it inhibits DNA 

replication by targeting bacterial DNA gyrase (topoisomerase II), an enzyme which is essential 

for supercoiling of DNA during replication35,38,39. Despite potent antibacterial activity and no 

cytotoxicity to mammalian cells, the development of albicidin as a new family of antibacterial 

drugs suffers from one major drawback - the presence of resistance mechanisms against it, 

including MerR-like protein, AlbA, in Klebsiella oxytoca40-44. Previously, this protein had been 

suggested to confer resistance by rapidly removing free albicidin from cells by binding the 

antibiotic with strong affinity (KD 64 nM)45. Additionally, an alanine scan identified several 
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key residues involved in albicidin binding, and it was found that ligand-binding induced major 

conformational changes46. However, the understanding of how AlbA mediated neutralization 

of albicidin suffered from the lack of high-resolution structures to fully understand how AlbA 

exert its function.  

 

The crystal structure of AlbA revealed that it adapts an all--helical fold. This does not agree 

with previously reported circular dichroism (CD) spectrometry studies, as Zhang and co-

workers estimated AlbA to be composed of at least 21% β-sheets that are not observed in the 

reported crystal structure46. This is most likely due to the presence of misfolded AlbA and/or 

instability of AlbA in the buffer used for CD spectrometry leading to the formation of β-sheet-

rich fibrillar aggregates that can interfere with protein secondary structure estimation47-49. The 

structure also revealed that AlbA is composed of a tandem architecture, AlbA1-114 and AlbA115-

221, with each domain of the protein being structurally similar to TipAS. This fusion of two 

TipAS-like proteins results in the formation of a long putative ligand binding tunnel, running 

across the entire length of AlbA. The structure of AlbA in complex with albicidin confirmed 

that albicidin does indeed occupy the ligand binding tunnel formed by the two TipAS domains, 

stabilized via several residues previously identified to be important for albicidin binding. Unlike 

previously reported significant conformational changes upon ligand binding by CD 

spectroscopy, the overall structure of AlbA is virtually unchanged after binding albicidin46. 

Despite the limitations of the CD spectroscopy studies in elucidating protein structure it can be 

argued that the AlbA structures reported here do not shed light on the protein dynamics, as 

crystal structures only report the ensemble average50. It is well known that proteins typically 

populate a number of structural states, displaying a range of conformations that are important 

for its biological function51. Therefore, it is likely that AlbA, just like TipAS, displays inherent 

and ligand induced protein dynamics52
. Work by Süssmuth and co-workers, have extend the 

knowledge of AlbA-albicidin binding; it was reported that the NMR spectra of AlbA shows 

extensive line-broadening in the absence of albicidin, presumably reflecting the internal 

dynamics of the protein53. In addition, they also evaluated the binding contributions of each 

TipAS domain of AlbA by using albicidin and its truncated derivatives. AlbA115-221 was found 

to be the major contributor in the stabilization of albicidin in the binding tunnel. Taken together, 

these studies led the authors to propose a possible binding mechanism that involved the fixation 

of albicidin to the AlbA115-221 domain via a salt-bridge interaction which then helps to orient 

the ligand and allows subsequent association to the other domain, AlbA1-114
53. Such cooperative 

binding has also been observed for another MerR-like protein, BmrB54. The characterization of 
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protein dynamics continues to be a major challenge in the field of structural biology, but two 

non-traditional methods which can help understand the ligand-induced protein dynamics at high 

resolution, and are gaining popularity, include time-resolved crystallography at X-ray free-

electron lasers (XFEL) and cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-EM)55,56. The combination of these 

two techniques, along with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, may provide a more 

complete picture of events associated with AlbA interaction with albicidin57.  

 

Unexpectedly, a close inspection of the AlbA-albicidin complex structure also revealed that the 

bound albicidin had been modified. Subsequent, extensive in vitro characterization confirmed 

that the modification is not a crystallization artifact or a result of radiation damage incurred 

during X-ray data collection, but a result of AlbA interaction with albicidin. This was 

overlooked by Süssmuth and co-workers, who went on to report an unmodified albicidin in 

their AlbA-albicidin complex structure53. To help better understand the underlying mechanism 

of the AlbA-induced modification of albicidin, in-depth mutational and structural studies are 

also reported. These studies resulted in the identification of three key residues: residues Thr99 

and Ile95 form a stable bottleneck that is responsible for forcing the nitrile group of albicidin 

into a position that promotes the formation of a five-membered ring, whereas Met131 protects 

the newly formed ring from bulk solvent. This modification contributes to drug resistance, as 

modified albicidin was found be less active against a panel of bacteria, especially Escherichia 

coli for which a decrease of activity by 300 x was observed. Currently, it is not clear if the 

decrease in activity is a result of poor interaction with the bacterial target, DNA gyrase and/or 

a consequence of reduced uptake by the outer-membrane channel, Tsx36,37,44. These findings 

helped redefine our understanding of the neutralization of albicidin by AlbA - the protein does 

not only sequester the antibiotic but also modifies it into a lot less potent compound. Given 

proteins have a half-life in cells, this mechanism of albicidin neutralization may also help 

reduce the gene expression burden in the host cells, as a single protein can act on numerous 

albicidin molecules. This mechanism is unlike the TipA system, where thiopeptide-like 

antibiotics bind irreversibly to the protein via a covalent interaction58.   

 

The structural homology of AlbA with TipAS also led to the re-evaluation of the albA gene. 

Akin to the TipA system, AlbA was also found to exist in two forms: a truncated version, 

AlbAS, that contains the ligand binding domain formed by two TipAS-like domains; and a full-

length protein, AlbAL, composed of AlbAS connected to a putative DNA binding domain via a 

coiled-coiled region - an observation also noted by Süssmuth and co-workers53. Subsequently, 
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in vivo studies confirmed that the exposure of an albA-positive bacterium to albicidin leads to 

an upregulation of both AlbAL and AlbAS; thus, AlbA can be considered an autoregulated 

antibiotic resistance system. However, at the moment it is still not clear how binding of albicidin 

to AlbAL leads to upregulation of the albA gene. Given AlbA’s similarity to the TipA system, 

it can be assumed to act via a similar mechanism52,59. The binding of ligand to AlbAL may 

promote its dimerization, which stabilizes the AlbAL - RNA polymerase - promoter complex, 

thereby inducing transcription. In the TipA system, ligand binding has been reported to induce 

the expression of additional genes, possibly other MDR genes60,61. Whether this is the case for 

the AlbA system as well is currently not known, although the susceptibility of Escherichia coli 

BL21 cells overexpressing AlbAS hint towards the involvement of additional factors in 

albicidin resistant strains containing AlbA system.  

 

Given the ligand promiscuity of the TipA system, AlbA binding to an albicidin related antibiotic 

was also tested.  Cystobactamid, unlike albicidin, was not modified by AlbA, probably due to 

the presence of a central iso-asparagine moiety that prevents cyclization62-65. Moreover, in in 

vivo studies using cystobactamid resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae, which harbors albA gene, 

the exposure of cystobactamid did not elicit an upregulation of the AlbA system. This may be 

a consequence of its significantly reduced affinity to AlbA, compared to albicidin, or a mode 

of interaction that prevents AlbAL mediated upregulation of the albA gene. Since Klebsiella 

pneumoniae is fully resistant to cystobactamid it is also likely that other mechanism(s) of 

resistance are employed by the bacteria, which require further investigation. The comparison 

of cystobactamid resistant strains before and after exposure to cystobactamid by RNA-seq may 

help identify these resistance mechanism(s)66. In addition, it would also be interesting to check 

if cystobactamid resistant strains that contain albA gene, harbor mutations in the putative 

dimerization domain of TipAL. As explained earlier, dimerization of TipAL-like transcriptional 

regulators is a prerequisite for gene upregulation, and mutations in the dimerization region of 

AlbA-like proteins have been reported to have either an enhanced activation or an enhanced 

repression phenotype67. Therefore, mutations in the AlbAL dimerization domain may 

compensate for the reduced affinity of cystobactamid for AlbA. The different effect of 

compounds on transcription of the albA gene point to one thing: unique structural features of 

cystobactamid represent natural chemical modifications of a NP against AlbA-mediated 

neutralization of antibiotics. Since AlbA-like drug resistance systems have also been identified 

in a number of pathogenic bacteria, the derivatization of albicidin must take these structural 

features into account to overcome such resistance systems. 
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In summary, work presented here contributed to a general understanding of resistance strategies 

of bacteria against antibiotics. The in-depth structural and biochemical characterization of the 

AlbA resistance system will be useful for future antibiotic-development efforts. A step in that 

direction may be the optimization of albicidin to incorporate cystobactamid-like structural 

features. Besides antibiotic development, a better understanding AlbA system may also have 

significant potential in biotechnology: (1) as biosensors to help identify new potent albicidin-

like compounds, and (2) as biocontrol against economically important leaf scald disease in 

sugarcane via production of transgenic plants68,69.   

3 Concluding Remarks 
 

Antibiotic resistance has become a global health threat, especially due to the emergence, spread, 

and persistence of multidrug-resistance bacteria. To tackle this threat, continued and improved 

discovery of new NP antibiotics, along with the detailed understanding of their biosynthesis 

and mechanism of action are of great urgency. Microbes have evolved to defend their ecological 

niche from other microorganisms, often using NPs with antibacterial properties as chemical 

weapons. This poses an inherent problem in the use of NP as antibiotics i.e. the prevalence of 

pre-existing resistance strategies in microbes, which can be disseminated if the compound finds 

a broad use. Therefore, the discovery of a new NP with antibacterial property must be followed 

by the identification and understanding of pre-existing resistance strategies against it, if any, to 

allow for the rational development of the compound to circumvent drug resistance.   
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The role of protein-protein interactions in RiPPs 
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